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Abstract
Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) imaging, also known as Magnetic Resonance 
Imaging (MRI) is a non-invasive diagnostic technique used in the medical field for body scanning 
and is a sensitive method to look at the soft tissue. MRI is also used in the imaging of solids in 
order to study their internal structure. The non-ionising nature of the radiation used in this imaging 
technique allows the objects to be scanned frequently. One consequence is the generation of large 
amounts of data to be processed within given time constraints. Once the data is generated from 
a scanner, it has to be manipulated to recover the original information in the form of a 
reconstructed image.
The developments in the field of Very Lar ge Scale Integrated (VLSI) circuit design and 
in computing science in the last two to three decades have made significant contributions to the 
data processing part of imaging. Avenues have yet to be explored as many of the problems posed 
by physical systems are complex and are not computable in real time, because of their complexity 
or technological constraints. The past decade has seen many developments in faster processors, 
specialised processors and low and high level concurrent and distributed systems. One of the 
major advances has been the development of the transputer and within the last decade many 
applications have been implemented on transputer based systems.
The objective of this thesis is to present one such application with respect to the image 
reconstruction problem. Issues addressed are the implementation of the algorithm on a concurrent 
system, flexibility of the algorithm as a function of computing nodes and the development of 
multi-dimensional reconstruction.
A distributed Radix-2 Fast Fourier Transform has been developed and applied in a 
transputer based environment to the problem of reconstruction of images generated from a frtil 
body Nuclear Magnetic Resonance scanner. A transputer ring network of one host and four slaves 
was used for the development The algorithm was also tested on a sixteen processor system and 
the scalability of the algorithm assessed. The reconstruction times and memory usage were
measured as functions of processor nodes. It is shown that the performance scales as expected 
theoretically. The interprocessor communication time on the network was measured and the 
resulting limitations investigated. The limitations imposed by the algorithm are discussed.
The reconstruction algorithm was extended to handle three spatial dimensional data. Two 
methods were used, a three dimensional reconstruction by stacking of two dimensional slices 
and a three dimensional Fourier Transform technique. These algorithms were implemented on 
the multi-transputer systems. The limitations of the methods are discussed and the advantages 
are presented.
Finally, a general oveiview of the constraints of the reconstruction schemes that were 
developed is given and methods of removing them are suggested. The problem of slice motion 
in the form of translation and rotation is discussed with reference to the three dimensional stacking 
reconstruction. Some methods for solving this problem in the concurrent environment are 
discussed and techniques for their implementation in the present context suggested. The advances 
in the practical implementation of three dimensional scanning techniques are discussed and their 
relevance to the concurrent computer systems and the developed algorithms are presented, along 
with other developments in the field in of parallel computing.
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Chapter 1
Magnetic Resonance Imaging
1.1 Introduction
In the field of medical imaging, Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) has emerged as 
one of the many available non-invasive diagnostic techniques. Nuclear Magnetic Resonance 
(NMR) theory, which is the basis of MRI, tells us that the absorption of electromagnetic energy 
causes resonance in nuclei immersed in a magnetic field. The nuclei! that are characterised in 
such a way possess a non-zero nuclear magnetic moment The techniques to study such behaviour 
were developed initially F. Bloch [ 3 ] and E.M. Purcell ( Purcell et al [ 19 ] ) in 1946. Since 
then NMR techniques have been developed into sophisticated methods with a wide variety of 
uses in physics, physical and organic chemistry, biophysics and biochemistry. MRI was later 
developed to be widely used as a body scanning technique, especially in the characterisation of 
soft tissue. It has also been used to study the properties of materials. The theory for NMR is well 
established and has been extensively described by Abragam[ 1 ], Süchter[ 20 ] and Farrar & 
Beckerl 8 ]. Surveys regarding imaging have been presented by Mansfield & Morris [ 14 ], 
Morris [ 15 ], Lerski [ 13 ] and Pykett[ 18 ].
The following sections outline some of the fundamental aspects of the theory of NMR 
which form the basis of the imaging methods. A short review of MRI is then presented.
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1.2 NMR spectroscopy
1.2.1 Classical Model
Angular momentum is an intrinsic property of atomic nuclei. A spinning charge such 
as the proton, is analogous to a current loop, which can be considered as a magnetic dipole with 
an associated magnetic field. NMR spectroscopy can be used to study materials with odd numbers 
of nucleons (protons or neutrons) in the nuclei-, as they exhibit a net spin. For a practical system 
with many nuclei ♦ there is a randomization of the spin direction giving a net resultant of zero. 
When such a material is placed in a static magnetic field the spin directions will become more 
ordered such that they ai e aligned with or against the applied magnetic field. The simplest system 
for odd nuclei is that of Hydrogen-with a single proton. This is an ideal candidate for NMR 
because of its abundance in the form of water or the complex molecules that form living 
organisms. If a material with an abundance of Hydrogen is placed in a magnetic field of strength 
Bo , the protons align with the magnetic field direction or against it  The protons form a net 
magnetization and this net macroscopic magnetization obeys classical equations. A single proton 
can be viewed as precessing around the applied magnetic field direction as shown in Fig. 1.1.
!Bsm9
Fig. 1.1 A nucleon precessing about the magnetic field Bo.
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The rate of change of angular momentum J is given by the cross product,
where |X = magnetic moment
Bo « applied magnetic field 
J = angular momentum 
Therefore, for the proton processing at angular frequency ® o, the angle 0  in time At is
d* “  (Do At
The change in the angular momentum lAJI is expressed as
lA JN  (I J !s in e ) d>
-  ( I Jlsine) ((DoAt)
Therefore
= ( I JlsinO ) (Do
— |x X B o
from equation [1.1]. Therefore
( IJIsin0 ) (Do = -  ip! IBoI sine
and
(Do= -  -  yBo
where y = ^  =s gyiomagnetic ratio, and eijuation [1.2] is called the Larmor relation and 
cDo the Larmor frequency.
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1.2.2 Quantum Mechanical Model
A quantum mechanical approach shows that for a proton spin I, magnetic moment p in 
a static field Bo, the magnitude of the angular momentum J is given by
IJI=hVl(l+l)
 ^ . Planck’s constantwhere h i s   -----------2n
The magnetic moment. and angular momentum are co-hnear such that 
P = yJ
where y is tlie gyromagnetic ratio. A spin angular momentum operator I is defined such
that
J = h l
Therefore if a nucleus with a net magnetic moment is placed in a magnetic field B o, then 
the Hamiltonian for the interaction is given by the dot product,
H= -  p • Bo 
= -y J  Bo 
= -  yh I Bo
If, further restrictions are placed on the Bo field, i.e. it is in z dhection and static with 
respect to time, then,
H = -  yh Bq Iz 
The energy values of this Hamiltonian aie given by
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E m -”  YÜ Bo mi
where mi is the magnetic quantum number which can assume (21+1) values i.e.
mi = I, (I-l),(I-2),......-I
Thus the magnetic field has caused these energy levels to split and the levels are called 
the Zeeman energy levels. The adjacent levels are equally separated by an energy of yhB o. 
However,
AE = h  Io)oi 
Therefore,
h  Icool = y h  Bo
icool = y Bo
This is the Larmor relation, and equivalent to the classical approach. In the case of the 
Hydrogen nucleus, 1= 1/2. Therefore there are 2 values, i.e.
J. 1mi = ± 2
Transition between levels is induced by applying an alternating magnetic field, B i, which 
is perpendicular to the static magnetic field, thus achieving the resonance condition. The classical
Bo
E = -l/2V «IB ^l
E = +l/2Y hlB„lm T = -1/2
Fig. 1.2 The splitting of energy levels for 1=1/2 under field Bo.
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approach shows the alternating field B i rotating at the resonant fiequency coo about Bq. This 
results in a coupling between B i and the nucleii and therefore the dipole experiences a 
jx X B i couple which can be used to affect the angle 0 as shown in Fig. 1.2. If B i rotates at a 
different frequency then the perturbations on the nuclei ■ are small.
1.2.3 Macroscopic magnetisation
The previous sections dealt with the case of individual protons. In a real system however, 
there is an ensemble of magnetic dipole moments. In the absence of a magnetic field these are 
randomly oriented. If such an ensemble is placed in a magnetic field, the spins orientate 
themselves with respect to the magnetic field and according to their quantum number m. If it is 
assumed that there is only a weak coupling between the individual protons, as in the case of a 
sample of water, then the spin populations wül distribute themselves between the energy levels 
in ratios given by the Boltzmann distribution. The Boltzmann distribution slightly favours the 
lower energy state at room temperature, and thus there are more nuclei aligned with the field 
than against it, giving a net magnetization in the field direction. The distiibution gives.
where n"^  = number of protons aligned with Bq, mi = +1/2
jjdown _  of protons ahgned against Bq, mi = -1 /2
k = Boltzmann constant
Ts = absolute temperature of the spin system
AE = Energy separation between the levels i.e. yh  I Bql
Usually a lattice temperature Tl, is assigned to the bulk of the sample, which is equal to 
the spin system temperature, Ts, at equilibrium. Thus the net magnetization Mq is taken to be in 
the direction of Bq. For a sample containing N spins, ( Bore [ 2 ] ) at temperature T, the 
magnetization is given by
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L “ I
Mo= N yB --------------
mi = -I
where
Em=yh Bo
XAs Em «  kT, an approximation using the expansion e =  ^ ^ives
kT 21+1
N /h^B piq+i)
3kT
For Hydrogen, I = 1/2. therefore,
But Bo/kT «  1. Hence the inherent sensitivity in NMR is low. Increasing the magnetic 
field strength Bo and reducing the temperature T is one way of increasing the signal to noise ratio.
For an ensemble of spins with a resultant magnetization Mo, the classical equations of 
motion can be written,
^ - y M o X B o  M
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This does not account for any relaxation. Bloch [ 3 ] in his derivation assumed an 
exponential decay to Mo, the equilibrium magnetization. He also allowed different decay rates 
for the longitudinal and transverse components, ( Jackson [ 10 ] ) i.e. the components parallel 
and perpendicular to Mo respectively. They are generally teimed as the spin-lattice relaxation 
and spin-spin relaxation times. Therefore,
dMo - _ p Mx i +  My j (Mz — Mo) ka  y  jVlo X H o ~dt T2 Tl
Normally the equations of motion are considered in the rotating frame of reference rather 
than the laboratory frame as shown in equation [1.3]. Therefore,
dMo
*  y».
4" OOoX Mo
Therefore,
l>o+ —Y= yMoX 
= yMoXBeir
where Beff= and under resonance co =* coo = -  yBo
Fig. 1.3 Application of the resonant magnetic field Bi.
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When another field rotating at ©o, B i, is applied then,
B eff = ^Bo+ — + Bi^ Y
At resonance Beff = B i i.e. the precessing spins are influenced by B i . Then,
= yMoXBofr= yMoXBi
by,
Therefore Imil = y B i .
Thus if RF is applied for xp seconds, then the angle through which Mo processes is given 
8 =  ylBii Xp
Thus for 0 = 90°, the RF pulse is called a 90° or nl2 pulse and for 0=180°, the RF pulse 
is called a 180° pulse or rr pulse.
1.2.4 Relaxation
Relaxation refers to the regaining of equilibrium by the macroscopic magnetisation. As 
mentioned before, at equilibrium thelattice temperature T l and the spin temperature Ts are equal. 
The application o f a pulse of resonant radio frequency heats up the spin system, increasing the 
temperature Ts. When the radiation is switched off the spin system cools by exchanging energy 
between the individual spins and also between itself and the lattice. Once the B i field has been 
removed, the ensemble of weakly interacting protons will try and regain tlieh original equilibrium 
and magnetization Mo Relaxation is achieved by the diffusion of the proton temperature/energy 
either to the lattice or to the nearby protons. The former is known as spin-lattice relaxation, 
characterised by time Ti and the latter spin-spin relaxation by time T2.
At the end of the RF pulse, some mechanism or mechanisms must exist that allow the 
observed return of the system to the equilibrium state. To re-establish equilibrium a process is
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needed which transfers spins from one energy level to another. The rate of spontaneous transitions 
is very low and does not explain what is obseiwed, therefore some other mechanism must be 
involved. In a sample the motion of molecules and therefore their nuclear magnetic moments, 
causes the local magnetic fields to fluctuate. This coupling between them is similar to an RF field 
and allows transitions between energy levels. The different physical interactions which are 
important in coupling the nucleii to other nucleii and the nucleii to the lattice ( Lerski R.A.
[ 13], Bushell M.C. [ 4 ] ), thus forming an energy transfer scheme, are
magnetic dipole-dipole interaction (nuclear dipole moments)
chemical shift anisotropy ( magnetic fields due to orbital motion)
electron spin moment
electric quadrupole moment
indirect pseudo-dipolar
paramagnetic centre interactions
The magnetic dipole-dipole interaction is dominant for spin 1/2 nuclei> The nuclear 
magnetic moments produce local magnetic fields which couple with the neighbouring nuclear 
moments. The coupling is a function of distance between the moments, their magnitude and the 
orientations of the intemuclear vectors with respect to the external field. Bo The interaction 
contributes to both spin-lattice and spin-spin relaxation mechanisms.
The electric quadrupole coupling exists for nuclei with I > 1/2, for example the nucleii 
of sodium (Na) with I = 3/2, unless molecular symmetry cancels the moment to zero. Such 
coupling causes efficient relaxations and contributes to both spin-lattice and spin-spin relaxation 
mechanisms.
The electron distribution around a nucleus causes shielding and therefore the nucleus 
experiences a modified field. The distribution of the field and the orientation causes the resonant 
frequency to shift, and hence the relaxation to shift. In a liquid where the molecular motions are 
rapid, there is an average chemical shift value. If the motions are slower the chemical shift can 
be noticed. For example if there is a complex grouping of protons, eg. ethanol CH3CH2OH, then 
this produces a characteristic peak in the absorption spectrum.
10
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1.2.4.1 Spin lattice Relaxation
At the termination of the applied RF pulse, i.e. the B i field, the macroscopic magnetisa­
tion can be resolved into the z and the x-y components. Spin-lattice relaxation is characterised 
by the recovery of macroscopic magnetisation in the z-direction, leading to thermal equilibrium. 
One way of characterising the relaxation mechanisms is to assign a heat capacity Ts to the spin 
system and Tl  to the lattice. In general the lattice temperature Tl  is much greater than the spin 
system temperature Ts and the lattice can be considered as an infinite heat reservoir. Ti is the 
characteristic time associated with the approach to the theimal equilibrium, and is called the 
"spin-lattice relaxation time". The spin-lattice relaxation interactions cause the spin states to have 
a finite life-time. In terms of the energy states one can associate the RF field with causing a change 
in the population levels. Relaxation causes the recovery of equilibrium of the states. In general, 
amongst molecular systems, the dipole-dipole interaction is the major contributing factor. One 
can write down an interaction Hamiltonian for two protons of spin Ii, I2 and separated by a 
distance r. ( Slichter[ 20 ] ). Qualitatively one can visualise a magnetic dipole interacting with 
another magnetic dipole through the fluctuating local magnetic fields. The dipolar interactions 
aie proportional to r"^  and contribute to both spin-lattice and spin-spin relaxations. The part 
contributing to the spin-lattice relaxation is dependent on both ©o and 2©o, and is represented 
as,
^ = 1 I a+I) {Ji(coo) + h(2 fflo) )
where Ji(©o) and J2(2©o) are the spectral density functions giving the components of 
motion at ©o and 2©o. In the case of a randomly tumbling molecule such as water, the dominant 
intra-molecular dipole-dipole interaction is assumed to be isotropic and only the rotational motion 
is considered giving expressions for Ji(©o) and J2(2©o). Therefore,
1 __2 Y V iq + l) f Tc 4Xc
*^ 1 5r®  I 1 +  ©o t c  1 +  4 © oX c
where tc is the rotational correlation time.
11
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In biological systems the situation is more complicated as the water molecules can occur 
in a number of exchanging and non-exchanging environments and, for example, maybe bound 
to other molecules giving rise to much longer correlation times. In general however, Ti is 
dependent on dipole-dipole interactions and is exponential and given by
dIMzi _  IMol-IMzl 
dt Tl
The value of Ti ranges from 10"^  s to 10  ^s, usually being shorter in liquids( 10*^  s to 
10 s) and longer in solids (minutes to hours). Ti is generally used to produce contrast for different 
tissues in imaging as it varies markedly from one tissue type to another. ( Lerski [ 13 ] )
1.2.4.2 Spin spin Relaxation
The behaviour of the macroscopic magnetisation in the x '-y ' plane, at the end of the RF 
pulse, is characterised by the spin-spin relaxation and is associated with a time T2. Contributing 
mechanisms similar to spin-lattice relaxation are also present in tliis case. Observation of T2 
shows that the magnetisation value decays to zero, and is known as the Free Induction 
Decay.(FID) This is caused by the fanning out of the magnetisation vector in the x-y plane, which 
in turn is caused by the natural relaxation processes and also by instrumental imperfections. 
There are processes which vary the relative energies of the spin levels without inducing net 
transitions. Interactions between the spins can affect the local field experienced by each spin and 
thus cause a spread in the resonant frequency and such processes cause phase incoherence.
The dipole-dipole interaction is the principle contributor to the natural processes. As a 
result tr ansitions are induced through the intra-molecular interactions causing a broadening of 
the observed linewidth of the resonant frequency. This is not an exponential decay and cannot 
be characterised by a single relaxation time.
The local field experienced by the nuclei is not homogeneous. This inhomogeneity 
causes a broadening of the resonant frequency giving rise to a loss of phase for the precessing
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nuclei'. Magnetic susceptibility discontinuiti^ occur at boundaries and these effects cause line 
broadening as well. For a randomly fluctuating field the dipolar interactions give
 ^= yV I a+l) 11 Wo) + Y JiW + I h(2 me)Tz
and for isotropic rotation,
1 y V i ( H - 1 ) J -  , 5-Co 2 i eT2 5r« H - 0.1-^
The spin-spin relaxation mechanism is a first order process and therefore.
dM; Mx' , d M / M /
dt Tl ' dt Tl 
Therefore the following expression is obtained.
1 1 lABol+  y-T! f  ' 2
where Ti is the observed spin-spin relaxation time and ABo is the variation of the static 
field over the sample. The spin-spin relaxation time can give information about diffusion rates, 
for example diffusion of molecules across membranes. ( Mansfield & M oiiis [ 14 ] )
1.2.5 Pulsed NMR
If the sample is irradiated with circularly polarized RF at right angles to Bo , then 
this is the same as introducing a magnetic field B . If the field is swept ±ABo of Bo then at a 
particular resonance the absorption is high and then the hneshape of the NMR absorption curve 
is tr aced out. This basically constitutes the continuous wave erq)eriment.
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In pulsed NMR, following an RF pulse, the development of the macroscopic magnetisa­
tion is observed by using a detector coil in the x '- y  plane. The FED is related to the spin 
interaction and is seen in the x-y plane contributing to the fanning out of vectors. A solenoid 
wound round the y-axis and tuned to coo, monitors My in the y' axis. The decay of the 
magnetization M / induces a current in the detector which can be amplified, digitised and 
displayed giving the FID. Therefore a detector tuned to coo will give the decaying My. On 
termination of a 90° ( i.e. n fl  ) pulse, a signal is observed which corresponds to the spin-spin 
relaxation time, T2. This signal decays towards zero and corresponds to My'. Mz on the other 
hand changes from Mo to zero and then gradually recovers. This corresponds to the spin-lattice 
relaxation time, T i. A 180° ( i.e. n  ) pulse wül give no signal in the y' direction.
1.2.5.1 Measurement of Ti
The above properties are used to measure Ti. In general a or a n - ^ - ^ 2  pulse
sequence is used where % is the time between the pulses in the sequence. In Fig. 1.4 the pulse 
sequences and the recovery of Mo are shown diagrammaticaUy.
During the sequence (a) in Fig. 1.4 the magnetisation is left in the x'-y' plane after the 
first 90° pulse. After time t  some of the magnetisation relaxes back to the z-direction A 
measurement is made after the second 90° pulse. The sequence (b) in Fig. 1.4 works in a similar 
way except that the 180° pulse at the beginning inverts the spin direction rather than leaving them 
in the x-y plane.
(a)Mi recoveryEDO
FID
isf
/ ’ ^
/
/
90” M l recovery 
HD (b)
Fig. 1.4 Spin-lattice relaxation measurement.
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12.5.2 Measurement of Ï 2
In principle T2 can be measured directly from the FID, but magnetic field inhomogeneit­
ies caused by instinmentation result in uncertainties. Therefore a spin-echo method is used and 
this is achieved by using a pulse sequence. The 90° pulse leaves the magnetisation in the
x '-y ' plane. The magnetisation starts fanning out. After time t the 180° pulse is applied. This 
effectively rotates the x " -/ plane axis by 180° and providing t  is not less than T2 tlie spins start 
rephasing to a maximum before dephasing again. This is shown in Fig. 1.5 below.
90 18(f
spin echo signal
Fig. 1,5 The Hahn spin-echo sequence.
This is the Hahn spin-echo sequence. In the Carr-PurceU ( Lerski [ 1 3 ] )  method of 
measurement further 180° pulses are used to keep flipping the magnetisation in the x-y plane. 
This rephases and dephases the magnetisation and the magnitude of the spin density falls 
exponentially with time. In a further refinement the CaiT-Purcell-Meiboom-GiU sequence uses 
a train of 180° pulses in the y" direction.
1.3 NMR Imaging methods
The imaging methods present data from the internal structure of an object in an easily 
understood visual form. There are a wide variety of imaging methods and they aie generally 
classified into four categories - point, hne, plane and volume, according to the method of 
acquisition of the data points. For example, the FID from a point method gives information about 
a single point in the image, and the FID from the line methods give information about a line in
15
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the image. The planar methods are often derived from their three dimensional counterparts, 
usually by replacing one stage of the imaging process by selective excitation of the required 
plane. The direction of the slice can be controlled by adjusting the field gradients.
Positional information of the object is obtained by applying magnetic field gradients 
during the evolution of the FID. The composition of the frequencies present in the FID contains 
information about the distribution of the nuclei present in the image field. D ie angular frequency 
applied is given by
(Oz- yBo+ yzGz
where Gz is a linear field gradient in the z-direction. If the gradient is centred at z=0, the 
offset Aco for a plane at Zo can be given by
Aco=s tGzo
Since the strength of the signal at any frequency is proportional to the number of nuclei 
in the corresponding plane, this gives
S(Ao) = [ f p(x, ) dx dy•'x-'y
where p(x, y ,^ (^  ) is the spin density in the plane at Zo. The FID is dependent on the 
proton density p, spin-lattice relaxation time Ti and the spin-spin relaxation time Tz. A suitable 
selection o f the RF pulses prior to data collection can produce an FID highlighting any of these 
parameters. For the general case of field gradients G%(t), Gy(t), Gz(t) the FID can be wiitten for 
a %  pulse ( Mansfield & Morris [ 1 4 ] )  and is given by
[1.4]
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where K is a constant dependent on instrumentation. Normally, phase sensitive detection 
is used and this eliminates the Bo term from the exponential. In addition if there are no field
gradients i.e. Gx= Gy= Gz=0 then the signal is an exponential decay witli time constant t |  and 
whose initial value is dependent on the spin density distiibution in the receiver coil volume. In 
the presence of field gradients and using the Larmor relation the following can be written,
S(t)= KMoJ \J p(x,y,z) dxdydz [1.5]
This will encode the spatial information in the FID signal which is measured in the time 
domain. Equation [1.5] essentially represents a 3D Fourier Transform. The presence of T i in the 
exponential indicates the effect of the magnetic field inhomogeneities, which in turn must be kept 
small to obtain a high signal to noise ratio which is represented in the equation by S(t). All the 
imaging techniques use.the relation [1.5] in one form or another.
Imaging methods essentially employ techniques to reduce the computation in the 
reconstruction by reducing the relation 1.5 to fewer dimensions. Other factors such as signal to 
noise ratio (S/N), scan time, resolution and computational time have also influenced the 
development of the imaging methods. In general the imaging methods can be classified as either 
mapping methods involving tlie summation of point or line information, multi-dimensional 
Fourier Transforms, or reconstruction methods such as back projection from line or plane 
integrals.
The imaging schemes have relative advantages and disadvantages. They all rely on the 
preparation and/or observation of the spin in one or more magnetic field gradients. The individual 
schemes differ in the style and manner in which the field gradients and the RF irradiation are 
applied as a function of time. For example, if  a gradient is applied whilst the signal is being 
sampled then the frequency of the signal corresponds to its position, or if  a short burst of gradient 
field is applied before sampling then the radiofrequency phase can be varied with respect to its 
position. If the phase and/or frequency distribution imposed on a sample is known, the resulting 
signals can be ‘decoded’ and an image formed.
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The signal from biological systems is dominated by the intercellular water in the tissues, 
with contributions of up to 20% from fats. ( M.C.Bushell [ 4 ] ) Signals from hydrogen in proteins 
and other large molecules are not normally observed. An MR image thus represents the 
distribution of the resonant nuclei, in this case mobile protons. However, the image need not be 
a simple density map, it is also possible to differentiate between regions of the specimen which 
have different relaxation times or diffusion coefficients, even when the proton density is similar. 
These additional parameters offer great promise as a means of characterising healthy tissues and 
diagnosing certain pathological conditions.
1.3.1 Point and line scanning methods of imaging
The point and line methods constitute the ‘zero’ and ‘one’ dimensional imaging tech­
niques. They include some of the earliest NMR imaging methods where the information obtained 
was restricted to a single point or line.
The sensitive point method is ascribed to Hinshaw[ 9 ] in 1976 and involves oscillating 
sinusoidal field gradients in the X, Y, Z direction. This defines a point where the magnetic field 
is invariant in time. The FID is passed through a low pass filter giving a signal proportional to 
the proton density. The point is moved about the object by varying the phase of the gradients.
In the/ield focussed nuclear magnetic /esonance (fonar) method, the field profiling coils 
are used to create a homogeneous magnetic resonance aperture. The signal thus generated from 
this region can mix with the inhomogeneous region giving more than one component. Convolu­
tion methods can be used to separate them. On the other hand a selective pulse can be used to 
excite the spins lying in the homogeneous region. The resonance aperUire can be moved by 
moving the specimen and an image built up.
Topical Magnetic Resonance (TMR) uses a similar method to fonar to study high 
resolution spectra. Metabolites are used to enhance the chemical sliifts.
If one static gradient and two oscillating fields are used a sensitive line can be selected 
along which spins can be differentiated. This is also known as the multiple sensitive point method. 
This method of line selection is used in the other techniques where a slice has to be defined. The
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resulting FID gives the spin distribution and the original image of the line can be moved about 
in the object by varying the phase of the gradients. A single sweep of the sensitive line across the 
sample gives a thin 2D section of the image.
Other techniques use selective pulses to irradiate specific regions of the sample. In the 
methods based on this idea, a field gradient is imposed and then pulses used to irradiate the 
relevant regions. In some ways this technique is similar to the plane selection. In the fast scan 
imaging technique the pulses are used to select a line as the intersection of two planes. Multiple 
scans are implemented by irradiating a different region of specimen before returning to the 
original line giving each region time to relax to equilibrium. The multiple scanning of the same 
line improves the S/N ratio. Techniques such as focussed selective excitation use Gaussian shaped 
pulses and the selective spin-echo methods rely on the spin dephasing and rephasing.
1.3.2 Plane and Volume Imaging methods
These are essentially the ‘two dimensional’ and the ‘three dimensional’ methods and they 
have made a considerable impact thi ough commercial systems. Generally most three dimensional 
techniques have a two dimensional counterpart, and this is achieved by choosing a plane in the 
object before it is irradiated.
Slice definition, or plane selection, reduces the reconstruction from three dimensions to 
two dimensions effectively. Oscillating fields can be used to make a plane invariant in time 
(Hinshaw [ 9 ] ) or a static field gradient applied to phase encode the slice (Kumar et al [ 12 ] ). 
On the other hand selective excitation can be used where RF pulses are combined with a gradient 
in the required direction to excite a small band of frequencies corresponding to the slice of interest. 
Another method is to saturate all spins except the region/slice of interest using the technique 
known as selective saturation.
Many of the 2D imaging techniques can be extended to 3D imaging, although "real" 3D 
imaging is seldom used because of the storage and computer power needed to manipulate the 
large quantities of data. More often data firom several slices is collected in a single experiment 
in the same time taken for one slice by utihsing the waiting time between pulse sequences to
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irradiate an alternate slice. The plane definition technique automatically encodes the sample into 
as many planes as there are switched gradients and consequently allows multiple slices from the 
volume to be reconstructed.
1.3.2.1 Projection Reconstruction Techniques
In early MRI systems, projection reconstruction techniques were an attractive prospect 
to the equipment manufacturers as a result of the enormous fund of knowledge and experience 
gained on X-ray Computerised Tomography (CT) systems ( Kak & Roberts [ 22 ] ). These 
techniques are relatively straightforward to use and thus were prominent in the early MRI 
systems.
AH the four basic techniques in the following sections use the idea of a ‘ray sum’ 
boiTowed from the CT reconstruction terminology. Here the ray sum is effectively the nuclear 
spin density or the FID.
Projection reconstruction techniques can be used either in a 2D or 3D mode. In 2D slice 
scanning, the field gradient can be made to point in any direction, but typically the z-direction is 
the preferred direction and therefore the slice is selected in the x-y plane. The choice of RF 
selectively excites a single slice of the object The gradients in the x and y direction are rotated 
until sufficient projections are obtained. A 180° rotation is divided by the number of required 
projections, to give an angle per step. The number of projections needed is governed by the 
resolution required in the final image. Gradients Gx and Gy are applied during the evolution of 
the FID signal and can be represented by the equation
S(t)= KMo f Ii(r) dr
*'r
where Ii(r) is the line integral of the spin distribution perpendicular to the applied 
composite Gr gradient. A ID Fourier Transform of the FID signal wül yield this line integral 
projection. If a series of gradient combinations are used then the line integral projections can 
rotate round the object and a whole series of views are obtained.
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Once the projection data is obtained the next stage is that of reconstruction of the image. 
The problem is a general one and has been investigated by workers in several fields, the first 
application was in radio astronomy by Bracewell in 1956 [ 21 ].
Lai and colleagues have developed a full 3D technique using projection reconstruction. 
(Morris [ 15 ] )One way in which this can be achieved is to direct the field gradient in a path so 
as to produce a series of 2D projections by reconstructing in the conventional manner. These 
projections can then be combined using the same algorithm to yield a 3D image.
1.3.2.1.1 Back Projection
This is the simplest of all techniques. The method involves collection of the FID’s 
radially. Each FID contains the ray sum across one cross-section orthogonal to the direction of 
the arrows as shown in Fig. 1.6. A Fourier Transform of the FID results in a profile where the 
nuclear spin densities are divided between the pixels. Thus each profile is back projected onto 
an image an ay in a direction orthogonal to the applied field gradient with which it was produced. 
The process is continued for all angles at which the FID was observed. The concept is illustrated 
in Fig.1.6 below. It can be seen that there is an over-estimation of density diverging away axially 
from the centre.
HD, Ê >  A
H D „(0  B ^RTH D » a = : > cRT„FID^or^D
FT "Founer Transom
Fig.1.6 Backprojectionreconstmction.
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1.3.2.1.2 Filtered Back Projection
The problem of the ‘star artifact’ ( Brooks & Di Chiro 1976 [ 5 ] ) which arises in the 
backprojection method is tackled here. The star artifact arises due to an over estimation of the 
density. This is equivalent to having the image convolve with a 1/r function. This can be corrected 
either by a process where a filtration followed by a back projection is implemented, or by 
implementing a back projection and then convolving the result with a filter function. Both 
methods are equivalent mathematically, but the former is simpler computationally.
1.3.2.1.3 Iterative Reconstruction
In this method the starting point is a grey matrix and then successive approximations are 
made until the calculated nuclear spin density converges to the measured one. The most common 
methods used are the iterative least squares technique, the additive or the multiplicative algebraic 
reconstruction technique.
1.3.2.1.4 Two dimensional Fourier Reconstruction
In this method the projections are operated on by aFourier Transform. Then in the Fourier 
plane the data is interpolated and then finally a 2D Inverse Fourier Transform is applied to obtain 
the spin density. In the MRI case this is simplified, as the signal is the Fourier Transform of the 
projection^ The interpolation between the signals is a computationally intensive process and this 
has restricted its application.
1.3.2.2 Fourier imaging methods
The imaging methods classed under this category are efficient and relatively straightfor­
ward to implement Their versatility has made them a preferred choice in many commercial 
systems. They can easily be extended to a corresponding 3D version. However, multi-slice 
methods are often implemented by making use of the ‘dead time’ between the end of a data
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acquisition and the next 90° pulse. The dead time is defined by the Ti recovery time. This is done 
by exciting a second slice which is different and not contiguous with the first slice. Such a method 
allows a multi-slice reconstruction producing 3D images.
1.3.2.2.1 Fourier Zeugmatography
This method of imaging was proposed by Kumar, Welti and Ernst in 1975 [ 12 ]. This 
method is different from the 2D reconstruction fi*om projections, since it does not use a sequence 
of projections each obtained under a single fixed gradient, but uses two orthogonal linear 
gradients sequentially.
I 1
j Data collectionPlanedefinitionpulse
t. >1X
Fig. 1.7 Fourier Zeugmatography sequence.
The gradient Gy encodes the y coordinate into the signal by governing the elemental 
magnetisation rotation frequencies in the rotating frame. The signal is obtained during the time 
ty. This is similar to the method used during the acquisition of data using projection methods. 
The gradient G% encodes the x coordinate into the signal by governing the phase of Mxy at time 
t=tx. The phase angle (j> is dependent on the magnitude of Gx and tx. A complete NMR data set 
is thus obtained by collecting the signal for successive values of (j).
The observed signal is
S (t)-JJ  p(r,t)dxdy
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where p(r ,t) is the contribution from the elemental dx dy at r, and p(r) is the spin density. 
The 2D Fourier Transform is
S(m)= JJ e -‘®‘dtxdty
and a Fourier Transform in two directions will produce a cross-sectional image. An 
important feature of this method is the homogeneous error distribution over the covered frequency 
range such that the low and high frequency components can be reconstructed witli equal accuracy 
i.e. coarse and fine details are obtained with same accuracy.
The signal is sampled during ty, at a set of regular intervals of t. That is, the FID 
constitutes a set of Fourier coefficients
S(to,x), S(to,2T), S(to,3T:),........, S(to,m;)
where ty = tb in this case. The sampling theorem says that the samphng frequency should 
be at least twice the largest frequency present. On the other hand if % is too large then the high 
frequency signal originating from the peripheral regions of the sample is not faithfully recorded 
but is aliassed, appearing folded back into the low-frequency part of the spectrum which 
corresponds to the central sample region. If t  is too small the frequency inteiwal will be too coarse 
and the object will fill only a small portion of the image field. Usually t  is chosen such that
'yUxl-'xT' ***
where tGxLx = comax is the maximum frequency present and Lx is the extent of the 
sample in the x direction.
The tliree dimensional imaging method is implemented by the introduction of a third 
gradient. ( Kumar et al 1975 [ 12 ] ) Three gradients Gx, Gy and Gz are used. Gx and Gy are 
apphed for variable lengths of time tx and ty respectively. The signal is sampled during a time tz, 
when the z-gradient is being applied. The experiment is repeated for a full set of regularly 
incremented values of tx and ty allowing a 3D image of the object to be mapped.
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132 ,22  Spin-Warp imaging
This is a variant of the Fourier Zeugmatography technique. In this method a slice is 
selectively excited, then the spin density is projected onto the x-axis and a phase encoding of 
spins in the y-direction ( Edelstein et al [ 7 ]). The phase encoding in the y-direction is achieved 
by the ^plication of a grMient pulse Gy. This is applied at constant time intervals. Its strength 
is varied in each sequence such that a different amount of phase twist is produced successively. 
Thus the phase shift produced is given by
<P« YOy(t)ydt “’o
where t is the length shown in the diagram. The sampling condition in this case is given
by
yLyJ Gmm(t)dt« n
A 2D Fourier Transform of the signals, one phase decoding Fourier Transform and one 
frequency decoding Fourier Transform, will produce an image. The advantage of tliis technique 
is that since all projections are along the same direction i.e. they do not rotate as in projection
A/WV
90“ pulse
RF field
t dgnal
Fig. 1.8 Spin-Warp Imaging pulse sequence.
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reconstruction, any field inhomogeneities will manifest themselves only as a geometric distortion 
in the final image, there is no smearing of the image formed.
1.3.2,2,3 Rotating Frame Zeugmatography
This method is essentially a vaiiation of 2D Fomier Zeugmatography, tlie difference 
being.that it is performed in the rotating fi-ame. ( Mansfield & Morris [ 14], Morris [ 15 ] ) Thus, 
instead of the magnetic field gradient being superimposed on the main magnetic field, a radio 
frequency generated field gradient is introduced either in the x or y dhection. These are the Bix 
or Ely fields which are superimposed onto the Bio field.
During time interval tx in period 1 the angle of nutation is defined by
0 1  =  y (B io  +  B ixx) tx
and time interval ty in period 2 gives
0  =  0 1 +  0 2 =  01  +  Y (B io +  B iyy) ty
The signal is sampled during the period 3 and the image is reconstructed using a 3D 
Fourier Transform. In the 2D version of the imaging, either period 1 or period 2 can be excluded. 
An alternative is to remove the 90° pulse and tlien tx can be varied as in the case of the Fourier 
Zeugmatography method.
1 2
9CP X’
3
V  V Gz
-► <-
Fig. 1.9 3D Rotating Frame Zeugmatography pulse sequence.
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1.3.2.3 Echo Planar Imaging
Planar spin imaging ( Mansfield et al [ 16 ] )is an extension of the line scanning method. 
In planar imaging, the sample is saturated in ID and a set of parallel discrete lines are irradiated 
simultaneously. This multiline excitation is carried out using a linear field gradient in the 
y-direction say, and a tailored pulse with spectral components to excite the set of lines. Fourier 
transfonnation followed by an appropriate data ordering allows the full image to be recon­
structed. The problem of forming a complete image in a single experiment thus reduces to one 
of imposing a discrete structure on an otherwise continuous spin distribution. This technique of 
restricting observation to narrow strips of lines of spins singled out by a selective irradiation 
procedure is inefficient, since in any one experiment the majority of spins do not contribute to 
the signal. The scheme known as Echo-Planar Imaging is free from this disadvantage.
In Echo Planar Imaging ( Mansfield [ 17 ] ) a complete 2D or 3D image is recoverable 
from a single FID. This is done by refocussing the signal with repetitive gradient switches which 
sustain the nuclear signal for a relatively long period of time.
Following slice definition, the nuclear magnetisation is allowed to evolve under the 
influence of two orthogonal gradients Gx and Gy. Gx is periodically reversed and therefore brings 
about a refocussed echo signal every half cycle. Gy is made small in comparison. The effect of 
such a sequence is that the spin echoes that occur are dependent on Gy and y. Effectively spatial 
information in the y-direction is encoded as the signal. As the spatial information is contained
Slice defining 
procedure
2% 2 ft,
Gx rJ
.......(
Gv
Fig, 1.10 A sequence for Echo Planar Imaging,
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not only in the single echo, but also in the overall decay of the echo train, the signal is sampled 
over along series of echoes. Thus aFourier Transform of the combined signal is a set of discrete 
spikes whose amplitude is governed by the envelope produced by the Fourier Transform of a 
single echo. The repetition frequency of the echoes determines the interval between the spikes. 
A weaker Gy wül broaden the spikes. Therefore if Gy is notweak enough suchthatthe discreteness 
of the spikes is resolved then both the x and y coordinates can be recovered from a single Fourier 
Transform, and images have been obtained in 40 ms.
The application of a second modulated field gradient and the replacement of tiie selective 
pulse by a non-selective 90° pulse extends the method into three dimensions. ( Morris [ 15 ] )
1.4 Comparison of methods
The ideal imaging method would acquire an image in a minimum time with maximum 
sensitivity. Thus the imaging system should be capable of displaying the information at least at 
an equivalent speed, with the ability to highlight the relevant features.
Sensitive point or line techniques are very slow when an entire image is required, for 
example the sensitive point technique can generate an image of 128 x 128 pixel resolution in a 
time of approximately 1 hour. They can be used to obtain readings from small regions of the 
sample very quickly, without acquiring equivalent data from the remainder of the sample. They 
have good sensitivity and therefore the demands upon the uniformity of the magnetic field are 
less stringent They do not require sophisticated data processing or storage facüities. For example 
the single point methods avoid Fourier transformation and reconstiuction calculations. Digitiza­
tion is not necessary as the image can be plotted directly using an X-Y recorder. There is only 
single ‘point’ information and the signal to noise ratio is poor since there is no averaging. The 
biggest disadvantage is the long scan time required to build an image from these points. As a 
result the 2D and 3D imaging schemes are generally used for speed.
The projection reconstruction techniques offer the best choice for obtaining maximum 
sensitivity per unit time. ( Brunner and Ernst [ 6 ] ) These techniques irradiate the complete 
volume in the case of 3D, or the complete plane in the case of 2D simultaneously. This allows
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the observation of the resulting transverse magnetization for the entire available time. Unlike 
Fourier Imaging, Projection Reconstruction techniques sample the entire signal. They, however, 
require a good linearity of the field gradients, good field homogeneity and take long times for 
the reconstruction. Echo Planar Imaging on the other hand provides the optimum performance 
time for obtaining the signal, as a complete image is contained in a single FID. The Spin-warp 
technique is an alternative if magnet homogeneity is poor as it can be used to produce 
images with less of an artifact than projection reconstruction methods. A combination of both 
principles would lead to the optimum technique ( M.C.BusheU [ 4 ] ) with regard to sensitivity 
and performance time.
The 3D techniques require powerful computing and storage resources in order to cope 
with the large amounts of data they generate. The imaging of living systems adds a further 
constraint on the acquisition time as the sample can move and therefore the imaging has to be 
carried out rapidly. The rapid scan technique of Mansfield allows an image to be produced in 
40ms. ( M.C. Bushell [ 4 ] ) Although the quality of such reconstructions is low, they can be used 
to generate moving pictures, for example of the beating of a heart.
1.5 The computational perspective
The computational requirements for the different reconstruction methods vary. In general 
the point and line methods are not computationally intensive. The Projection Reconstruction 
techniques generally involve multiple Fourier Transforms, except in the case of the Iterative 
Reconstruction techniques where the computation can be intensive. The Fourier Imaging and the 
Echo Planar techniques also involve Foiirier Tfansforms.
Thus in general the 2D and 3D techniques use Fourier Transforms in one form or other. 
The Fourier Transform itself can be in ID, 2D or 3D form depending on the choice of imaging 
method. The 3D methods, especially require large amounts of data manipulation. For example a 
128 X128 X 128 complex array of data, say 32 bit real numbers would need memory in the region 
of 128 Mbytes just to store the data. Once the data is generated from a scanner, it has to be 
manipulated to recover the original image. This image has to be then displayed. This requirement
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puts further demands on the computational system. In the case of real time imaging, the 
constraints of fast reconstructions become particularly rigorous.
Historically, sequential machines have been used. The advances that were made in this 
area have been at the semiconductor level with the advent of pipelining and specialised processing 
in terms of floating point processing or graphics processors. True concurrent computing, 
however, was unavailable to most applications ( Jackson [11])  until the advent of the transputer, 
which offers an alternative in the form of dividing and conquering the problem at hand.
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Parallel Processing
2.1 introduction
There are many different processor technologies available in the market. The advances 
in each of these technologies has been very rapid in the last decade. Many of them depend upon 
parallel processing, pipelining or other methods at VLSI level to gain their high performance. 
The INMOS* transputer, which is short for ttwrnstox Qomputei\ demonstrates an alternative to 
the traditional processor by making concurrent processing the main feature. As a result concurr­
ency is inherent on and off the chip making system design simple, elegant and flexible. The 
mathematical approach to computing as described by C. A.R.Hoare [ 23 ] in his book Commu­
nicating Sequential Processes (CSP) was the basis for the design of the transputer and also of 
OCCAM which is the language implemented on transputers.
The relevant mathematical notation of CSP is inU oduced and some of the related laws 
given in the following sections. The transputer offers a high performance capability as a general 
purpose processor. The foundations of the transputer, which formed the basis for the development 
of the parallel reconstruction algoritlrm, are introduced. Among the parallel languages available
A member of the SGS-Thorapson Microelectronics group.
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for implementation, OCCAM is the most suitable, because of its availabDity and as it is 
implemented generally on the transputers. Transputers offer a very good price to performance 
ratio. Scalability in terms of variation in the number of processors is part of the language design 
and therefore allows the user to take advantage of the available resources with a flexible approach 
to future changes.
2.2 Communicating Sequentiai Processes
Communicating Sequential Processes models systems as a set of interacting processes. 
It consists of a set of independent communicating agents which perform atomic actions and can 
interact by communicating with other agents. It describes systems in terms of their behaviour as 
actions observed by an external observer. CSP defines equivalence as the identical behaviour of 
two systems when their action is considered. The properties of equivalence are also defined. The 
objectives of representations in CSP are achieved via a descriptive algebra to represent agent 
behaviour, a notation describing sequences of agents actions, spatial layout showing how agents 
behave. The foundation of CSP is the concept of sequences of atomic actions and communication 
by certain actions in these sequences.
2.2.1 Introduction
Processes are represented by P,Q,R,S and events by x,y,z, etc. If event x leads to process 
P then this is represented as
( x - ^ P )
i.e. ‘x then P’, where x is said to be in the alphabet of process P, x e  cxP. An extension 
of this representation gives recursion, for example
CLOCK = ( tick tick tick CLOCK )
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CLOCK = ( tick CLOCK ) 
= F( CLOCK)
where the alphabet of CLOCK is tick and in general X=F(X), is known as a guarded 
expression, and is represented by pX:A.F(X) where the unique solution exists for alphabet A. 
Therefore recursion is guarded and can be generalised to more than one choice. Choice is defined 
by engagement in event x and then behaving as P or engagement in event y and behaving as Q, 
and is represented by the binary choice operator
( x - ^ P l  y - > Q )
i.e. ‘x then P choice y then Q’ and the x,y should be contained in the alphabet of P, which 
should be the same as that of the alphabet Q. In this case the environment chooses the initial 
action x or y and hence the system is defined as deteiministic. In general
( x:B -> P(x) )
i.e. ‘x from B then P of x ’, defines a process which offers a choice of any event x in B 
then behaves as P(x).
2.2.2 Concurrency
The notation used for two processes P and Q evolving concurrently is
PIIQ
In such a simple case the two processes will interact with each other, and require lock 
step synchronization. P and Q have the same alphabet and the laws that govern the processes are 
simple. For example the two processes P and Q are symmetric and associative.
P I I Q =  QI I P  
P ( Q ! I R ) =  ( P I I Q ) R
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A deadlocked process STOP infects the whole system, but a composition with RUN 
makes no difference
PH STOP = STOP 
PIIRUN«P
The initial event has to be agreed by a pair of processes, otherwise it results in deadlock 
as shown below
( a - > P ) I I ( a ^ Q ) =  ( a - > ( P I I Q ) )
( a - ^ P ) l l ( b - > Q ) =  STOP
where the event c is different from event d. If tlie alphabets of P and Q are not identical, 
i.e. the processes are not identical, then the events occurring in Pare not necessarily identical to 
the events occurring in Q. Then the alphabet of the composed process ( PIIQ ) is the same as the 
alphabet of P in addition to the alphabet of Q. The laws that govern the parallel composition of 
non-identical processes are as follows,
( a - ^ P ) I I ( b - 4 Q ) =  a ^ ( P I I ( b ^ Q ) )
( a - > P ) l l ( b ~ ^ Q )  = b - > ( ( a - > P ) I I Q )
( a - » P ) l l ( b - ^ Q ) =  ( a ^ ( P I I ( b ^ Q ) )  I b - > ( ( a - » P ) I I Q ) )
The first two laws say that the parallel composition as shown on the left hand side of 
each of the respective equations can be represented as a process caused by either a or b as shown 
on the right hand side. This is clearly distinct to the law mentioned previously where the processes 
were identical. The third law represents the parallel composition of the non-identical processes 
as a process with a binary choice composition.
2.2.3 Non-determinism
The laws given so far dealt with determinism which assumes an initial knowledge of 
the event which will occur. When there is no control or knowledge of the initial starting event
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then the resulting evolution is non-deterministic. Therefore a general choice operator is defined 
as (P  D Q ), where the first event can be chosen by the environment, i.e. if the action is not a 
possible action of P then Q is chosen and vice versa. If the first choice is possible witli both P 
and Q then the choice wifi be non deterministic. The alphabet of the process ( P 0 Q ) is the same 
as the alphabet of P or alphabet of Q. If P and Q have different initial events then the general 
choice operator reduces to a deterministic choice and if the initial events are the same then the 
general choice reduces to a non-deterministic choice.
(PQ P ) =  P 
( P D Q ) -  ( Q D P )
P D ( Q D R ) =  ( P D Q ) D R  
PQ STOP= P
The first law says that a general choice between process P and P is just P. The second 
law says that the general choice between P and Q is invariant under a symmetry transformation, 
i.e. it does not matter in which order the choice is presented and therefore is same as the general 
choice between Q and P. The third law says that the general choice follows the rule of associativity, 
i.e. a choice between three successive alternatives can be split up into two successive binaries.
The fourth law says that a general choice composition between process P and deadlock process 
STOP always results in P.
2.2.4 Sequential processes
A sequential process is defined as a process which has / ,  i.e. "success", in its alphabet.
A successful termination of a processes is represented by ^  and that would be the last event and ' 
is differentiated from STOP in that STOP never engages in any action and can often result in I  ^
deadlock, it is defined that ✓is not an alternative in the choice constmct. A process SKIP is 
defined which does nothing but terminates successftifiy, and therefore the alphabet of SKIP 
contains only ✓. If P and Q are sequential processes having the same alphabet then the sequential 
composition is given by
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P;Q
where the process composed by P and Q behaves at first like P, then when P terminates 
successfully it behaves like Q. If P does not terminate successfully, neither does (P;Q). Some of 
the laws for sequential composition are given below
SKIP;P = P;SKIP = P 
(P;Q);R-P;(Q;R)
( X : B P(x) ) ; Q = ( X : B ^  ( P(x) ; Q ) )
STOP; Q = STOP
The first law says that a sequential composition of SKIP with process P is symmetric and 
identical to R The second law says that sequential composition is associative. The third law says 
that a sequential composition of ‘ x firom B then P’ with Q is the same as ‘x from B then the process 
which is the sequential composition of P with Q’. A sequential composition of STOP and Q is a 
deadlocked process. If sequential processes are composed in parallel, the combination terminates 
successfully just when both components do so.
( x : B ^ P ( x ) ) l l  SKIPA= ( x : ( B - A ) - ^ ( P ( x)IISKIPa ) )
states that a successfully terminating process participates in no further event offered by 
a concurrent partner, where (B-A) indicates that the choice excludes A, which is the alphabet of 
SKIP. The implication is that non-identical processes P and SKIP are not inter-dependent. 
Assignment is treated as a sequential process. For example if e is an expression assigned to the 
variable x, then
( x:= e ; P )
This is extended to multiple assignments where the length of the lists are the same for x 
and e , and where the i*  value of e is assigned to the corresponding i*^  value of x.
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If b is an expression that evaluates to a Boolean truth value, i.e. true or false, and P and 
Q are processes then the choice is conditional or guarded
P i( b :/ Q 
b * P
In the first representation, if b is true then the process behaves like P and if b is false then 
the process behaves as Q. The second representation says that, while b is true then the process 
behaves as P. Some of the laws that govern guarded choice are
P i( (Q 4  b :/ R )=  (P <  b^  R )
P ^  b :/ c) : f  Q = (Pi f  a^ Q ) 4  ( P <  d  Q)
(P<5( b^ Q ) ;  R =  ( P;  R ) ^  b:s^  (Q ; R )
The first law states that a nested conditional choice with Boolean b, can be represented 
as a single conditional choice as shown on right The second law states that a conditional choice 
which itself is made up of another conditional choice can be expanded as shown on the right The 
third law says that a sequential composition between a conditional choice and process R can be 
written in another form where the process R has been absorbed into the conditional choice as 
shown on the right hand side.
2.2.5 Communication
In CSP, communication on channel c carrying message v is represented by
c ■ V
where channel ( c . v ) = c, message ( c . v ) = v
If V is contained in the set of messages of P, then a process which first ouqjuts v on 
channel c and then behaves like P is represented as
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(c  ! v - > P )
A process which is initially ready to accept any value communicable over channel c and 
then behaves like P(x) is given by
( c ? x - >  P(x) )
Some of the laws that can be used for communication are
( c ! V P ) II ( c ? x ^  Q(x) ) = c ! v ^ ( P I I  Q(v) )
( c ! v - > P ) l l  ( d ? x - ^ Q )  = STOP
The first law says that a process ‘v on channel c then P’ in parallel composition with a 
process ‘ x input on c then Q(x) ’ is the same as ‘ v on channel c followed by the parallel composition 
of P and Q(v)’. The second law says that a parallel composition of the two processes where 
channels c and d are not identical results in deadlock.
2.3 The transputer
2.3.1 Introduction
The transputer is the practical realisation of CSP. Since its inception in the 1980’s in the 
form of the generic T414 in 1985 and the T800 in 1987, the transputer has gone through various 
development stages. The model has spawned a whole range of products which fall under the 
transputer class. There has been much literature that has been published covering the relevant 
features at an introductory level such as the INMOS series of databooks and handbooks ( [24] ,  
[ 25 ],[ 27 ],[ 28 ],[ 30 ] ) ,E.Rietmann [ 57 ] and articles by May et al [ 31 ] and R.M.Stein 
[ 34 ]. In the following pages a short description of the fundamental aspects of the transputer 
model are presented.
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The transputer family is a range of VLSI (Very Large Scale Integration) components 
produced by INMOS. Each member component of the transputer family consists of a VLSI chip 
containing processing, memory and communications areas. The architecture is defined by tiie 
‘logical’ aspects and the ‘physical’ aspects of the hardware. The logical aspect defines how a 
system of interconnected tr ansputers is designed and programmed. The physical aspects define 
how transputers as VLSI components are interconnected and controlled ( May D. [ 32 ][ 37 ] ). 
A transputer can be used as a single processor or in a multi-processing network. Communication 
between the components is achieved via point-to-point connections.
OCCAM is the language developed by INMOS for the transputers, and it follows the 
CSP model. A transputer executing an OCCAM program can be thought of as a hardware process. 
The internal structure is hidden. Communication and synchronization between transputers is 
achieved through hardware links onto which the OCCAM channels can be mapped. A process 
can be composed of further processes. Each process is an implementation in either hardware or 
software. Thus, the rationale of using processes as standard hardware and software building 
blocks simplifies system design. As communication is via point-to-point links, the communica­
tion bandwidth increases with system size. There is no capacitive load penalty as the number of 
transputers in the network increases. Hie problem of bus contention, which is present in 
multiprocessor systems coimected via buses does not arise.
2.3.2 Internal architecture
The internal architecture is very different from the traditional microprocessor. As the 
concept of a process is central to the transputer theme, it becomes apparent in its featmes. A 
process represents a single thread of control. A single transputer switches between active 
processes to provide virtual parallelism in a way that is normally achieved in the software by an 
operating system. The basic elements that form the transputer are the processing, memory and 
communication ar eas. Internal communications are via a 32 bit bus on the processors of theT400 
and T800 series. The bus is available externally and making it possible to coimect to external 
memory, memory mapped devices and other peripheral devices. Approximately 25% of the
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Fig, 2.1 Transputer internal architecture, 
silicon is used by the processing area, on chip memory and communication systems. The 
remaining is shared for power distribution, clock generators and external connection. The T800 
series of transputers ( May D. [ 32 ], Homewood et al [ 33 ] ) have a Floating Point Unit (FPU) 
on the chip. The FPU is small in size and is a high performance unit compared to other generic 
FPU’s.
The Central Processing Unit (CPU) contains 3 registers A,B ,C which form the evaluation 
stack and the instructions are designed around this stack. In a similar fashion the FPU has the 
stack AF,BF,CF. An example of an instruction is load. It has the following effect.
C := B ; B := A ; A := newvalue ; /
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The address of the floating point values is formed on the CPU stack. The values are then 
transferred between the addressed memory locations and the FPU under the control of the CPU. 
As a result, the CPU stack is used only to hold the address of the floating point values.
The transputer scheduler provides 2 priority levels, the low and high levels. In the case 
of the floating point transputer, the FPU register stack is duplicated so that when the transputer 
switches from a low to a high priority level, none of the floating point state is written to memory 
giving a worst case response of 3 |is. The transputer switches back to a low priority level when 
the high priority activity is completed. The duplication of the register stack enables the floating 
point arithmetic to be used in an interrupt routine without any performance penalty.
2.3.3 Sequential processing
The CPU uses six registers for sequential processing. The availability of fast on chip 
-memory allows the use of a small number of registers. The simplicity of the instruction set and 
small number of registers enables the processors to have relatively simple and fast datapaths and 
control logic. The six registers are
evaluation stack - A,B,C
workspace pointer - points to die store where the local variables are kept 
instmction pointer- points to the next instruction to be executed 
operand register- used in the formation of instruction operands
Registers
Stack
Locals
Program
Next Instruction
Operand
Fig. 2.2 The transputer stack.
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The evaluation stack A,B,C are the sources and destinations for most arithmetic and 
logical operations. Expressions are evaluated here. There is an implicit reference to the stack by 
the instructions, eg: add instruction adds A and B and puts the result in A. As a result there is no 
need to re-specify the locations of their operands. There is no hardware mechanism to ensure 
more than 3 values are present on the stack and this is the responsibility of the compiler.
2.3.4 Concurrent processing
The transputer provides support for concurrency at the hardware level, unlike most 
simulated concurrent systems which do this in software. The microcoded scheduler time slices 
the processor activity to the different processes. As a result the number of processes that can be 
implemented concurrently is limited only by the availability of memory. Memory allocation for 
storage has to be done by the compiler. At any given time there may be more than one concurrent 
process. The concurrent processes are implemented by considering each process either to be 
active or inactive. An active process may be in the mode of execution or it may be in a list of
Next Instruction
Woikspace p tr
C unent piocess
Active processes
Baclc p tr
Fig. 2.3 Linked list of processes for concurrent support.
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processes waiting to be executed. An inactive process may be waiting for some communication 
i.e. input or output or it maybe waiting until a certain time has elapsed.
The active processes are implemented as a linked list through the workspaces. Such a 
list can be associated with low or high priority timer. The timer ‘ticks’ once every 64 p,seconds. 
The high-priority timer is associated with the high priority processes. It is also used to time slice 
the low-priority processes at irregular intervals greater than approximately 1024 jxseconds. 
Usually the low priority process is descheduled at instructions such as the end of loop instruction 
or jump instruction or at input/output. The high priority processes are executed until they 
terminate or require input or output They can issue interrupts on low priority processes.
When a process becomes inactive as a result of input, output or timer, the instruction 
pointer is saved and the next active process is taken from the hst. This method ensures that 
‘context’ switching times for the processes are very small as little needs to be saved.
Special instructions such as start process and end process, are used to manage the linked 
lis t The start process instruction creates a new process and the relevant workspace at the end of 
the list. The end process is used to keep a count of processes that have not terminated. If an end 
process instruction is reached then the counter is decremented. The last component ends up with 
a zero, thus ensuring it continues.
2.3.5 Communications
The transputer has on-chip hardware support for point-to-point communication for use 
in message passing environments. The inter-process communication is synchronised and un­
buffered and implemented through chamtels. Communication takes place only when both the 
input and output processes are ready. This ensures that the process that is ready first must wait 
until the second one is. The processes could be on the same transputer or on two transputers. In 
the case of the processes being on the same transputer the message passing is implemented via 
a memory location. In the case of each of the process being on a different transputer the message 
passing is implemented through the hardware links. Thus, as far as the programmer is concerned
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there is no difference. The address of the channel is used to determine whetlier the channel is 
internal or external to the transputer.
In case of inter-process communication on the same transputer the channel control word 
is located anywhere in the available memory. In the case of two transputers the channel control 
word lies in reserved locations in low memory. The link engines on each transputer are responsible 
for the direct memory access and once the channel control word is set up no fmHier processor 
intervention is required.
Input and output is done by loading the evaluation stack with a pointer to a message, the 
channel address and number of bytes to be transferred. The contents, in the case of the internal 
channel may contain either the identity of a process, or have the value empty. The chaimel is 
initialised to e?7ipty before use. The evaluation stack is used to hold a pointer to a message, the 
address of the channel and the number of the bytes.
In the case of the external channel the link interface is used. The link interface consists 
of three registers which are a pointer to the process workspace, a pointer to the message and the 
number of bytes in the message.
.When the process encounters a chaimel address, the processor delegates the job to the 
link interface effectively and deschedules the job. The link interface acts autonomously at this 
point and the messages are passed when the receiving process is ready.
When a message is passed using a channel, the identity of the first process to become 
ready is stored in the channel, and the processor starts to execute the next process from the 
scheduling list When the second process to use the channel becomes ready, the message is copied, 
the waiting process is added to the scheduling list, and the channel reset to its initial state. It does
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Fig. 2.6 Communication link protocol, 
not matter whether the input or output process becomes ready first If two processes P and Q are 
communicating through channels, and if P outputs and Q inputs, then when the first process 
encounters a channel instruction then the following set of events will occur.
In the case of the internal channel, which is empty, the channel holds the address of the 
workspace. The workspace contains the address of the message to be transferred which in effect 
is the next instruction of the process. When the second process is ready the channel address is 
used to consecutively get the address of the workspace and then the message is transferred. The 
channel is then reset to empty and the processes are rescheduled into the linked lists.
The only difference in the external channels is that the hardware is used to pass the 
messages serially across to the other transputer. This method allows either process to initiate the 
communication. The link interface uses a pair of one directional signal wires. One is used for 
output and the other is used for input Messages are transmitted as sequences of bytes. The 
protocol tags a start zero bit and an end pair of one bits to the message byte. It requires that each
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of the tagged message bytes is acknowledged by the receiving link interface with a two bit reply 
containing a zero and one bit consecutively.
The acknowledgement is generated by the receiving interface as soon as the start bits of 
the message byte are received. This makes it possible for the tr ansmitter to receive an acknowl­
edge before it has transmitted all the data packet and therefore can transmit the next data packet 
immediately. This generates maximum data transfer rates of 1,8 Mbytes/sec unidirectional or 2.4 
Mbytes/sec bidirectional with overlapping and buffering.
2.3.6 Alternation
The transputer provides support for alternation, by which the processes that are to be 
scheduled aie determined by the events occurring outside the process. Effectively the process 
can wait for input from any one of a number of channels or until a specific time occurs. These 
conditions are the ‘ guards ’ and contain a boolean part and either a channel or a timer or nothing. 
Special instructions such as alt, altwt, altend, etc are used to implement the process. Once the 
process is scheduled it waits until one of the conditions is satisfied. Then the subsequent process 
is executed. The occurrence of more than one event is handled by prioritising the events.
2.4 OCCAM
William of Occam ( or Ockham, circa 1270 -1349 ) the English scholar and philosopher 
is associated with Occam’s razor which states that "Entities are not to be multiplied without 
reason". The language Occam 1 follows this maxim closely and the language Occam 2 departs 
from it slightly. OCCAM is the software implementation of CSP by INMOS ( Taylor R. [ 35 ], 
Elizabeth & Hull [36]) .  Therefore a process oriented approach is implemented. OCCAM allows 
an application to be described as a collection of sequential processes operating concurrently and 
communicating through channels. Processes can be composed of sub-processes. The internal 
complexity can be hidden. The processes are finite, starting, performing a number of actions and
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then terminating. An action can be composed of a set of processes which themselves can be 
defined in terms of other actions. Thus nesting of processes is possible.
The most primitive processes are assignment, input and output. These ultimately form 
tlie building block of aU processes. Communication is point-to-point, synchronised and un­
buffered and is similar to a hardware handshake. In other words if  two processes need to 
communicate with each other then they do so only when both of them are ready.
Occam 2 [ 29 ] ( Kenway [39 ]  ) provides many of the features expected in a high level 
language, however features such as recursion, structures or records except input and output, 
dynamic memory allocation and user defined types are absent. It provides access to the 
transputer’s facilities in a clear and concise and simple fashion. It supports multiple concurrent 
processes, multiple processors, inter-processor communication and the control of process sched­
uling. Processes have distinct memory spaces, but a mild degree of memory sharing is allowed 
between two or more concurrent processes, provided it is read accessible only. Message passing 
is achieved via channels and can be used to synchronize processes. The language supports 
concurrent programming for a single transputer or for a network of transputers.
As this model is also implemented in the hardware, it is possible to rhap the application 
onto the hardware. An overall view would perhaps show a varying number of processes executing 
at a given instance. Hoare [23] describes OCCAM as being a very simple language which closely 
follows the principles described by him, the main difference being notational. As OCCAM does 
not have distinct notations for pipes, subordinate processes or shared processes these operations 
are achieved by explicit identity of channel names. Another feature of OCCAM is static storage 
allocation and this excludes the possibility of having recursive procedures.
2.4.1 Processes
AU the processes in OCCAM are built firom the three actions - assignment, input and 
output. An OCCAM program is made up of a set of processes which may run concmiently and 
communicate via channels. A process starts, performs a set of actions and terminates. An 
assignment evaluates an e>qpression and assigns the result to a variable. The process waits if there
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is no value is available. Input receives a value on a channel and output sends a value on a channel. 
If the receiving process is not ready, then the sending process waits and vice versa. The notation 
of the respective operators is summaiised in the following section.
Assign expression to a variable. variable := expression
Input value x on channel c c ? x
Output value of expression e on channel c c ! e 
In addition two other processes are used
SKIP - starts, does nothing, tenninates 
STOP - stait, does nothing, never terminates.
2.4.2 Process constructions
The primitive processes can be combined to form constructions which can be im­
plemented in a variety of ways including parallel and sequential constructs. These constructions 
can be used to build up further processes. A short description of the available constructs is given 
below. In OCCAM, indentation is used to signify the scope of the construct Any declarations 
done before the construct have the scope of that construct. A sequential construct is represented 
by SEQ, for instance
SEQ
P
Q
R
where the component processes are executed one after another i.e. P, Q, R. This relates 
to the CSP notation P;Q;R. This construct is similar to conventional programming, however, the 
performance and efficiency of the OCCAM method is equivalent to the assembler method of 
other languages. The following representation gives the construct in more detail.
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CHAN OF INT chanl :
SEQ
chanl ? a 
a;= a + 3 
chanl ! a
In the example, the scope of the declarations and the SEQ construct are the three actions 
input, assignment and output
A parallel coi^truct is represented by PAR and can be written as
PAR
P
Q
R
In the example, the processes P,Q,R are executed concuirently. This relates to the CSP 
notation PIIQIIR. The construct terminates when aH the processes have terminated. Thus adding 
a SKIP process has essentially no effect, and adding a STOP process ensures that the construct 
never terminates as given by the CSP laws in the earlier sections. The construct is unique to 
OCCAM and implements parallelism in a clear way. On a single transputer the construct is 
executed in a highly optimised way with minimal process scheduling overhead. Consider,
INT a:
CHAN OF INT chanl, chan2:
PAR
chanl ? a 
chan2 ! 5
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In this representation both events, i.e. input and output, occur concurrently. The order 
of placement of events is not important. When it is necessary to give priority to one process over 
other PRI PAR is used. For example
PRIPAR  
process a 
process b
The PRI PAR construct is limited to two processes only. The first process, which is the 
high priority process, is executed and when it cannot proceed any further due to completion or 
input or output, the second process, which is the low priority, proceeds. H ie high priority process 
is not time sliced. When the high priority process is unable to proceed die low priority process 
gets the time slices.
Alternation or the alternative construct is represented by ALT and provides a method of 
handling external and internal events that are normally handled at assembler level interrupt 
programming in conventional microprocessors.
ALT 
c ? X 
P
d ? y
Q
This is represented in CSP notation a s ( c ? x - > P Q  d ? y - ^ Q )  which is the general 
choice composition. The process is active waiting for input on chaimels c and d. When one of 
the inputs is successful the respective process i.e. P or Q is executed and the construct terminates. 
For example
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INTx,y:
CHANOFINTcl,c2,c3;
ALT 
c l? x  
x = x+ 1 
c2?y  
c3 ! y
If c l  occurs then the variable x is incremented by 1. If c2 occurs then y is output on 
channel c3. There is no relative priority if both or more processes become ready then the decision 
is made arbiti arily. The construct PRI ALT gives priority to the to the lexically first occurring 
process. Thus in the following
INT a,b,c:
CHAN OF INT chanl, chan2, chan3:
PRI ALT 
chanl ? a 
process1 
chan2 ? b 
process2 
chan3 ?c 
process3
The number of components is unlimited. Under conditions where chanl and any of the 
other channels are ready then process 1 is activated. The first process is given first priority, as 
opposed to high priority, and the other processes have equal priority to each other. In other words 
it is equivalent to having an ALT construct for the other processes.
Another feature that is used with alternation is guards. The guarded choice makes up the 
ALT construct The guard is an input, timer or a SKIP process with a boolean condition.
go & chanl ? a
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go & SKIP
In the first example a is read only when go is TRUE and chanl is ready. A SKIP is ready 
always, thus the second example is ready whenever go is TRUE. If none of the boolean conditions 
are true in an ALT construct, then process is equivalent to a STOP and will deadlock.
The conditional construct is represented by IF and is common to many languages and 
is shown in the following example
IF
b
P
NOTb
Q
This is represented in CSP by the guarded choice P ^ b Q .
If b is true then P is executed, if b is not true then Q is executed. Only one condition is 
executed. For example
INT x,y;
IF
x = 0 
y = y + l  
x o O  
SKIP 
TRUE 
SKIP
In the example given above only one of the conditions is true.
The loop construct WHILE is represented by
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WHILEb
P
In CSP notation this is given by the loop b * P  . The process P is repeatedly executed 
until the condition is false. For example
WHILEa^ fcO 
x = x + 3 
a = x -7
This repeatedly executes until a = 0.
The selection constract CASE is represented by
CASES
m
P
n
Q
This is represented in CSP as ( m : s P(m) I n : s Q(n) ) .  Here P is executed if  s 
has the same value as m, and Q is executed if s has the same value as n.
Replication is used with SEQ, PAR, ALT and IF.
SEQi = OFOR3 
Pi
is equivalent to having
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SEQ
Pi
P2
P3
3
and the notation used in the CSP representation for a sequential replication is L P i, where
i=0
i takes the 3 values 0,1 and 2. Similarly replicated processes can be constructed for PAR, ALT
3 3 3
and IF constructs, with the replication notations Ft P i, a  ci ? x and |  Pi respectively for CSP
i=0 i=0
representation, where Pi represent the replicated processes and ci represents the replicated 
channels.
OCCAM also provides a TIMER channel which ticks 15625 times every second. The 
PLACE keyword allows a memory address to be assigned to a variable. A PLACED PAR 
construct allows processes to be placed on particular processors. For example
PLACED PAR 
PROCESSOR 0 
taskO 
PROCESSOR 1 
taskl
This declares that taskO should run on processor 0 and taskl on processor 1. Replication 
can be used in this case
PLACED PAR i = 0 FOR 10 
PROCESSOR i 
task
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2.5 Conclusions
It has been shown that the support for concurrency provided by the transputer makes 
implementing parallel processing a relatively easy task. The clear and concise semantics of 
OCCAM which are based on CSP provide a practical yet mathematical approach to the software 
implementation. As the transputer and OCCAM programs are considered as processes, the 
conceptual representation allows the software processes to be mapped onto the hardware 
processes, where the logical aspects of the hardware system are not directly dependent on the 
software processes.
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Parallel Architectures
3.1 Introduction
The major features of a parallel processing system are its hardware arcliitecture, the 
communications network and the software environment. The system can be a heterogeneous 
processor system where the processors used aie different or a homogeneous processor system 
where the processors are identical. In this work the processor that has been used belongs to the 
transputer class and therefore the emphasis placed in the description and classification that 
follows is on the homogeneous processor systems and on the paradigms that are relevant to the 
transputer. A description of the network developed is presented along with a short description of 
the software development system used.
The area of classifying parallel architectures is a difficult task as there are many variations 
of architectures that have been implemented and there are no clear demarcations. The problem 
has been tackled and some schemes proposed, notable among them being Flynn [ 42 ] who 
classifies the architectures according to str eams of instruction and data; Shore [ 611 classifies 
according to control unit, processor unit, instruction memory and data memory; Feng [ 41 ]
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suggests the use of degree of parallelism in terms of parallelism exhibited by word length and 
bit-slice length; Handler [47] uses a scheme for identifying the parallelism and pipelining degree 
built into the hardware structure, where he specifies a processor control unit, an arithmetic logic 
unit and bit level circuit; Basu [ 38 ] gives a classification tree based on the control structure 
and type of algorithm. Some of these schemes have been reviewed by Hwang & Briggs [ 51 ] 
and Hockney & Jesshope [ 50 ]. These schemes are neither exhaustive nor complete in their 
listing of the available architectures. Consequently a broad approach can be taken in reviewing 
the classification without tackling all the specific variations.
3.2 Architectural aspects
For the purposes of the present problem an overview based on Rynn’s classification 
[ 42 ] is sufficient An initial separation is made between low-level parallelism and high level 
parallelism. Some common aspects of low level parallelism are inshuction pipelining, multiple 
CPU functional units, separate CPU and I/O processors. As these are featuied in most processors 
nowadays their presence does not make a computer a parallel architecture. High level parallelism 
can then be viewed as anything parallel that does not belong to the previous description.
Two general models of concurrent computers are shown in Fig.3.1. These provide an 
abstraction of the interconnection network ( Marsan & Balbo [55], Sarkar [60]) .  The processor 
to memory model assumes ‘n’ processors and ‘n’ memory modules connected by a bi-directional 
network. In the processing element (PE) to processing element model, each PE consists of a 
processor and local memory. All the ‘n’ PEs are connected via a network.
The parallel architectures can be categorised in a broad way using Flynn’s [ 42 ] 
taxonomy. Such an approach bases its categorisation on the presence of single or multiples 
streams of instructions and data and results in the following four categoric.
Single Instruction, Single Data stream computer organization (SISD) : This category 
includes most sequential computers. These are sometimes called Von Neumann com-
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puters as there is only one stream of instruction. There is only one instruction processing 
unit in practice although some implementations use pipelining to speed up the process­
ing of the instructions.
Multiple Instruction, Single Data stream computer organization (MISD) : This scheme 
represents multiple processor units working over the same data stream and its deriva­
tives. The results of one processor become part of the next processor in the macropipe. 
Many computer scientists consider this scheme impractical, though some place 
pipelined processors in this category.
Single Instmction, Multiple Data stream computer organization (SIMD) : Array proces­
sors fall into this category. These systems involve multiprocessors executing the same 
instmction simultaneously but on different data. SIMD machines can be further divided 
into word slice or bit slice.
(a) Processor to memory model
lûtercoimectioii Network
Processor 2 Processor aProcessor 1 Processor 3
Memory 2 Memory nMemory 3Memory 1
(b) Processor Element to Processor Element model
Memory 3
Processor 3
Memory 1
Processor n
Memory 2
Processor 2
Memory n
Processor 1
Interconnection Network
Fig. 3,1 General models for concurrent computers.
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Multiple Instruction, Multiple Data stream computer organization (MIMD) : Most 
multiprocessor systems fall into this category. The scheme involves each processor 
executing instructions on diverse data autonomously. If there is a high degree of 
interaction between processors they are classed as tightly coupled and if the interaction 
is small, then they are classed as loosely coupW systems. This means that the tightly 
coupled processors share memory and the loosely coupled processors do not. If a set of 
‘n ’ independent SISD microprocessors derive data from disjointed subspaces of the 
shared memories then they would be categorised as multiple SISD (MSISD) system.
The categories mentioned above however, ar e not sufficient to classify all die available 
architectures. For example, pipelined vector processors do not fit into any of the above categories.
Serial
SISD
I
M SD
----
SIMD
I____
Parallel- 1__
Multi Overlapped Pipelined
ALU Operations processors
'V'— —^
Von Neumann 
machines
Assomative
processors A rrayprocessors
I
MIMD
Loosely Moderately
coupled coupled
(Distributed 
Systems)
Tightly
coupled
(Massively
parallel
systems)
Synchronous
Fig. 3.2 Parallel taxonomy tree.
MIMD MIMD paradigm
Vector SIMD Systolic Shared Distributed SIMD/ Dataflow Reduction Wavefront 
 1_____  memory memory MIMD
Processor A^ociative 
Array memory
Fig. 3.3 High level taxonomy of parallel architectures.
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as they do not perform the same instruction as in SIMD nor do they work asynchronously as in 
MIMD.
A parallel taxonomy tree as shown in Fig.3.2. is considered by Rietmann [ 57 ]. An 
alternative approach is taken by Duncan [40 ]  who considers taxonomy from the point of view 
of high level parallelism in computer architectures as shown in Fig.3.3. In the following sections 
an approach similar to the review done by Duncan [40]  is taken as this is more relevant to the 
transputer applications. These classifications generally feature Flynn’s [42 ]  taxonomy in some 
form.
3.2.1 Synchronous architectures
These are classed as architectures which use global clocks and central control units or 
vector controllers.
The pipelined vector processor architectures were first developed to support vector and 
matrix calculations. They consist of multiple functional units which are pipelined. As a result 
concunent vector and scalar operations are done on arithmetic and Boolean expressions. This is 
achieved by sequentially streaming vector elements through a pipeline operating on the stream 
and passing the results into another pipeline. The overheads are at the beginning, when the 
pipeline is being filled up. Subsequently the throughput time reduces and tends to equal the time 
of filling one stage only. Variations of this theme have been implemented in the traditional 
supercomputers such as Cray-1, Cray X-MP/4, Fujitsu VP-200 and CDC 205 and some DSPs.
The SIMD architectures typically employ a central control unit, multiple processors and 
an interconnection network for processor to processor or processor to memory communication. 
The processors contain local data and perform identical instructions on tlie data in synchrony. 
Each instruction is broadcast by the control unit. The results calculated at one processor can be 
communicated to other processors which can use them as operands for the next operation. The 
current instruction on an individual processor can be disabled by switching off that processor. 
This architecture can be sub-categorised into two main types and these are the processor array 
architectures and associative memory processor array architectures.
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Processor array architectures were developed in the late 1960’s to utilize processors 
that accommodate word size operands ( Rushton [ 58 ]). eg: DUac-IV and recently the Burroughs 
Scientific Processor. Operand values are usually floating point and typically range from 32 to 64 
bits. Processor to processor or processor to memory communications have been implemented 
in the Interconnection Network (IN) schemes, with the mesh and crossbar approaches being the 
most popular. Word slice and bit slice var iations of the processor array architectures are used. 
For example the bit slice version involves using a large number of one bit processors. Examples 
of such architecture are the Loral’s Massively Parallel Processor and the ICL Distributed Array 
Processor. Here, the array of processors are arranged in a symmetrical grid such as the 64x64 
and associated with multiple "planes" of memory bits that correspond to the dimensions of the 
processor grid. Processor n(x,y) acts on memory bit(x,y)in all the bit planes. Topical operations 
are copy, mask and perform arithmetic operations on the enthe memory planes as well as columns 
and rows within a plane. This type of architecture is often used for image processing applications 
as the pixels of the image can map geometrically on to the memory’s planar structure. Another 
implementation of such an architecture is by Thinking Macliines’ Connection Machine which 
uses 65,536 one-bit processors. These are grouped into sets of four processor meshes united in 
a hypercube topology.
Associative memoty processor architectures are another variation of the SIMD architec­
ture. They rely on the idea of accessing data in parallel on which comparisons can be done 
concurrently. Again these can be word or bit slice based machines. The research in constructing 
associative memories was spurred on in the late 1950’s with the obvious goal of being able to 
search memory in parallel for data that matched some specified datum. Modem associative 
memory processors, such as Loral’s Associative Processor, have been geared towards database 
applications, such as tracking and surveillance. Recent associative processors use bit serial 
organization, which involves concurrent operation on bit-slice/bit-column of all words in the 
associative memory.
Systolic architectures or systolic arrays address the problems that often need to balance 
intensive computations with demanding input and output. They were proposed in the early 1980’s 
by H.T.Kung [ 52 ] of Carnegie Mellon University as solutions for specific problems. Systolic
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Fig. 3.4 Basic principle of systolic architectures, 
ai chitectures generally consist of pipelined multiprocessors in which data is pulsed in a rhythmic 
fashion from memory and through a network of processors before returning to memory ( Quin­
ton [ 56 ]). Synchronization of the data flow is achieved by a global clock. Explicit timing delays 
in between the successive processor and memory elements ensure a steady rhythm in the flow. 
The operation consists of reading an operand from memory on which each processors acts 
sequentially in the pipeline before the result is returned for storage in tlie memory. The effect of 
such a system is a reduction in the input and output and memory bottlenecks resulting in a 
significant increase in performance. As data is pipelined through multiple processors a high 
degree of parallelism is obtained. The implementation can be in more than one dimension. The 
main feature is that only the processors at the topological boundary perform input and output 
from the memory. Thus, as there is no need for the intervening processors to access memory, 
performance is maximized. After the data is read at the boundary it is passed to any processor 
that requires it.
3.2.2 MIMD architectures
MIMD architectures use the concept of processing nodes, consisting of processor and 
memory, connected via an interconnection network ( Giloi [ 45 ] ). The processors are autono­
mous. The memory may be shared, in which case, shared memory architectures are obtained. If 
the memory is not shared then the distributed memory architectures are obtained. One of the key 
features of MIMD is synchronization by message passing. This is achieved by accessing data in 
shared memory units or by passing messages via the interconnection network in distributed 
memory units. Despite the fact that there is some element of synchronization MIMD architectures 
execute their respective imtructions autonomously, thus supporting parallelism at a high level.
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This has resulted in the exploitation of "divide and conquer" algorithms from the point of view 
of the user, for example searching and sorting algorithms. The cost effectiveness of n-processor 
systems over n single processor systems has encouraged experimentation in MIMD architectures.
Hockney and Jesshope [ 50 ] in their review have divided up MIMD architectures into 
pipelined, switched and network architectures. The Denlecor Heterogeneous Element Pr ocessor 
(HEP) is given as an example of the pipelined system. Further, in switched systems both the 
shared and distributed memory architectures have been implemented with either crossbar, 
multistage or bus interconnections. The network architectures are subdivided into mesh, cube, 
hierarchial and reconfigurable array architectures.
In the shared memory architectures a global memory is used which can be accessed by 
each processor and this provides the inter-processor communication. Consequently this can lead 
to problems such as data access synchronization and cache coherency. If there are a number of 
processors which need to access the same piece of datum in the shared memoiy space, for example 
one to update it and others to read it, then some type of mechanism must be implemented to 
prevent reading processors from accessing the datum while the writing processor is still updating 
it. Another problem that arises is that generally, each processor also has local memory, some of 
which may be used as a cache. As a result, multiple copies of the same shared memory data 
maybe present in the caches of more than one processor. Thus, updating of one cache may result 
in the requirement of aU the caches to be updated. The implementation of this can be achieved 
by hardware "snooping" or software techniques but these increase the processing overheads.
A short review is presented for the switched topologies followed by the network 
topologies.
3.2.3 Switch based topological architectures
Switched topologies have been implemented as both shared and distributed memory 
paradigms. They can be further sub divided into bus, crossbar or multi stage based systems.
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3.2.3.1 Bus based interconnection architectures
Bus based architectures are the simplest to implement The bus is time shared between 
the processors and only one processor controls the bus at any given time. This limits the number 
of processors to a number ranging from approximately 4 to 20. Some bus-based architectures 
employ two kind of buses - a local bus linking a cluster of processors and a higher level system 
bus linking dedicated service processors associated with each cluster.
3.2.3.2 Crossbar based interconnection architectures
This is one of the most flexible and general structures, with every processor logically 
connected to every other processor. The communication delay between any pair is minimised to
Peripheral
device
Global Bus
Fig. 3.6 Bus based scheme.
3.5 The crossbar interconnection scheme.
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something that is equivalent to that of one connecting element. An n processor system with n 
memories wiH require n^  switches. Contention of memory locations by processors is prevented 
by the crossbar switches which effectively provide the dedicated pathway between the processor 
and memory pair. The cost of the system is proportional to the network size i.e. n^  because of the 
switches and this has restricted the size of the system. Examples are AUiant FX/8, Cogent XTM.
3.2.33 Multistage interconnection network architectures
These architectures address the cost and complexity that are issues in the previous two 
categories. They are attempts to reduce the cost while maintaining the connectivity. They also 
try to reduce the complexity in terms of hardware and switch configuration. For example an N 
X N Multistage Interconnection Network (MIN) connects N processors to N memories via many 
stages in the pathway of the network. At each stage the connection scheme goes through a switch.
For example, if N is 8, then Log2N, i.e. 3, stages can be implemented using N/2, i.e. 4, 
switches in each stage as shown in Fig.3.7. The processor accessing a specific memory location 
can issue a bit value which controls each stage and links up to the required memory location. 
Expandability is a significant feature of such MIN, since its communication diameter is propor­
tional to LogzN. Many networks have been implemented such as the banyan, butterfly, omega, 
etc.
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Fig.3.7 The MIN paradigm.
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3.2.4 Network based topological architectures
The network topologies have been mainly implemented in the distributed memory 
environments. In this case message passing is the main feature. Network connectivity becomes 
an important point to be considered. Scalability is another important factor, i.e. the schemes have 
to accommodate a significant increase in the number of processors. Much of the research in this 
area has been done in the 1980s and the impetus has been the requirements of large scale scientific 
applications. Thus a variety of schemes have been proposed to support architectural expandability 
and provide efficient performance for parallel programs with differing interprocessor communi­
cation patterns. One of the problems encountered in the message passing ar chitectures is message 
sending latency as data is queued and forwarded by intermediate nodes. Hockney and Jesshope 
[ 50 ] classify the network topologies as shown in Fig.3.8.
The star* configuration, shown in Fig. 3.9, is the simplest network configuration. The 
node at the centre can create bottlenecks and hence this hmite the size of the network. If the 
central node fails then the whole network halts, whereas if one of the other node fails, then the 
network size is reduced by one but the system can still be used.
3.2.4.1 Mesh topology architectures
Mesh topologies can be characterised by ring and multidimensional topological archi­
tectures. Ring topology architectures, as in Fig. 3.10, with n processors can be characterised by 
a message delay of n/2, i.e. they have a communication diameter of n/2. Chordal connections or 
multiple rings increase fault tolerance and reduce the communication diameter. This architecture 
is appropriate if the data communication requirement is low and there are a small number of 
processors. Multidimensional topology architectures, for example, constitute a 2D mesh as shown 
in Fig. 3.10, with connections to the nearest neighbours. Communication diameter is sometimes 
reduced by providing wraparound at the edges. In general the communication diameter is 2(n-l). 
One can note the correspondence between mesh based architectures and matrix based algorithms. 
Additional links or buses to connect the nodes can increase the communication bandwidth.
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Fig. 3.8 Classification of Network topologies, Hockney & Jesshope [ 50 ].
Fig. 3.9 The Star connection topology.
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3.2A.2 Cube topology architectures
This architecture is further subdivided into hypercube topologies and cube connected 
cycle topologies as shown in Fig. 3.11. ( Gottlieb & Schwartz [ 4 6 ] )
Hypercube topologies use 2® processor arranged in an s-dimensional cube where each 
node has a s^Logm links, where ‘n’ is the number of processors. Generally a six dimensional 
cube is implemented. The nodes have unique identification ranging fi om Oton-1 and the numbers 
are assigned in such a way that the adjacent node identifications are different by just a single bit 
only. Hypercube topologies have a communication diameter of ‘s’ i.e. logan. This topology has 
been implemented as the Cosmic cube, Intel Personal Supercomputer (iPSC) amongst other 
examples. A str ong influence to develop a scalable architecture that supports the performance 
requirements of 3D scientific applications provided the impetus for research into hypercube 
topologies.
Cube connected cycle topologies are an interesting variation of the cube theme. These 
can be described as 2  ^processors connected in such a way that they form a cube. Each comer of 
the cube can be decomposed into a ring. Effectively this means that there are ‘s’ rings. If, s = k-r.
Cube
Cube connected
cyclesHypercube
Fig. 3.11 Examples of the Hypercube and Cube connected cycles.
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then each ring has 2r-l processors. An example is shown in the Fig. 3.11 where r=2 and k-r=3. 
Carling [26] notes that as r becomes large then the number of connections per processor increases 
and the topology becomes more like connected rings. As r becomes small, the topology becomes 
more cube like.
S.2.4.3 Hierarchial topologies
These are further sub divided into tree, pyramid and cluster topologies.
Tree topologies and their 3D counterparts, the pyramid topology architectures have 
usually been implemented to solve problems such as searching and sorting algorithms and image 
processing algorithms. The binary tree, as shown in Fig. 3.12 for example, is the most common 
one used. This has a communication diameter of 2(n-l), with n levels and 2  ^ -1 processors. 
Methods of reducing the diameter include connecting the processors on the same level.
The cluster topology architecture effectively uses clusters of computers connected 
together. For example Cm* uses an intra-cluster bus to connect groups of processing nodes and 
an inter-cluster bus to connect up the clusters. The nodes have local memory and a hierarchial 
packet switching scheme is used to provide communication between the processors.
Dataflow and reduction paradigms have been implemented in tree structures.
Binary tree
Fig. 3.12 Hierarchial topologies, eg. Binary tree.
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S.2.4.4 Reconfigurable topology architectures
These are the most flexible architectures as they can be reconfigured into any required 
topology through the use of programmable switches ( Hey [4 9 ] ) . The reconfiguration can be 
done statically or dynamically. In the former case the topology is chosen and then the algorithm 
is implemented. In the latter case the topology is varied dynamically depending on the stage and 
requirement of the algorithm. The main advantage is that a single architecture can act as 
multipurpose system, being optimised for different algorithms into different architectures but the 
disadvantage is that they are difficult to implement in hardware.
3.2.5 MlMD-based architectural paradigms
This section covers other examples such as hybrid architectures based on SIMD and 
MIMD systems, dataflow architectures, reduction machines and wavefront arrays which do not 
easily fit into the definitions of the previous sections. These examples use MIMD principles, that 
is multiple streams of data and instruction, but they also have an organization which makes them 
distinct.
MIMD/SIMD ar chitectures are predicated on the principle of SIMD type control of 
MIMD machines, for example the Warwick Pyramid Machine (WPM). The network could be 
that of a tree, where the mapping of a master and slave relation of a SIMD system can be 
implemented. The root processor in this case acts as the controller. The main areas where this 
architecture seems to be applied is in image processing and expert systems.
Dataflow architectures, as shown in Fig. 3.13, are fundamentally different from conven­
tional control-fiow computers and demand driven paradigms. ( Kacsuk P. [ 5 3 ]  ) The 
fundamental mode of execution is that instructions are enabled only when aU the required data 
is available. Thus by definition instructions in these architectures can be executed in any order 
depending on the availability of data and in case more than one piece of datum is available, then 
the instructions can be executed concurrently. Concurrency is therefore implemented at the task, 
routine and instruction level and hence the concept provides promise of large scale parallelism.
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Fig. 3.13 The dataflow paradigm -  a graphical representation.
The computation is based on values and not places where these values are stored in memory and 
therefore the traditional ideas such as variables and shared data storage do not exist in this concept. 
Dataflow graphs are mapped onto these architectures. The nodes in the graph maybe static i.e. 
generated only before execution, or dynamic i.e. created at runtime. These architectures have 
been successfully implemented on the MIT tagged token dataflow architecture and the Manches­
ter dataflow computer amongst others.
Reduction architectuies are effectively one implementation of the demand driven para­
digm. In this case an instruction is enabled when the results from the operation are required by 
another instruction which has already been enabled. A reduction program is represented by an 
expression which may contain further nested expressions, in a similar fashion to any other 
program paradigm. When the program is initiated, the expression producing the result and any 
of the nested expressions, if present, are activated. Consequently a number of evaluation nodes, 
which can be represented as a tree shown in Fig. 3.13, are generated. The tree can be traced 
through the sequence of evaluation events to the starting point, i.e. the input Thus the graphs as 
seen in the dataflow paradigm are generated dynamically so that a reduction program initially 
generates many expressions. Once the expressions are evaluated the nodes contract back to the 
root producing the result These expressions at various nodes of the tree can be distributed on an 
MIMD architecture resulting in a concurrent implementation. The requirement for large amounts 
of communication is the main difficulty in this paradigm.
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Practical challenges for implementing reduction architectures include synchronizing 
demands for an instruction’s results and maintaining copies of expression evaluâtionresults» since 
an expression’s result could be referenced more than once but could be used by subsequent 
reductions upon first being delivered. Reduction architectures have been implemented, for 
example, on the Newcastle Reduction Machine and the North Carolina Cellular Tree Machine, 
Wavefront anay architectures were proposed by S.Y.Kung [ 54 ] as a cost effective 
approach to solving computationally intensive problems with a high I/O bandwidth. In that sense 
they are similar to the aims of systolic architectures. Wavefront architectures, however, use 
asynchronous handshaking to coordinate inter-processor movement of data thus replacing the 
global clocks and explicit time delays as implemented in systolic arrays. When one processor 
completes its computation, the data is passed to the succeeding processor when it indicates that 
it is ready to receive the data. Thus, if viewed in an array of processors, tlie activity is passed on 
like the ripple of a wave. Kung [5 4 ] argues that the advantages of Wavefront arrays are greater 
scalability, simpler programming and greater fault tolerance when compared to systolic arrays. 
Wavefront arrays have been implemented by Johns Hopkins university and STC & RSRE.
dâtadatadata data
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Fig. 3.14 Wavefront array implementation.
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3.3 MIR5
3.3.1 Introduction
In the last section a short overview of some of the available multiprocessor architectures 
was presented. It can be seen that the choice is extremely wide even with the restrictions placed 
with regards to the use of the transputer. There are many factors that have to be considered before 
a network is chosen, such as layout complexity, control of data flow, fault tolerance, degree of 
specialisation, cost o f the network, scalability to a different size and flexibility to map onto other 
architectural schemes. These represent some of the parameters that can be used. Many of these 
parameters are topics of current research and cannot yet be characterised in an exact way to make 
a clear comparison between them although a general view can be taken. For example Haynes et 
al [ 48 ] have presented the comparison as shown in Fig.3.15.
In this comparison the ring network has low interconnection complexity and therefore 
cost and the specialization is small i.e. it has a high generality. As a result the ring network can 
easily be scaled to a larger size network. Therefore generality is one of the parameters that is 
chosen and the ring network offers a better choice than a tree network for example, as can be
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Fig. 3.15 Diagram of interconnection design space.
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seen from Fig.3.15. In relation to the cost, the initial developments can be made on small ring 
networks, therefore at low cost, and increase the network size subsequently with a low penalty 
for the cost of interconnection hardware complexity.
3.3.2 Development of the network
The Multi-processor network for Image Reconstruction (MIR5) which was built for the 
development of the algorithm can be divided into the host and the network. Apicture of the setup 
is shown in Fig.3.19 and a block diagram for it is shown in Fig.3.18.
The host consisted of an Intel 80286 based IBM PC compatible which served as a front 
end of the network as shown in Fig.3.18. The PC also consisted of a monochrome VGA unit, 32 
Mbyte hard drive, a 3.5" floppy drive and an ethemet board linked to the local area network 
providing additional disk resources.
The network consisted of five B004 specification boards. Four of these formed a ring 
network, while the fifth performed the interfacing tasks between the ring network and the host, 
and is generally termed as the Master Transputer board (MT).
The B004 board design specification is given in Imnos Technical note 11 by 
S.Ghee [ 44 ] and requires the following three main features,
a transputer with some external RAM 
interface to the personal computer
user controlled devices to allow the board to be used with other similar boards
A block diagram of the B004 board is shown in Fig.3.16. AU the five boards used 
contained 2 Mbytes of RAM each. The transputer used was the T800 which is a 32 bit processor 
with an on chip FPU. The boards were supplied by different manufacturers and this gave rise to 
some variations in their properties. The fuU size boards were supplied by Transtech and they were 
fiiUy populated. The four other boards used were issue 1 Sprint boards suppUed by Gemini. They 
were half size with capabiUty of expanding RAM upto 16 Mbytes, though only 2 Mbytes of RAM 
was supplied and thus the board was not fuUy populated.
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Fig. 3.16 Block diagram of the B004 board.
The commmiicatioiis to the PC are implemented using LihkO of the transputer. This is 
done using a C002 link adapter which converts the serial byte data of the link to an 8 bit parallel 
data byte and vice-versa. Thus the parallel data byte is interfaced to the PC through the PC bus 
and the board appears to the host as a memory mapped peripheral. The physical specifications 
allowed the board to be fitted into one of the free slots in the PC.
The 'linkin’ and ‘linkout’ serial connections along with the control lines ‘reset’, ‘analyse’ 
and ‘error’ form the crucial part of the B004 board for building networks. These links go thiough 
hardware buffers in order to protect the transputer. The control lines consist of the ‘reset', 
‘analyse’ and ‘error’ as shown in Fig. 3.16 and Fig, 3.17. They are connected to the PC through 
the PC interface on the Master TYansputer. This is disabled on the network nodes. The control 
lines also form the ‘UP’, ‘DOWN’ and ‘SUBSYSTEM’ groups as show in Fig. 3.16, and these 
definitions are used in building the network.
When connecting to other boards the ‘UP’ and ‘DOWN’ group of control lines chained 
together form the required network. The ‘DOWN’ group on a board when connected to the ‘UP’ 
group on another board defines a route between the two on the network. The ‘SUBSYSTEM’ 
group of control lines used on the Master Transputer (MT) when connected to the ‘UP’ group of 
control lines on one of the boards on the network results in a configuration where the MT acts
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as the master, once the PC relinquishes control to it. The ‘DOWN’ group of control lines on the 
MT when connected to the ‘UP’ group of control lines on one of the hoards on the network gives 
a configuration where the MT acts only as the master to the network and not to the PC. This 
method can be used to load the developed software directly fi-om the PC host to the MT and the 
network.
The Transtech board could be configured to be eitlier an MT board or a slave board by 
changing the connections of the control lines and linkO. The Sprint boards, however, deviated 
fiom the B004 design specification. The Sprint board uses a 2 way by 8 dip switch for 
configuration. The definitions allowed the link to the PC be removed by changing the switch 
configurations, however, the boards were not designed to be slave boards, thus breaking a design 
specification, and as a result they could not be disconnected Jfrom the PC bus. Further, as issue 1 
boards they were not thoroughly tested and hence had improperly defined PALs. This gave rise 
to spurious signals on the ‘reset’ and ‘ analyse’ lines. These problems were corrected in two stages.
SKt
{MaaerTrsn^ o) SK3(TraiupakiQ SK4 ( To
SWl SW2 SW3
Elg. 3.17 Circuit diagram of the MIR5 network. ( see Appendix B )
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Multi-processor network for Image Reconstruction (MIR 5)
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Fig. 3.18 The MIR5 block diagram
Fig. 3.19 Photograph of the setup
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Fig. 3.20 Block diagram of the IBM UKSC Meiko system.
Firstly the PALs were replaced with ones in which the control lines were defined with different 
equations. Secondly, three of the boards were reconfigured to be slaves by disabling the PC 
interface. This meant that link 0 was unavailable for any future use, but links 1, 2 and 3 were 
available as normal. The reconfiguration was implemented by cutting two tracks and using a pull 
up resistor to tie one of them high. Thus, the final version of the network consisted of one Master 
Transputer Sprint board, three slave Sprint boards and one Transtech slave board.
The MT board uses its PC interface and therefore is the only one that needs to reside in 
the PC. The slave boards which form the network require only the power supply, return and the 
earth connections. There were a limited number of slots available in the host PC, and as these 
were being used by other devices an additional unit was required. This unit contained an Intel 
80286 based PC motherboard with a 250 W power supply. As the motherboard was going to be 
used only for power all the eight slots were available which were easily accessible. The wiring
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to connect up the control lines and links of the MT and the network was made up. This 
interconnection wiring followed the requirements as defined by Inmos Technical note 18 by 
Rygol and Watson [5 9 ] and used twisted screened cables to reduce any noise generation from 
stray RF. This method was sufficient as the wiring distances were relatively small. The power 
supply could easily handle.the load and there was room in the unit to expand the network. A set 
of three two way toggle switches were used to control the choice of ‘reset’, ‘analyse’ and ‘error’ 
to be either in the ‘DOWN’ or ‘SUBSYTEM’ mode of connection from the MT to the network. 
These toggle switches were placed on the front of the unit This made it possible for the MT to 
be used as a master in which case an operating environment could be booted onto it, or as a slave 
in which case the required programs could be booted onto it and then to the network via its link.
In addition to the MIR5 system a ring network was made available by the IBM UKSC 
for occasional use. This network, manufactured by Meiko, contained 16 nodes in a ring of which 
each node had 2 Mbytes of RAM. The network had a T400 as the MT and in addition had direct 
access to mass storage and high definition graphics. In the evaluation of the algorithms developed 
in the present work neither the mass storage devices nor the graphics drivers were used, as this 
meant deviating from the MIR5 network compatibilty.
3.4 Software development systems
The software tools used for the development of concurrent algorithms have to support 
features for generating maps of the connectivity of the network, debugging of software on the 
multiprocessor network and have to provide compilers, editors and network loaders. Servers such 
as UNIX , MS-DOS and VMS each use different mechanisms to access files, and there is 
no single standard way of implementing the server. The task of distributing the development 
software onto the network and interacting with it can also be implemented in different ways. The 
host-server mechanism is generally used among the parallel languages, i.e. the host provides
UNIX is a trademark of AT&T.
** MS-DOS a Microsoft product.
VMS is a trademark of Digital Equipment Corporation.
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services to access the keyboard, VDU, disk drive, etc. The network is the platform where the 
processing is implemented. This approach is sufficient for applications where a fixed topology 
is assumed, but when large systems are used the number of processors in the network can become 
a variable. These issues have been tackled in a variety of ways by different systems such as 
Express, Linda, 'lïoUius, Helios*, UNIX and the Tïansputer Development system(TDS).
Express was initially developed on the Intel Hypercubes and N-Cube machines at 
California Institute of Technology. As an operating environment it runs on a different parallel 
machines and has also been implemented on transputer systems. It offers facilities such as the 
ability for any of the slave processors in the network to communicate, store data, read files and 
perform graphics, though at the fundamental level the instructions are passed back to the server. 
It allows any transputer to access the host operating system making the user transparent to the 
I/O to the network. It also includes such facilities as graphics in 3D and provides a debugger and 
performance evaluation tools. Exphcit support for processor farms is provided.
Linda is a very simple and elegant system proposed by Gelertner [ 43 ] and implemented 
on the transputers by Zenith [ 62 ]. It uses the idea of ‘tuples’, where a ‘tuple’ is made up of a 
sequence of data fields each with a defined type. The ‘tuples’ are launched into ‘tuple space’, 
which is an abstraction of shared memory, and held there until they are required. They are 
retrieved by matching the data fields in conjunction with a suitable selection operation. The 
mechanism allows either the placement or the retrieval operation to occur first. An example of 
‘tuple space’ implementation is when the host creates a set of ‘tuples’ for the slaves which are 
then implemented by slaves. Message passing is also implemented by using ‘tuples’.
TroUius, developed by Cornell Theory Center, boots up a kernel in each of the transputers. 
The kernel provides a set of library calls for the program running tmder it. It provides a debugger, 
linker and assembler as well as FORTRAN and C compilers. Essentially TroUius acts as a UNIX 
extension, making use of the transputer network as an accelerator. Communications are im­
plemented node to node or node to UNIX, which is on the host. One of the major drawbacks is 
that there is no support for accessing tlie user level commands running on the transputer.
Helios is a trademark of Perihelion Software Ltd.
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Helios uses the client-server model to implement the environment. At the user level it 
appears similar to UNIX though the underlying implementation is different in order to account 
for the multi-processor network. The programs consist of sets of communicating tasks and each 
task is made up of a number of processes. The tasks communicate by reading and writing down 
‘pipes’. The tasks are mapped onto the network by the operating system, which also multiplexes 
the links. Tasks run on single or multiple processors. The ‘pipes’ are overlayed on the message 
passing scheme. This allows the operating system to map any given logical description of the 
network to the available processors, although the program may not run optimally.
A cut down version of unix called transIDRIS is available on the transputer. Implementa­
tion of UNIX generally requires memory management and as the transputer does not have any, 
transIDRIS provides UNIX like abilities. It uses a central transputer as a master and aU the others 
as slaves. The cut down kernel on the slaves provides inter-process communication to the master 
and all the system calls are implemented through it. Thus the kernel in any slave communicates 
with another slave through the master.
The Transputer Development System (TDS) is supplied by INMOS [ 24 ] and a version 
of it is available for PC hosted networks. TDS provides a server which is located on the host, 
an editor located on the Master Transputer, an OCCAM compiler, a network checking ‘worm’ 
program, füe utilities for manipulating files between TDS and DOS formats, library modules for 
a variety of applications and many other software tools. TDS also provides a network loader and 
debugger for multiple processors. The editor allows the construction, compilation and execution 
of programs without the need to exit fi-om it. TDS is booted onto the Master "ffansputer at wliich 
point the Master Transputer takes over control from the PC. At this point any operations 
implemented are handled by the MT. The PC and the network act as slaves. The editor is built 
on the concept of folds and filed folds. A fold is analogous to a folded paper. The detail inside is 
hidden and only the existence of the fold is noticeable. The fold in the editor is marked by three 
dots and can be labelled with text as shown below
example of fold representation
. . .  F example of a filed fold
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When the fold is suffixed with an F, the contents are saved in a file on the disk in the 
TDS format. The contents of the fold can be text, binaries, object code, executables or libraries. 
Folds can be nested, and therefore allowing a fold to contain combinations of the above choices.
Procedures can be written in OCCAM, checked, compiled and stored in a library and 
referred to later. The folding method encourages top-down style of programming, by which a 
global view of the software can be taken and successive levels of folds can be developed. Empty 
folds can be created with labels and can be filled in later.
When a file is created and saved, TDS uses the label of the fold and a .TSR extension to 
name the file. The topmost fold upon entering the editor has a .TOP extension and usually called 
TOPLEVEL.TOP. Further down the hierarchy other folds exist with attr ibutes such as SC, EXE, 
PROGRAM, COMMENT and LIB which are prefixed to the labels of the fold. Each of these is 
filed and has a different extension on the filename to the other types to distinguish them.
The SC or Separately Compiled fold indicates code that can be checked, compiled and 
stored. An SC fold is a module and thus can be used as a part of a collection of modules in a 
library. The contents of each SC fold are made up of a unique procedure, for example PROC 
process(a,b), where ‘process’ is the name assigned to the procedure and ‘a’ and ‘b’ define the 
scope of the process. An EXE fold contains both the source code and its compiled version. The 
prefix indicates that the code should be executed on tlie Master Transputer while stfil in the editor 
mode. TDS provides facilities for extracting all the code from the EXE such that the Master 
Transputer can be booted directly from the PC.
The PROGRAM prefix indicates that the fold contains the source, and when compiled 
the bootable code for the network. When implemented in the editor mode this prefix indicates 
that the code should exclude the Master Ti ansputer. The COMMENT fold indicates that a fold 
contains comments and the compiler ignores its contents. The LIB fold contains SC folds making 
up a library. The library is named after the fold label and given a .TSR extension. The library is 
then used in future reference from the source code of a program.
Explicit control of the transputer facilities is p ossible using TDS and most of the facilities 
to explore the MIR5 network are provided. The folding editor makes program design simple. 
One drawback is tliat there is no direct support for graphics. INMOS does provide the source
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code for the server making it is possible to implement graphics by modifying it, as the server 
communicates with the PC host and the Master Transputer on which TDS is resident. The 
bandwidth limit imposed by the PC bus places a restriction on any high speed graphics that may 
be required.
3.5 Conclusions
A transputer based MIMD ring network has been assembled. It is of low complexity and 
provides a low cost test bed for the development of the distributed reconstruction algorithm. In 
terms of generality, extendability and scalability it is a relatively simple configuration for the 
algorithm to be developed on. It matches the topology as used by the IBM UKSC network of 
transputers. The ring topology is easily scalable to a larger size network and it is also extendable 
to a 2D wrap-around mesh architecture. The algorithm can be implemented on this ring network 
and its performance characterised before being extrapolated to the 2D or 3D architectures.
The software development system TDS provided the combination of explicit control of 
the network and the flexibility of transportation to a different site. The lack of graphics and direct 
access to mass storage was expected to be a problem, but this could be tackled withthe appropriate 
hardware.
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The Reconstruction Algorithm
4.1 Introduction
A number of magnetic resonance imaging methods were presented in Chapter 1. It was 
shown that the use of the Fourier Transform was a common feature amongst many of the 
reconstruction methods. The MRI scanning facilities that were used in the present work to 
generate the raw data consisted of a M I body medical scanner. The imaging technique used was 
a variation of the Fourier Zeugmatography method. ( Kumar et al [ 12 ] ) Therefore the 
reconstruction of the data was similar to the Fourier Zeugmatography reconstruction method. 
The following sections contain a description of the reconstruction method. The implementation 
that follows can be divided up into the DPT implementation and the concurrent FFT implementa­
tion. The DFT implementation gives a reference point for the FFT implementation.
In Chapter 2 the concepts of CSP, the transputer and OCCAM were introduced and these 
formed the basis of the concurrent algorithm to be developed. The performance of a parallel 
program is affected by many parameters and as a result the task of designing an efficient 
implementation is complicated. The problem in the present case was simplified since the
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architecture of the network has been fixed as discussed in Chapter 3. The development of the 
concurrent algorithm has been aimed towards an implementation on this architecture.
4.2 Imaging scheme
The technique used to produce the imaging data uses a spin-echo pulse sequence for data 
collection with a controlled phase shift within the sequence. This phase shift is generated by a 
weak time varying field gradient An example of the type of pulse sequence used is shown in 
Fig.4.1. The resulting FID can be represented by the foUowing equation, as noted by Lerski 
[ 13 ] and Mansfield & Morris [ 14 ] which is generated by a n jl  pulse
S(t)=kMoJJJ p(x,y,z) e(^ Jot^ x^(t>yGy(t')+zGz(t')]dt)+i7Bo dz [4.1]
This is a 3D Version, and as phase sensitive detection is used, the Bo term disappears. It 
can be noted that if the gradients are removed i.e. if Gx «  Gy = Gz = 0, then the equation reduces 
to an exponential decay. Therefore evaluating the integi'al simplifies tlie expression to
frequency 
selective 
90® pulse
signal18tf
RF field
rephase
Gz Slice select
Ox frequency encoding
Gy phase 
encoding
Fig. 4.1 A spin-echo pulse sequence.
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[4.2]
When slice selection is implemented then the expression reduces Anther to 2D as shown
below
S(t)=kMoJJ^  p(x,y) e ^^dx dy [4.3]
Equation [4.3] is important for the 2D reconstruction method. The imaging method is 
primarily concerned with the generation of S(t). The reconstruction method is concerned with 
the recovery of p(x,y) from the given S(t). The form of equation shows that it is essentially a 2D 
Fourier Transform in the continuous form, integrating in space over x and y. It can be re-written 
into the 2 D  Discrete Fourier Transform
Ni -  1 N 2  -  1 
S(k,l) = k'Mo 5^ p(m,n)e — i2ninls4sfj ^  — i 2 m
m = 0  n=sO
where k^isa constant and 0 ^ m < N i, 0 ^ n < N2. If the constants are absorbed into the 
observed signal
m-----
Fourier Transform
^(kj) ÇCtn^ i)
Fig. 4.2 Representation of the data in 2D Fourier space & Image space.
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Ni -  1 N2 -1
S'(kjl) = £  p(m,n)
m = 0  n = 0
Here S'(k,l) represents the observed discrete values of the FED in 2 dimensions.
4.2.1 Scanner characteristics
The 2D slice scanning with phase encoding that is used on the scanner generates the 
corresponding 2D array of numbers as represented by S'(k,l). The FID detected is that of the set 
of ID elements. The signal is in analogue form and is digitised by an Analogue to Digital 
Converter (ADC). The complex data set that is generated is in the time domain and consists of a 
2D array where the ID elements correspond to the rows. The rows in turn are separated by a 
phase difference. The actual data collection is modified to optimise the facilities that are used. 
There are three considerations that are taken into account
• In the case of a single slice scan, the rows are Fourier Transformed after the acquisition 
and digitization. As a result at the end of the scan the 2D array requires a set of ID 
Fourier Transforms along the columns.
• The system allows the Signal to Noise (S/N) ratio of the acquired to be improved by 
repeatedly scanning the same segment 2 ,4  or 8 times.
• When 3D data set is being generated, usually a 2D multislice scan is implemented. In 
such a case the acquisition process is interleaved such that each slice gets sufficient time 
for relaxation before the next scan. For example, in a multiple scan with averaging, 
between successive scans of a slice the respective slice is allowed to relax, i.e. if  slices 
1 to 5 are being scanned, then slice 1 is scanned and as it is relaxing, slices 3 and 5 ,2  
and 4 ar e respectively scanned, then slice 1 is scanned again and the process repeats for 
the required number of times.In such cases various factors put limitations on the 
scanning sequence of the slices. Two such factors are (a) Each slice is of finite thickness, 
usually in the range of a few mm. However the magnetization changes do not drop to 
zero at the edge, but would reduce gradually, (b) In the case of a repeated scan sufficient
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time has to be given for the magnetization to drop to a low level for a successM  
measurement during the next scan. Typically the time allowed is approximately 5Ti, 
which is about 2 seconds in the case of body tissue.
Therefore a single slice of 128x128 points takes 128 x 2 seconds, i.e approximately 4 
minutes. In addition the waiting time for switching etc, is approximately 4 minutes giving a total 
slice scan time of about 8 minutes. The recoveiy of the image takes a few seconds. Increasing 
the S/N ratio by the techniques mentioned increases the scan time and is generally not desired in 
the case of live subjects.
Taking one slice which has 128 rows, each row generates a signal whose amplitude varies 
with time - i.e. the signal is in the time domain. Each row is usually digitised and then an FFT 
performed on it before it is stored. As a result a 2D array is foimed at the end of tire slice scan 
consisting of 128 columns x 128 rows of data points. Each row has already been transformed. 
The second orthogonal transfoimation is performed on this array. The transforms yield a 
128 X 128 2D complex array, the modulus of which results in the 2D slice reconstruction.
4.3 Implementation of the DFT
A 2D DFT was used to implement the reconstruction on a single transputer on the 
network. This was done in order to establish the coherency of the data, build some of the relevant 
modules for the development of the concurrent algorithm and obtain a reference point for the 
performance required by the FFT. A phantom object was used to generate a raw data set of 128 
X 128 point complex an ay of points and oh which no transforms had yet been performed.
The equation for the DFT is as follows
N - l
X(n) = £  Xo(k)e“^*"”^  
k = 0
where n = 0,1,2,....N -l
The Reconstruction Algorithm
The DPT is of complexity and. tlie operations that need to be performed by the 
processor are presented for a 4 point DPT as shown in Fig.4.3. The implementation of the 
algorithm was kept simple as shown in Fig.4.4. As a result the features provided by the transputer 
were not fully exploited, and the software was implemented as set of sequential processes. 
Therefore the software consisted of the process to read the data, a process to perform the DPT 
and the process to write the data to the disk and terminate. These are shown in Fig.4.4. The 
performance time of the reconstruction was measured. This could be used to get an indication of 
the reconstruction times for the 128 point FFT on a single transputer.
x(0) X(0)
x(l) X(l)
xC2) X(2)
x(3) X(3)
Fig. 43  The signal flow graph of the 4 point DFT.
DPT
Read data Perform DFT Write datachanfromJPC
Fig. 4.4 The 2D DFT reconstruction method.
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The time taken for 128 DFT’s each of 128 points was approximately 240 seconds, and 
therefore each 128 point DFT took approximately 2 seconds. The DFT has complex 
multiplications, and the FFT has N LogzN complex multiplications. Therefore estimations for 
DFT’s and FFT’s of different lengths can be made and these are shown below.
128 points 512 points 1024 points
DFT-O(N^) ft» 2s ft» 32 s (est) ft» 128 s (est)
FFT-0(NLog2N) ft# 109 ms (est) ft» 562 ms (est) ft» 1250 ms (est)
An estimation (est) of the time taken for reconstruction by the scanner hardware gave a 
figure of 40 ms for a 128 point FFT. It can be seen that present hardware is approximately thr ee 
times faster than the implementation of the reconstruction on a single transputer. Therefore, in 
theory three transputers working concurrently should match the performance based on these 
approximate figures. The times estimated for the transputer appear slow compared to modem 
high performance specialised signal processing integrated circuits, but the parallel features 
provided by the transputer have not been utilised in this reconstruction.
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4.4 Parallélisation methods
The advent of cheap MIMD systems has prompted a great deal of research in the software 
aspects of parallel computing ( Wallace [8 3 ], Abdelrazik [ 63 ], Duff [ 7 1 ] , Jesshope [7 5 ]) . 
The last decade has seen a large number of publications on software methods for parallel systems. 
At the most basic level the methods deal with either ‘data’ or ‘functional’ parallelism.
Data can be decomposed and distributed among processors. In a pipeline metliod, at any 
given instant separate sections of the algorithm will operate on different stages of the data. 
Functional parallelism almost always implies an MIMD system. In such a case the function itself 
is decomposed and distributed to separate processing elements. In general the following catego­
ries are used,( Hey et al [ 49 ] ,  Caniero & Gelertner [ 6 8 ] ,  Pritchard et al [ 77 ]) though tliis 
may not be an exhaustive list.
4.4.1 Event Parallelism
Many scientific problems are require repeated calculation with different initial values. 
Each execution is independent of the other executions. In principle each execution of the program 
can be effected simultaneously on a different processor with little or no communication between 
the processes. Therefore such problems are ideal candidates for multiprocessing.
Such applications can be implemented on ‘processor farms’ or ‘task farms’- which 
receive instructions and send results back to a controlling processor. Each processor in the ‘farm’ 
effectively runs the same process, but on different data sets. The consequence is that there is a 
large amount of memory per node, if  the data sets are large. The communications are limited and 
if the data throughput is large then the efficiency of the task will be very high. Such farming out 
is also categorised under ‘event’ parallelism- as each event or task is farmed out.
Thus, the idea of event par allelism uses the task farm approach, where each of the node 
in the task farm contains the same sequential program and the data is distributed to it by the master 
processor.
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4.4.2 Geometric Parallelism
Many problems can be geometrically sub-divided into subsets and each subset processed 
separately. In such an approach the neighbouring subsets usually need to communicate whereas 
the non-adjacent ones do not, as the points in the neighbouring subsets are closer to each other 
than any points in subsets further afield. The algorithm operates locally, i.e. only on neighbouring 
points. A good example is the division of a 2D picture into subsets and each subset being operated 
on by a different processor. The processing of 3D images and fluid dynamics simulations are two 
other examples. A 3D problem can be divided up into volume subsets and each subset can then 
be executed on a different processor. The data can be distributed uniformly across an array, with 
each processor being responsible for the defined volume. Generally the communication load is 
proportional to the size of the boundary of the element and the calculation load will be 
proportional to the area/volume of the element. Each processor contains a subset of the total data 
set and the program is identical on each processor. The computational methods for certain 
problems make such an approach ideal.
4.4.3 Algorithmic Parailelism
This is a much more fine grained approach than the previous methods. Here, featnies of 
the algorithm that can be par allelised are quantised, and each processor node implements one or 
some of the modules. This is realisable in one case as a piping scheme, and with multiprocessors 
the pipe can branch and merge. The communication can be very high between the processing 
elements and this can create bottlenecks if car e is not taken. As a lot of data is communicated 
continuously, the requirements for local memory can be quite low.
In this approach the actual algorithm is distributed over die processor network. An 
implication is that the topology of the multiprocessor network may need to reflect the im­
plementation of the parallelised algorithm to achieve an optimum performance. In another related 
approach an algorithm may need different topologies at different stages of its execution to achieve
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the optimum performance. This can be implemented on a reconfigurable network which is 
switched dynamically to the required topology at the relevant point of execution of the algorithm.
4.4.4 Hybrid methods
A large class of problems do not fall into a clearly defined category, and generally 
constitute a mixture of more than one of the above definitions. These can be categorised under 
hybrid methods.
A review by Jamieson [ 74 ] of over 50 specific algorithms relating to image, speech and 
signal processing has identified a set of characteristics that "appear to capture the salient attributes 
of parallel algorithms in their relationships to parallel architectures." The study has characterized 
the relationship between the parallel algorithms and parallel architectures and is shown in 
Table 4.1.
The table categorises the inter-dependence of an algoritlim and an architecture into 
strong, secondary and weak links. Some of the main features that are present in the ring topology 
MIMD network MIR5, and given in the architecture characteristics of Table 4.1 can be used as 
a guide for the design of the concurrent algorithm. In the case of strong interdependence these 
are
• Number of PE’s - Degree of Parallelism
• Memory Size - Memory
• Mode - Type of Parallelism, Data Granularity, Module Granularity,Uniformity, Synchronization, StaticAJynamic
• Network ■ - Module Granularity, Data Dependencies
• Synchronization - Module Granularity, Synchronization
• I/O - Data types, I/O
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Architecture Characteristics
Number of PBs
MemoryOrganiz­ation
MemorySize
Mode(SIMiyMIMD/Pipe)
Networic Synchro­nization ProcessorC^aKlity Data■Types Address­ingModes
Data
Structure W
Type of parallelism 3 2 3 I 3
Data granularity 1 2 1 3 2
Module granulariw 1 1 1 1
Degree of Pamllelism 1 2 2
Memory 2 2 1
Uniformity 2 I 3
Syncluonizatioa 2 1 2 1 ■
Statlc/Dynasdc 1 1 2 3
Data Deoendoicles 2 3 . 1
Fundamental Ops 2 2 1
Datatypes 3 1 2 1
Data structures 2 3 2 3 1
I/O 3 3 2 2 1
1 ■ Strong int&tdependence of Algorithm and AicMtectuio
2 ■ Seoondaiy inleidc^ndence of Algorithm and Architecture
3 ■ Weak Inteidqiendence of Algorithm and AichitectuiB
Table 4.1 Relationship of algorithm & architecture characteristics.
4.5 The concurrent FFT
At this stage the question that arises is - "what is the best way to distribute the 
reconstruction algorithm?". The architecture of the concurrent system has been defined in 
Chapter 3 and the solution to the problem is topologically constrained to a ring network. From 
the software point of view a top down approach can be taken to the design of the algorithm. If 
an overview of the complete algorithm is taken, and the problem decomposed at the global level 
and then each level successively decomposed to smaller processes it can be noted that the Fourier 
Transform is the basic component of the reconstruction algorithm. The acquisition of tire data 
firom the scanner is done sequentially and each FED can be transformed after each acquisition. 
The Fourier Transform forms one indivisible calculation but the Transform itself can be divided 
up between processors, and therefore can be farmed out. A concurrent reconstruction method can 
be devised from such an approach.
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The 2D Fourier Transform can be divided up into two sets of ID Fourier Transforms. In 
the following sections a description of the concurrent FFT that had been devised is given and 
some of the related issues discussed.
4.5.1 The basic equation
The operation of the DFT can be written as below
N - l
X (n )= £  xo(k)
k = 0
where n = 0,1,2,....N -l
If the substitution W = e " is used, then
N - l
nk [4.3]X (n )= £  Xo(k)W'
k = 0
is generally termed as the twiddle factor. In the matrix notation equation [4.3] is
represented as
X(n) = W“‘"xo(k) [4.4]
where X(n) is the result of the matrix multiplication, W** the twiddle factor matrix and
Xo(k) the input matrix. The 8 point DFT is examined below
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''x(o,o,oT
X(0,0,1)X(0,1.0)X(0,1,1)X(1,0,0)
X(1,0,1)X(1,1,0)
X (l,l,l)
^ 2 .4 ^ 2 .7
^ 3 .6
W^-3 ^ • 5
^ 5 .3
^ 6 .4 ^ 6 .6
W7.2
J
''x(o,o.oT
X(0.0,1)
x(0,l,O)
x(0.1.1)
X(1,0,0)
x (l,0 ,l)
X(l,1.0)
x ( l.l .l)
[4.5]
This is the standard form of the matrix representation. The term X(A,B,C) is the result 
matrix where A,B,C represent the digits of the binary form of the index. Similarly, the term 
x(a,b,c) is the input matrix where a,b,c represent the respective digits of the binary form of the 
index. A signal flow graph representation is shown in Fig.4.3 for the 4 point DFT. The DFT is a 
computationally intensive calculation. The 128 point DFT and some performance times have 
already been discussed for a single processor application. Historically, sequential programs have 
been used and hence methods of speeding up the calculation have already been developed. These 
methods are generally called the Fast Fourier Transform methods ( Brigham [6 6 ], McClellan 
& Rader[76],Yassaie[ 8 0 ],Tho et al [7 8 ] ). The strategy employed by the Fourier Transform 
methods is to reduce the number of multiplications, and this consequently increases the number 
of additions, as the processor normally takes more time to multiply than to add. The first version 
was published by Cooley and Thkey [ 6 9 ] hi 1965. It is also known as the radix-2 Fourier 
Transform with decimation in time. Another variation published by Sande and Tukey is known 
as the radix-2 Fourier Transform with decimation in fi'equency ( Brigham [6 6 ]) . Variations of 
radix-4 and radix-8 FFIh have also been published. Winograd [79 ] and Good [73] have analyzed 
the odd number radix and the prime number radix methods respectively. In the present case the 
radix-2 approach is the most appropriate as the images generated are of 2" size, where n=7,8,etc.
A derivation of the Cooley and Thkey [ 69 ] method is shown below and this forms the 
basis of the derivation of a method for distributing the reconstruction algoritlim. Equation [4.5] 
can be simplified further to illustrate the FFT. The evaluation of the matrix requires NxN complex 
operations. In the matrix the modulus N of each of the ‘nk’ values results in the following 
equation.
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^ X (0 ,0 #
X(0,0,1)
X(0,1,0)
X(0,1,1)
X(1,0,0)
X(1,0,1)
X(1,1,0)
X (l,l,l)
w °
w °
w °
w ° w ° w ° w ° w ° w° 
w® w?
w° w°
w®w °
w °
w ° w'^
^ ( 0 ,0 #
x(0,0,l)
X(0,1,0)
X(0,1,1)
X(1,0,0)
X(IA I)
X(1,1,0)
x ( l,l ,l)
The odd and even indexed parts of the matrices on the right hand side can be separated 
as shown below.
X ( n ) = 2 2  X o(k)e'
k = 0
+ ^  Xo(k) 
k = 0
_  j  2  71 n  (  2 k + l ) /J^
— 1
n (2k) , V (2k+l) [4.6]X(n) = £  Xo(k) W" + £  Xo(k) W 
kwQ k=0
Each of the components shown in equation [4.6] is a Fourier Transform in its own right. 
The process of finding the modulus and separating the odd and even parts can be successively 
applied on each of the components and sub-components until they cannot be decomposed any 
further as there are only two components left. Therefore tliis is called the radix-2 equation. The 
example of the 8 point FFT in the matrix form shows the derivation. In equation [4.7], the right 
side is a matrix multiplication and if it is reordered, then there is no change in the result. One way 
of achieving the odd and even separation is by doing a bit-reversal on the indices of the 
components. The result shown in equation [4.7] has a bit reversal performed on the input data, 
x(a,b,c), and the respective column index of the 2D twiddle factor matrix
Oc(0.0,0)'^
X(0,0,1)
X(0,1,0)
X(0,1,1)
X(1,0,0)
X(1,0,1)
X(1,1,0)
X (l,l,l)
w® w®
w ° w °  
w °
w'^
w °  w
^ ( 0 ,0 #
X(1,0,0)
X(0,1,0)
x (l,l,0 )
X(0,0,1)
X(1,0,1)
X(0,1,1)
x ( l.l ,l)
[4.7]
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Further simplification of the twiddle factors can be implemented by replacing 
with -1, and with 1. In the example, the following equation is obtained for which the modulus
has been taken. Partitioning the matrix and taking out some common factors gives the following 
form.
X(0,0,0)
X(0,0,1)
X(0,1,0)
X(0,1.1)
X(1,0,0)
X(l,0.1)
X(1,1,0)
X (l,l,l)
w
ww °w ^
w ^rw ^w ^
w H w ® w \
w ° w ^
w ^lw ^w ^J,/ /
w
W'
w
-w °
-W '
-W-
w ° w \xV
VVw °w ^
W'
W"
W'
W®
w ° w °
yW °w V
V > W ™
W °w 4
w °w ^
X(1,0,0I 
XO ,l,Of
T^(0,0,iyf
X(1,0,1) 
rk(o,i,i)' 
x ( l,l ,l)vw / / /
[4.8]
A sW ^ « -la n d W °= l 
a
^X(0,0,0)^
X(0,0,1)
X(0,1,0)
X(0,1,1)
X(1,0,0)
X(l.o.l)
X(1,1,0)
X (l,l,l)
1 
1 -
1 
1 -
1 
1 -
1 
1 —
w^ri / / /x(0,0,0)Y'' 
X(1,0,0)
"^(.oxof
x (l,l,0 ) 
(0,0,1)? 
X(1,0,1) 
(0,1,1)
x ( l,l ,l)/ / /
This is the Fast Fourier Transform and the signal flow graph for the 8 point FFT is shown 
inFig.4.5.
sO)
J(7)
X(5)
XW
X(7)
Fig. 4.5 A signal flow graph for the 8 point FFT.
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4.5.2 A concurrent approach
An observation of the matrix form and the signal flow graph shows many possible 
methods of implementing a concunent form of the FFT. For example, in the signal flow graph 
each butterfly operation can be implemented as a concurrent calculation. On the other hand the 
operations viewed from left to right are sequential, but viewed from top to bottom are concurrent. 
Therefore in the case of the 8 point FFT, in the first stage there are 4 pairs of concurrent operations, 
in stage two there are two pairs of concurrent operations at the main level and each of these can 
be decomposed into two further concurrent operations. In the third stage there are 4 pairs of 
concurrent operations. Thus at e^ h  stage there are same number of concmTent operations, but 
the way the operations are paired is different. One interesting point to note is that the signal flow 
graph maps quite effectively onto a banyan tree network with 8 processors.
The matrix form also shows variation in the concunent approach. H ie calculations are 
repeated along the column. A calculation once performed should not need to be repeated in tliis 
approach. Each of the columns can be treated as a concurrent process. Another approach is to 
treat each row as a concurrent process. In this approach, the calculations are repeated and the 
performance of the FFT is degraded. A third method is to mix the column and the row methods.
In the following sections a more detailed analysis is done. The points that have to be 
considered with respect to a concurrent algorithm are processing, communication, simplicity of 
programming, scalability to a variable number of processors and load balancing.
Consider the example of the 16 point FFT. The signal flow graph is shown in Fig.4.6. 
There are 16 butterfly operations at each stage. Each of these can be implemented as a separate 
process. The number of processors that can be used can vary from 1 to 16 and be any number in 
between them. A similar distribution can be achieved in stage 2, 3 and 4. The communication 
pattern is well defined on the graph, however the management of such communication when the 
processor numbers vary is a complicated problem. The number of operations per process are 
constant i.e. 1 complex multiphcation and 1 complex addition. The number of communications 
required per node/process are 4.
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x«.
•.dual
Fig. 4.6 The signal flow graph of the 16 point FFT.
Another method of distribution involves having larger processes than just a single 
butterfly per process, running concurrently. Each dual node pair is necessarily calculated together 
in a process. In Fig.4.6, the first stage has eight such processes, each with two butterfly operations. 
In the second stage the 16 butterfly operations can be divided into four processes, each process 
calculating the four dual node pair and giving four values. The four processes need no commu­
nication in between. In stage three the 16 butterfly operations are divided into two processes each 
process containing 8 butterfly operation. Finally, stage four has one process which calculates the 
16 butterfly operations giving the output As the processes generated at each stage do not need 
to communicate, they can be placed on different processors. Consequently at the end of each 
stage the data needs to be re-distributed. One implementation is to have the data distributed on 
8 processors in stage 1. In stage 2 the data redistributes onto 4 processors, in stage 3 onto 2 
processors and finally onto 1 processor in stage 4.
In a network which is either a ring, aline or a 2D mesh, the generation of the processes 
win be flow inwards to a central processor, if each process is placed on separate processor. This 
looks like an elegant approach and though it needs a minimum of one processor and a maximum 
of N/2 processors, the problem encountered is that of distributing the workload equally onto the 
network during the whole of the program execution time, known as Toad balancing’. If such an 
approach is taken the number of processors used is N/2 at the start and 1 at the end. The amount 
of processing done by each processor at each stage varies as well. In stage one the processing is
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shared equally by 8 processors. As each stage develops the number of processors actively 
participating decreases. The workload is proportionally reduced on the active processors, i.e. for 
example in stage 2 only 4 processors are used which have a 1/4 of the work load at the stage, but 
the other 4 processors have a work load of virtually zero. In the last stage all the processing is 
done by one processor while the others remain idle. The work load is maximum on the single 
processor and virtually zero on the others. The maximum number of processors that can be used 
is N/2. Thus, the main disadvantage in this approach appears to be the work load distribution.
Analyzing the matrix form of the FFT, there are two obvious ways of generating a 
concurrent algorithm.
If each of the column operations is treated as a process, then some of the calculations do 
not need to be repeated. Further, all the processes could be placed on a single processor or a 
multiple number of processors, maximum number of N/2. The number of processors could vary 
from 1 to N/2 or be any number in between. Taking the case of the 8 point FFT, there are 4 
columns that need to be evaluated. Each column requires a pair of data points. Column 1 requires 
only one addition and one subtraction. Column 2, requires one addition and two complex 
multiplications; one subtraction and two complex multiplications. Column 3 and 4 are similar to 
column 2. The d^isions that need to be made in each process are the sequence of multiplications 
and at what point the calculation should stop, such that they are not repeated. The other problem 
that is encountered is that of communicating the appropriate value to the other processes such 
that the row values can be added. Thus the amount of communication between processes can 
become dominant.
Yet another approach of distributing the FFT is by viewing the matrix form with the aim 
of creating aprocess per row. This method effectively places each row of the twiddle factor matrix 
in a different process, together with the column matrix of data. Interprocess communication is 
minimal. A maximum of N processes can be created and placed on a maximum of N processors. 
Thus the work load can be quite easily distributed on processors between 1 to N, with minimum 
of communications between them. The most obvious disadvantage is that there is a repetition of 
calculations.
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In all the above methods there are some advantages and some disadvantages. A slightly 
different approach was taken in the final implementation. In the example of the 8 point FFT the 
matrix can be separated into the following two processes, each calculating 4 output values.
X(0,0,0)^
X(0,0,1)
X(1,0,0)
X(1,0,1)
1 11W
1 - 1 W VS
1 1 
1 - 1
W T l 1
w '
-w°
-w
1^ 1 
1 - 1
N w Y i 1
2 1 -1
1 1 
1 - 1
w
w Y i 1
1-1
rrr.x(0,0,0)'^^ 
x(l,0,0) Sc(o,i,oy
x (l,l,0 ) 
tk (0 ,0 ,l^  
x (l,0 ,l)
V o ,1,1)-
x ( l,l ,l)JJJ
J J
A  process 0 can associated with the above evaluation. The rest of the matrix can be 
represented as below
X(0,1,0)
X(0,1,1)
X(1,1,0)
X (l,l,l)
\
1 1 
1 - 1
iS
/
1 - 1
1 1 
1 - 1
^W^ri 1^
1 - 1
1 1^  ‘vr
1 - 1
- w
-w‘
X(1,0,0)
V o ,1,0)
lx (l,l,0 )  
p (0 ,0,1)7 
|x (l,0 ,l)Vo,1,1)
X ( l , l , l )vvv / / /
Similarly process 1 can be associated with the above evaluation. Each process generates 
4 values. The method is a combination, effectively of the two approaches shown when analyzing 
the matrix form. The signal flow graph for process 0 and process 1 are shown in Fig.4.7 and 
Fig.4.8 respectively.
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In the example shown below, the first stage of the calculation is repeated in both figures 
as all the initial values are used by each process. The calculation of the rest of the stages is 
concurrent and there is no repetition. Each process is restricted to the generation of four output 
values. The number of processes that are generated for an N point FFT is therefore N/4.
Fig. 4,7 A flow graph of part 1 of the concurrent 8 point FFT, piocessO.
Fig. 4.8 A flow graph of part 2 of the concurrent 8 point FFT, process 1.
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Plate 1 Two dimensional reconstruction of the phantom.
The Reconstruction Algorithm
4.6 The software implementation
A task farm approach was used to distribute the algorithm. The implementation of the 
program can be divided up into two processes at the topmost level. The fiist process resides on 
the Master Transputer and was responsible for the input and output (I/O) between the PC and the 
network. The second process resides on the network and was responsible for the calculations.
Initially only half of the reconstruction was implemented. The data set consisted of a 
128x128 complex array of points which were generated from the MRI scanner using a phantom 
object which consisted of a circular disk with an array of 4x4 squares holes in it, a reconstruction 
of which is shown in Plate 1. Therefore the algorithm consisted of the following tasks for the 
reconstruction,
Reconstruction algorithm
Read the data set from the file 
Perform the FFT 
Greyscale the result 
Store the result
In the following sections the concepts used for the concurrent algorithms are described. 
The implemented versions of these are shown, whenever possible, in the form of CSP notation.
firstprocess secondprocess
PC MT Network
Fig, 4.9 Software process mapping onto the hardware network.
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The naming conventions used in the CSP notation are closely related to the actual program names. 
The relationship between the processes of the conceptual and implemented representations is 
given. In general the implementations are self explanatory and a more detailed description of the 
modules used for building the main processes is given in Appendix D.
The data set consisted of a file for the real array and a file for the imaginary array. This 
resulted in the read process doing two separate reads from two files. At this stage the FFT was 
distributed and the network was not used to perform any further processing. The resulting 
reconstructed array was normalised and greyscale values assigned on the Master Transputer. A 
problem encountered at this stage was that there was a limitation on the number of links that 
could access the PC. As a result either the input values could be read or the resulting image could 
be written to the PC disk, but not both. This problem arose because the parallel construct was 
used on the Master Transputer to combine the read, greyscale and write processes as shown below 
and as a process diagram in Fig. 4.10.
PAR
read data 
greyscale data 
write data
The EXE process that resides on the Master Transputer was implemented as shown below 
where the aliases input, greyscale and output are representations of read data, greyscale data and 
write data respectively.
EXE ( input II greyscale II output) ; elapsed time
The read data process was used to read all the data from the disk, whereas the write data 
process used the TDS filed fold for storing the result. At the termination of a successful program 
the TDS file utilities were used to export the fold contents to the disk. The other task performed 
by the read data process was to communicate each row of the array to the network. As all of the
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EXE
readdata chaxLtocaetwosk
fîhnnüiomjictwDricwritedata greyscaledata
Fig. 4.10 The ID EXE process.
I RAMJif ' ' -\\
PC MT Network
Data Size N
Number of Processors = 4
PROG' 
RAM 0, PROGRAM I PROG' RAM 2, PROG' RAM 3
Transputer 0 Transputer 1 Transputer 2 Transputer 3
multiplexor
twiddle
factor
generator/
calculat­
ions
PROGRAM.
Fig. 4.11 The ID network process (PROGRAM).
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chan.fronLleft
multiplexor
chm toM t
chan.calc.mplex
chan.toJrilght
chanirom.riglit
chan.raplex.calc
Fig. 4.12 Process diagram for the multiplexor.
chamtwiactltwiddle 
factor 
generator chan.twiact2
Fig. 4.13 Process diagram for the twiddle factor generator.
clian.mplex.calc
calculations
Fig. 4.14 Process diagram for the calculation process.
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complex array was stored in RAM, the real and imaginary rows numbered by the same index 
were transferred over a channel to the network. When aU the rows were successfully sent the 
process terminated.
The task of the greyscale process was to receive the rows of transformed data from the 
network. When all the complex data has been accumulated its modulus squared is obtained and 
normalised to values between 0 and 255 giving the reconstruction. The reconstruction data is 
then transferred to the write process over a communication channel. Therefore the greyscale 
process had the following structure.
SEQ
chan.from.network ? transformed.data 
normalise
chan.to.write ! normalised.data
The write process receives the normalised datafrom the greyscale process and then writes 
it to a fold. The total RAM available on the Master Transputer is 2 Mbytes, which limits tlie size 
of the code and the data set. In addition a separate workspace is allocated for TDS, utilities, 
compiler, etc. Therefore the total workspace available for the user program is less than 2 Mbytes. 
As a result the manipulation of data on the Master Transputer is constrained. If the data is limited 
to small packets then the increase in the communication activity by the Master Tr ansputer creates 
a potential bottleneck. The tradeoff between the data size on the Master Transputer and the packet 
size for communications is important if the performance by the network has to be optimised.
The network performed a series of FFTs at this stage and the next few sections will 
discuss the software aspects of the distributed FFT. The network processes were all identical in 
their structure and are represented in Fig.4.11. Each process was placed on a separate processor 
and can be broadly divided into two tasks - communication and calculation.
The communications over the hardware channels and communications to the calculation 
process were handled by a multiplexer process. The calculation processes consisted of a process 
to set up the twiddle factors and another process to do the multiplications.
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The task of the multiplexer process, as shown in Fig.4.12, consisted of receiving the row 
data, passing a copy of it to the next tr ansputer in the network ( if present ) and passing a copy 
to the local calculation process. The transformed data is also received from the local processes 
which are resident on the node, at the end of any calculation. Finally the data is sent back to the 
next transputer closest to tlie Master Transputer.
The twiddle factor generator process, shown in Fig.4.13, sets up a table of sine and cosine 
values which are used by the calculation processes. The twiddle factor process is activated as 
soon as the transputer on the node is booted from the link. Once tlie twiddle factor table is set up 
the required values are passed to the calculation processes via channel communication.
The calculation process, shown in Fig.4.14, is dependent on both the multiplexer and 
twiddle factor process via the communication channels. Wlien the data is successfully received 
on the channels, the process commences its main task of multiplication. At the end of the task 
the results are sent to the multiplexer process. The three processes on a node of the network are 
combined to form a PAR construct as shown below and as process diagrams in Fig.4.11.
PAR
twiddle factor 
SEQcount=:OFOR128 
PAR
multiplexer
calculation
This has been implemented as follows
hotal (total
PROGRAM::— II PROGRAMi = Ilprocessii=0 i=0
processi ::= link test; network FFT
128 2
network FFT ::= twiddle.factor.generator II (E  ( E sub-process ) )
n=0 m=0
P
sub-process ::= multiplexer II II twiddle.factor.multiplicationrow.id
row.id=:p*tjd
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Each ‘PROGRAMi’ and therefore ‘processi’ is placed on the i^  transputer. Each 
‘processi’ is made up of the ‘link test’ and the distributed FFT, the ‘network FFT’. The ‘link test’ 
process is a module to test the connectivity of the network and is the first process that is 
implemented. The ‘network FFT’ is made up of the ‘ twiddle.factor.generator ’, ‘multiplexer’ and 
‘twiddle factor multiplication’ processes. These are made up in the conceptual structure by the 
twiddle factor generator, multiplexer and calculation processes. The ‘multiplexer’ and ‘twiddle 
factor multiplication’ processes are generated for each operation of the FFT p times on that
transputer. In tlie implementation p = where datasize is the size of the FFT, ttotai is the4^ttotal
total number of transputers in the network and tid is the identity number of the transputer where 
the particular process is present
The 2D reconstruction algorithm can be built by repeating the ID distributed algorithm. 
As a multi-processor network is used, the data can be left distributed over the network after the 
first ID FFT, however this leads to a difficulty in swapping the rows and columns, hi such a case 
the ideal, but complicated, method is to have a distributed swapping. A much simpler method is 
to collect all the data on a single node, swap the rows and columns and redistribute it. Therefore 
in effect the algorithm is made up of the distributed ID FFT executing twice with a process for 
swapping the rows and columns in between.
2D Reconstruction algorithm 
Read the dataset from the file 
Perform the ID FFT 
Swap rows and columns 
Perform the ID FFT 
Greyscale the result 
Store the result
This creates a potential bottleneck as the link activity increases to a maximum during 
the swapping process. The swap process resides on the Master Transputer and can be constructed
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as a concurrent process along with the other processes. The EXE residing on the Master 
Transputer can have the following structure
EXE := read II
tiansmitrows II receiverows H 
swap II
transmitcois II receivCcois 
II greyscale II write
This has been implemented as shown below
EX E;:- first FFT; second FFT; elapsed time
first FFT' ::= ( in,512II interm.51211 out.512)
second FFT ::= ( input II greyscale II output )
In the implementation, the 2D EXE was divided into the ‘ first FFT’ and the ‘ second FFT’ 
processes ontheMT. The read and transmitrows have been implemented in ‘in.512’, receiverows 
and swap have been implemented in Tnterm.512’, transmitcois in ‘ out512’, receivecois in ‘input’, 
greyscale as ‘greyscale’ and write as ‘output’. The presence of the sequential construct in between 
the ‘first FFT’ and the ‘second FFT’ reduces the data space requirements on the MT.
The process diagrams are shown in Fig.4.15. All the processes do not have to occur 
concmxently. For example the transmitrows process event follows the last event of the read 
process. Therefore a single row can be read from the disk and transmitted to the network for 
calculation. The method of reading the data will vary depending on the strategy employed for 
the implementation of the distributed reconstruction algorithm.
The implementation of the concurrent algorithm was optimised in terms of parameters 
such as the execution time and memory usage. Therefore the read process copied the complete 
slice data from the disk to the RAM on the MT. As the size of the data array generally ranged up 
to a complex set of 128x128 REAL64 floating point numbers, i.e. 256 kbytes per array, this part
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2D EXE
read
chaiL&Dmjietwotk
swap lows 
and columns
receive chanAomnetwoik
chaniofold
Fig. 4.15 Process diagrams for the unrefined 2D EXE.
2D EFT
SEQ£f«)F0R2
chaufroüLFeceivo
twiddlefactorgenerator
ID EFT
Fig. 4.16 Process diagram for the unrefined 2D PROGRAM.
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of the implementation was slowest. Once the dataset became resident on the MT, each row was 
transmitted to the network. The transmission of the successive rows is limited only by the link 
speed, network activity and efficiency of the transmitting process.
The EXE process waits for the links to receive the processed rows from the network. 
The rows are received by the swap process and once the complete 2D array is collected the 
columns are sent to the network which implements the FFT on each one. At the end of the 
calculations, the transformed columns are received, greyscaled and stored in a fold.
The structure of the distributed 2D PROGRAM is identical to the ID case, except each 
set of the 128 distributed FFTs is implemented twice. Thus it can be represented as shown below
SEQfft=OFOR2
PAR
twiddle factor 
SEQcount=OFOR128 
PAR
multiplexer
calculation
This has been implemented as shown below
(total ttotal
PROGRAM II PROGRAMi = Hprocessii=0 i=0
processi link test; first network FFT ; second network FFT
128 2
first network FFT ::= tw.fact.51211 (E  { E sub-process.51 2 ))
ffts=0 m=0
P
sub-process.512 ::= multiplexer.512 II n  tw.fact.512row.id
row.id=p*tid
128 2
second network FFT ::= tw.factll (E  ( E sub-process ) )
ffts=0 m=0
Psub-process multiplexer.512 II FI tw.factrow.id
row.id=p*tid
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Each of the PROGRAMi, i.e. processi, is made up of the ‘first network FFT’ followed 
by the ‘second FFT network’. The structure of each of these is identical to the ID distributed case 
as described previously. The 2D reconstruction of the phantom is shown in Plate 1. The phantom 
consisted of a circular disc with 4x4 square holes in it.
The performance of the ID and 2D reconstruction algorithms was measmed and the 
details are presented in the following pages. The performance of the 2D reconstruction algorithm 
was improved as a result and details of the refined version are also given. The algorithms are 
dependent on the number of transputers in the network and the size of the implemented FFT. The 
number of processes created, and also the number of processes placed on each network transputer, 
depended on these two parameters. Therefore the amount of workspace used on each node of die 
network is directly dependent on the size of the FFT and the size of the network, and can be 
represented as
workspace per node oc Nfftntransputers
if  it is assumed that the RAM per node is fixed. For example, if a 128 point FFT is being 
performed on 4 transputers, then each processor manages 32 points. The 32 points are further 
grouped into 8 processes. Therefore each node has to manage 8 processes. If the number of 
transputers is increased to 8, then each processor manages 16 points. The number of processes 
present on each transputer becomes 4. Similarly a 256 point FFT distributes in such a way that 
on a 4 transputer network each node has 64 points in 16 processes, or on an 8 transputer network 
each node has 32 points or 8 processes. These requirements can be summarised as
N fft
ntransDuters
0(MT) 1 2 4 8 16
points;procs points;procs pomts:procs points:procs points'.procs pomts:procs
128 128:32 128:32 64:16 32:8 16:4 8:2
256 256:64 256:64 128:32 64:16 32:8 16:4
512 512:128 512:128 256:64 128:32 64:16 32:8
1024 1024:256 1024:256 512:128 256:64 128:32 64:16
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The table shows the size of the FFT in the left column and the row represents the number 
of transputers in the network. The column with the Master Transputer (MT) is when no network 
is present and hence is identical to the case when there is only one transputer in the network 
though the actual memory requhements will be different due to the presence of the modules from 
the EXE and TDS. The other columns refer to different network sizes and each row in a column 
shows the number of points of the transform generated and the number of processes handled by 
a single processor of the network.
4.7 Performance measurements
The reconstruction algorithms were measured for their performance times and work­
space usage over a variable network size. The algorithms were designed with scalabihty, equal 
work load distribution and an efficient use of the communication on the network as the main 
goals. As a result techniques to maximize the speed of the calculations and minimize the memory 
requirements were implemented wherever possible. As dynamic memory allocation is not 
allowed in OCCAM, Nfft, i.e. size of the FFT, was implemented as a variable by creating a 
library of constants and this included the network size. Consequently the source code had to be 
recompiled at each instance of changing one of the "constants" in the library. In future develop­
ments it could be possible to improve on this approach by implementing the maximum size for 
each array on a node and then using a variable to fill the array as required.
The following measurements were made to assess the algorithm and the software. The 
code was tested on the MIR5 network and the IBM network. A measurement of total times for 
the calculations gave approximately 300 ms for the 128 point FFT on a single transputer. This 
value contrasts with the predicted 109 ms in the earlier sections. The presence of repeated 
calculations in stage 1 could contribute to such an increase. Three versions of the algorithm were 
characterized. On each one the parameters measured were the performance times for the 
reconstruction and the workspace memory used as a function of the number of processors in the 
network. The time taken for the link I/O between the Uansputers as a function of network size
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were also measured. This excluded any activity between the PC and the Master Transputer. This 
information was used as a basis for the improvement of the communications and refinement of 
the 2D reconstruction algorithm.
The measurement of the performance times of the distributed reconstruction algorithms 
was implemented by utilising the TIMER channel on the Master Transputer to read the low 
priority internal clock. The value on the channel was read prior to the transmission of first row 
of data over the channel to the network. The FFTs were successively performed over the network 
as each row was distributed until the final row was received by the network, transformed and the 
reconstructed image was transmitted back to the Master Transputer. The TIMER channel on the 
Master Transputer was read when the reconstruction data was received from the network. The 
difference gave the number of ticks that occurred for the distributed reconstruction. As the low 
priority timer was used, 15625 ticks were equivalent to one second. This gave the elapsed time 
for reconstruction. For example in the case of the ID reconstruction this was implemented as 
follows
EXE::= (inputII greyscaleII output);  elapsed.time
input link test; chan.from.PC ? read.real.data ; chan.from.PC ? read.imag.data ; 
clock ? time.at.start ;
128
( E ( chan.to.network ! real.data; chan.to.network I imag.data)) 
i=0
128 2
greyscale ::= [ E ( E chan.from.network ? complex.dataset ) ;
1=0 n= 0
'find modulus ] ; 
clock ? time.at.end ; normalise ; chan.output I image.data
where the clock channel in the ‘input’ process measures the time at the start of the 
transmissions of the rows to the network. The clock channel in the ‘ greyscale’ process measures 
the time after the transforms. The ‘elapsed time’ process in the EXE calculates the reconstruction 
time for the network.
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The el^ sed  time is given by the following expression
elapsed.time (secs) := (time.at.end - time.at.stait ) /15625
The advantage of using this method was that it was simple to implement the timer. As 
the network size was varied i.e. the number of the transputers increased from 1 to 2 to 4, etc the 
code had to be recompiled each time. The separately compiled, SC, procedures that were placed 
on each of the transputers were the same, and the size and function of the code was ^most 
identical. Therefore dividing the total elapsed time by the network size gave the approximate 
time taken by each transputer i.e.
Elapsed time per processor on the network = elapsed timenetwork size
The MIR5 network consisted of 4 transputers in the ring and therefore it could be used 
to test the code in steps of 1,2 and 4 nodes. The Meiko system used at IBM had a ring of 16 
compute only nodes. The respective graphs for the measurements are shown in the following 
pages.
A detailed theoretical analysis for the performance of a task farm has been presented by 
Dixon et al [ 81 ] and in a general way by Rea [ 84 ], Hey [ 82 ] and by Carey [ 67 ]. For the 
present case a general approach as used by Hey is sufficient and details regarding the calculations 
are given in Appendix C.
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The first set of measurements were made on the ID Reconstruction algorithm. The two 
parameters that were measured were the time taken to execute the complete algorithm that had 
been distributed onto the network and the size of the code per node. These are shown in Fig.4.17 
and Fig.4.20. respectively. The speedup and efficiency of the network have also been calculated 
and these are shown in Fig.4.18 and Fig.4.19. The details for the calculation of speedup and 
efficiency are given in Appendix C. It is clear that the execution speed increases and the 
workspace size per node decreases with increasing network size.
Size bytes)
No. of processors Time (ticks) seconds EXE PROGRAM Speedup Efficiency
1 (585828)37 69732 535415 1.00 1.00
2 (299242)19 69732 445959 1.96 0.98
4 (154657)9 69732 401803 3.79 0.95
8 (86445) 5 69732 378647 6.78 0.85
16 (55561)3 69732 367439 10.54 0.65
Table 42 Performance figures for the ID Reconstmction algorithm.
Tims (xlOOO ticks) 
600
200
No. of tiansputers
Fig. 4.17 Performance times for the ID Reconstmction algorithm.
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Fig. 4.18 Speedup for the ID Reconstruction algorithm.
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Fig. 4.19 Efficiency for the ID Reconstruction algorithm.
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Fig. 4.20 Workspace usage of the ID Reconstruction algorithm.
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The second set of measurements shown in Table 4.3 were made on the 2D Reconstruction 
algorithm. The algorithm code size is shown in Fig.4.24 and this is decreasing with increasing 
network size, however the execution speed as given in Fig.4.21 appears to flatten out as the 
network size increases. This is clearer in Fig.4.22 showing the speedup. The efficiency is shown 
inFig.4.23.
Size ( bytes)
No. of processors Time (ticks) seconds EXE PROGRAM Speedup Efficiency
1 (1119286)71 69732 539827 1.00 1,00
2 (573054)36 69732 450355 1.95 0.98
4 (304359)19 69732 405459 3.68 0.92
8 (195466) 12 69732 383015 5.73 0.72
16 (175583)11 69732 371815 6.37 0.40
Table 4.3 Performance figures for the 2D Reconstmction algorithm.
Titao (xlOOO ticks)
1200
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Fig. 4.21 Performance times for the 2D Reconstmction algorithm.
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Fig. 4.22 Speedup for the 2D Reconstmction algorithm.
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Fig. 4.23 Efficiency of 2D Reconstmction algorithm.
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Fig. 4.24 Workspace usage of the 2D Reconstmction algorithm.
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distributed greyscale process
grey­scale 0 grey­scale Ngrerscale 1
Transputer 0 Transputer 1 Transputer N-1
receive min & max values from right
receivelocal
data
compare
withlocal
values
find local 
min & max 
values
sendvalues
left
receive 
values 
fiom left
send global min & max 
values to right 
and local
use min & . 
max values to greyscale
send image data to next 
processor
Fig, 4.25 The distributed greyscale process.
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At this point the algorithm was characterised in more detail to quantise the problem for 
the non-lineai' speedup as the network size was increased to 16. This was implemented by 
replacing the network procedure with a dummy procedure which performed no calculations. The 
performance was measured for this setup. Then successively each procedure was added one at a 
time. After adding a procedure a set of measurements were made to look at the performance. This 
method resulted in refining the code and also in the decision to distribute the greyscale process 
which was previously resident on the Master Transputer.
Tlie distributed greyscale process, shown in Fig,4.25, consisted of finding the local 
maximum and minimum which are then sent towards the MT. The next transputer in the chain 
receives these values and compares them with the local values giving a resultant maximum and 
minimum. These are then sent towards the MT. This process is repeated until the first transputer 
in the network has the global maximum and minimum. These are then sent to ah the nodes in the 
network. As the local maximum and minimum values are found first the overheads for the 
comparisons were smaU.
This resulted in an EXE structure which is identical to the conceptual structure of the 
unrefined 2D reconstruction scheme as shown in Fig.4.15. As a result tiie greyscale process on 
the Master Transputer became redundant and acted as a buffer between the receive process and 
the write to fold processes. The implemented EXE for the refined 2D reconstruction is as shown 
below
EXE link test ; first FFT ; second FFT ; elapsed time
first FFT ( in.512ll interm.512 II out512) 
second FFT ( input II greyscale II output)
The structure of the network processes described by PROGRAM, shown in Fig.4.26, 
can be given as shown in the foUowing page.
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PROGRAM
PAR fft.dimension=0 FOR 2 
receive
twiddle.factor.geneiator 
SEQ fft.count=0 FOR 128 
SEQ coimt=0 FOR 2 
transmit 
calculation
The implemented version is shown below.
t total ttotal
PROGRAM ::= n  PROGRAMi = n  processi 
i=0 i=0
processi ::= link test; first network FFT ; second network FFT
first network FFT receive.512 II twiddle.factor.generator.512 II
128 2
(Z  (Z sub-process.512))
n=0 m=0
P
sub-process.512 ::= transmit.512 II n  twiddle.factor.multiplication.512row.idTow.id=P*t;d
second network FFT receive II twiddle.factor.generator II
128 2
(Z  ( Z sub-process ) )
n=0 m=0
sub-process ::= transmit II IÏ Twiddle.factor.multiplicationrow.id
row.id=p*tid
The multiplexer process fi"om the previous implementation has been separated into the 
‘receive’ and ‘transmit’ processes. The ‘receive’ process acts as the global multiplexer and the 
‘transmit’ acts as the local multiplexer. In the implementation the distributed greyscaling has been 
absorbed into the ‘receive’ process. The ‘first network FFT’ and ‘second network FFT’ are 
essentially identical.
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»R0G1
transputer i- 1 transputer Mreceive
transmit
twiddle
factor
mult
SEQ rowii^  = rows
PROGRAM
Fig, 4,26 Process diagram for the refined 2D PROGRAM.
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The performance figures of the resulting algorithm are shown in Table 4.4. Fig.4.27 
shows the reconstruction times and Fig.4.30 shows workspace usage. The speedup and efficiency 
are shown in Fig.4.28 and Fig.4.29 respectively.
Size ( bytes)
No. of processors Time (ticks) seconds EXE PROGRAM Speedup Efficiency
1 (1120892)71 11064 605431 1.00 1.00
2 (570274)36 11064 483203 1.97 0.98
4 (292928)18 11064 421923 3.83 0.96
8 (166344) 10 11064 391287 6.74 0.84
16 (111582)7 11064 375991 10.05 0.63
Table 4.4 Performance measurements of the refined 2D Reconstmction.
Time (xlQOO tlcko)
No. of ttaasputoiB
Fig. 4.27 Peifonnance time of the 2D Reconstmction after refinement.
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Fig. 4,28 Speedup of the refined 2D Reconstruction.
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Pig, 4,29 Efficiency of the refined 2D Reconstmction.
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Fig, 4,30 Workspace usage for the refined 2D Reconstmction.
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The measured link activity times for the network aie shown in Table 4.5 and in Fig.4.30. 
The time for communications increases with the number of nodes. The method used for 
measuring communications time consisted of putting dummy processes which performed no 
action on the network, and it was sufficient to measure the times on the Master Transputer only. 
Extrapolating the graphs in Fig.4.27 and Fig.4.31, it can be seen that the reconstruction times and 
the communications will cross over at a number close to 17 nodes.
Size bytes)
No. of processors Time (ticks) seconds EXE PROGRAM
1 (17044)1 11064 539827
2 (22025) 1 11064 450355
4 (33013)2 11064 405459
8 (54742) 3 11064 383015
16 (98663)6 11064 371815
Table 4.5 Performance measmements of the Network I/O.
Time (xlOOO ticks)
No. of Tiansputers
Fig. 4.31 Network I/o times.
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The results are representative for the 128 point FFT. The times for the calculation for 
other FFT sizes would be
N i LogzNi 
N2 Log2N2 trecon N2 tio
where trecon is the reconstruction time for the refined 2D algorithm and tk> is the network 
i/o time. The cross over point would be shifted to the right for larger size FFis. The time taken 
for the 2D Reconstruction using a 128 point FFT on a 16 transputer network is approximately 7 
seconds, and the network i/o time for the same size of network is approximately 6 seconds. The 
estimated times for the 2D Reconstruction using larger size FFTs along with the estimated 
network i/o time for a 16 transputer network ai e given in the table below.
Ni 2D refined Reconstmction time network i/o time
256 16 12
512 36 24
1024 80 48
The table shows that for the network size of 16 transputers, the reconstmction times are 
increasing more rapidly than the network i/o times. Therefore the network size can be increased 
for reconstmction algorithms with larger FFR.
4.8 Observations
The program was dependent on the number of processors available and this had to be 
declaied at compile time. Tlie reconstruction times and the network i/o are shown together in 
Fig.4.32, where Reconl refers to the ID reconstmction algorithm, Recon2 refers to tlie umefined 
2D reconstmction algorithm, Recon3 refers to the refined 2D reconstmction algorithm and 
network i/o refers to the network i/o activity for the 2D algorithms. The time taken for ReconS 
decreases exponentially with an increase in number of processors. This is similar' to the 
performance of Reconl. The behaviour of Recon2 is not exponential. The network I/O times I
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Nombet of Ttnnsputcts
Fig. 4.32 A comparison of the reconstmction times, 
show a lineal- increase witli increasing network size and the activity is almost 50% of Recon2 
when the network is 16 processors. This information was used to improve the performance of 
Recon2 resulting in performance as shown for ReconS. The linear increase in I/O time is a feature 
that is intrinsic to the network topology, but the gradient could be reduced with different 
communication strategies at the hardware level. The memory usage decreases exponentially with 
increasing number of processors in all the three cases as shown by Fig.4.20, Fig .4.25 and Fig.4.29.
4.8.1 2” constraint
The theoretical maximum number of processes for the task farm distribution in the ID 
application is N/4 i.e. 32 for the 128 point FFT based reconstruction. As a result a minimum of 
1 and a maximum of 32 processors could be used. In order to achieve an equal distribution of the 
work load each processor in the network requires 1^ ^  ^share of the total work. Therefore, this 
resulted in the condition where
l ^ p ^ %
for an N point FFT. Therefore,
p = 2"
with n = 0,1,...,
Similarly a maximum of N data processes as a result of the columns were possible. The 
row acquisitions are sequential and the transforms therefore are sequential. This part of the
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algorithm is referred to as phase 1. This is followed by the column hansforms. This part of the 
algorithm is refeired to as phase 2. It is possible to distribute each column onto a separate network. 
Phase 1 consists of a N sequential transforms with each transform generating N/4 processes to 
be distributed on the network. Phase 2 consists of N column transforms, with each transform 
generating a total of N/4*N processes tliat can be executed simultaneously. In the present 
implementation with the use of the 128 point FFT’s a maximum of 4096 (i.e. N/4*N) processes 
are generated in phase 2. This is a large requirement if each process has to run on a separate 
processor concurrently. As the network size increases a tradeoff point appears where communi­
cations start becoming dominant for the network used. An alternative method of implementing 
phase 2 is to choose a small network and then use a process manager to place the processes as 
required by the nodes on the network to achieve an independence from the 2“ constraint which 
exists at present.
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The 3D Reconstruction
5.1 introduction
One of the important aspects of imaging techniques is the ability to acquire 3D images. 
Chapter 1 has introduced many of these volume imaging methods. The implementation of these 
methods is limited by scan times, data set sizes, or times for processing the acquired data. Ideally 
it would be desirable to reduce the scan times and processing times and maximise the ability of 
the hardware to deal with large datasets. At this stage only the reconstmction of the data has been 
addressed but the display of the reconstructed data is another relevant aspect of the problem in 
this context. Some of the properties that have to be considered in displaying 3D reconstmctions 
are
• viewing distance and angles
• number of light sources shining on the reconstmction, their distances and angles
• the ability to rotate, translate and scale the reconstmction
• thresholding of the data to selectively view different tissue types or isolate specific 
tissues
• the ability to slice the ‘solid’ reconstmction at any defined angle
These useful properties are generally classed under visualisation techniques. Some issues 
of visualisation of medical images have been tackled in a transputer based parallel processing 
environment at IBM UK Scientific Centr e by T^rell et al[ 85 ] and also by other groups ( Payne
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et al [ 87 ], Lomax et al [ 94 ] ). The distributed 3D reconstruction schemes presented in the 
following sections have a direct relevance to the scanning methods as the schemes can contribute 
to the reduction in reconstruction times. The consequent reduction in data set sizes per node 
should make the handling of large dataset sizes feasible.
5.2 Background
The volume imaging methods show that it is possible in principle to encode a 3D object 
directly into a single signal and then extract the image from this signal. Another method of 3D 
data acquisition is through slice definition. The reconstruction of the defined 2D slice has been 
discussed in Chapter 4. Both of these 3D methods are governed by equation 4.1,
S(t)=kM oJJJ p(x,y,z) eevjW(t>yGy(t'>«o.(t')]dt>fiyB„ ^
however the data acquisition in each of the cases is different. In this chapter the 
implementation of the reconstruction for each of these methods is discussed.
5.3 The Reconstruction Algorithm
The 3D reconstruction has been implemented by using two alternative methods. These 
are the reconstruction by taking the 2D images and stacking them together, and reconstruction 
by doing 3D FFTs. Other methods have been implemented on sequential machines, for example 
by interpolation ( Chen et al [ 93 ] ) and by iterative reconstruction using projections ( Kuwahara 
et al [ 91 ] ). In the present application, however, the slice stacking method is implemented on 
the data generated by the imaging scheme where the object is segmented into slices and each 
slice scanned using the 2D version of the Fourier Zeugmatography [ 12] method, and the 3D FFT 
scheme is implemented and is applicable to the imaging scheme where the 3D information is 
obtained in a single scan.
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5.3.1 Reconstruction by slice stacking
This method is an extension of the 2D method as discussed in Chapter 4. The elements 
of each of the reconstructed 2D matrices are assumed to be co-linear and the successive slices 
are stacked together. Another assumption made is that the resolution in between each slice is 
sufficient to show the details when the 3D reconstruction is completed. The distributed version 
of this method can be analyzed from two different aspects namely task farm distribution and 
geometric distribution.
Tlie task farm method has been discussed in Chapter 4 and constitutes the distribution 
of tasks to the processors in the network. This method had been implemented at the ID FFT level.
The geometric distribution is implemented when the distributed data is stacked together. 
At the end of the 2D reconstruction each processor has a segment of the 2D slice. The size of a 
segment on each processor is inversely proportional to the network size. The respective segment 
from each of the 2D slice has to collected by a processor in the network before any further 
manipulation of the data is possible. Thus the operations implemented on the distributed 3D 
dataset can be classed as data manipulation on a geometrically distributed volume.
In theory, the number of slices that can be manipulated is unlimited but in practice the 
number is constrained by both the computing system and the scanning system. In the present case 
the raw data that was used consisted of two images. The first image consisted of the raw data 
from the phantom which was single slice data, the second image consisted of a set of 8 lateral 
sections of scanned data fiom a head. In both cases the number of points in the x-y plane was 
128x128. The size of the data set was limited by the amount of available RAM per node on the 
network and the size of the network. These issues are discussed in more detail in the software 
implementation section. The spacing between the slices was approximately 10 mm for the head 
data, and therefore the resolvable features along the z axis could only be larger than 10 mm. 
Interpolation techniques could be used between slices in future implementations to improve 
clarity.
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The complexity of the method can be calculated for N z shces of a Nx x Ny image and is
given by
N z I N y ( Nx LogNx ) + Nx ( Ny LOgNy ) I 
If N z = Nx = N y =  N  then the complexity is given by
2N^LogN [5.2]
This calculation is based on the assumption that the FFT is being used for the x and y 
dhection reconstmctions. If the reconstruction is distributed over a network of P processors then 
the complexity per processor is given by
2N^LogN
P
[5.3]
This gives only an approximate value for the work load per processor. The 3D stacking 
scheme can be represented by
N 3 - 1
p(m ,n,j)- ^  p'j(m,n) 
j  s= 0
A
1 1 Ny
-►y
Mg. 5.1 The three dimensional data set.
[5.4]
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N1- I N 2 - 1  [5.5]
p'j(m,n) = £  £  S'OcJl)
k = 0  1=0
where the m x n slices are stacked j times in the z-direction.
5.3.2 Reconstruction using 3D FFTs
The strategy for reconstruction used here is different from tlie slice stacking method. The 
basic algorithm is dependent on the distributed ID FFT but the resulting 3D reconstruction 
algorithm has different communication patterns and memory requirements. The reconstruction 
scheme is dependent on the application of the Fourier Zeugmatography metliodl 12 ] in 3D. As 
a result FFTs have to be implemented along each of the three axes and the number of times the 
FFT is implemented is equal to the number of elements in the plane perpendicular to that axes. 
The scanning method acquires all the 3D volume data as a single signal, for example in 3D EPI 
( Mansfield et al [ 14 ] ) as opposed to segmentation followed by data acquisition in the previous 
method.
The complexity for the reconstruction for an Nx x N y x N z volume data is given by
N z Ny ( Nx L ogN x ) +  Nx N z (  N y LogN y ) +  Ny Nx ( N z L ogN z )
If N x «  N y =  N z =  N  then the complexity is given by
3 N  ^LogN [5.6]
If the reconstruction is distributed over P processors then the complexity per processor 
can be given by
3 LogN [5.7]
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Then the ratio of the stacking scheme and the 3D FFT scheme is given in the following 
expression,
2 LogN
Tstacking ^  P____
Tsdfft 3 N  ^LogN 
P
Tstackmg ^  2 [5.8]
Tsdfft 3
Thus the complexity of the 3D FFT reconstruction is the same as that of the stacking 
method. The equation for the 3D FFT reconstruction is represented by
Nj — 1 N2 — 1 N3 - 1  [5 .9]
p '(m .n ,p )= £  £  £
j = a O  k  =  0  1 =  0
where S(j,kT) is the observed signal and p"(m,n,p) is the reconstruction.
5.4 The software implementation
The implementation of the 3D reconstruction was based on the 2D reconstruction 
algorithm which has been discussed in Chapter 4. The task farm distribution was used as described 
before, however, as the volume data was being manipulated, the size of the dataset arrays became 
large. Consider the case of a volume matrix of 128 x 128 x 128 points. A complex set of numbers 
of REAL64 type, i.e. 8 bytes per point, results in a memory requirement of
( 128 X 128 X 128 ) x 8 x 2 bytes 
= 2^  ^bytes 
= 32 Mbytes
In this case, the matrix defines the raw data which is the starting point of the reconstruc­
tion. In addition to the above there would be other requirements such as space for other variables.
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workspace and space for the code. The maximum nodes that were available for computing were 
16 at the IBM UKSC and 4 on MIR5. Thus the total upper limit on the RAM was 32 Mbytes and 
8 Mbytes respectively for the distributed data. Therefore the size of the initial 2D raw dataset has 
to be reduced for a successful implementation of the software. The size of the raw images used 
was 128 X 128 complex points. Therefore a limit on the number of points used along the z-axis 
was imposed for the slice stacking scheme. As in the case of Chapter 4 the concepts used for the 
concurrent 3D algorithms are described in tlie following sections. The implemented versions of 
these are shown in the form of CSP notation. The naming conventions used in the CSP notation 
are closely related to the actual program names. The relationship between the processes of the 
conceptual and implemented representations is given wherever possible. In general the im­
plementations are self explanatory and a more detailed description of the modules used for 
building the main processes is given in Appendix E.
5.4.1 Slice stacking method
As in the case of the 2D reconstruction the 3D reconstruction had two parts to the 
software, the EXE and the PROGRAM. The EXE was resident on the main transputer and 
PROGRAM on the network. The EXE process can be defined as follows
PAR
read dataset 
transmit dataset 
receive image 
write to fold
The RAM size on the Master Transputer put a limit on the amount of raw data that could 
be read and stored in it  Another related point is that each of the complex raw data sets had to be 
read from separate files. As a result the structure of the EXE had to be modified to the following
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PAR
SEQ slice.number = 0 FOR total.nuinber.of.slices 
PAR 
SEQ
read dataset 
transmit dataset 
receive then swap and transmit 
receive from network 
write to fold
The process diagram for the conceptual EXE is shown in Fig.5.2. Tliis has been 
implemented as shown below
slices.total
EXE::= linkdest; in.512ll [ { E ( iophasel 11 interm.51211 out.312) ; input} ;
slices .no= 0
slices.total
E receive.ffommetwork ] II
slices .no= 0
output; elapsed time
EXE
SEQ sUcanumbeH) FWl totoLaumberof^lices
lecetve 
swap & 
transmit
SEQ alicaimmber*0 FOR totahiumbeaofjslices
chonfioDuictwoiic
Fig. 5.2 Process diagram for the slice stacking EXE.
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where ‘read dataset’ and ‘transmit dataset’ are implemented as ‘in.512’. The ‘receive 
swap transmit’is implemented as ‘iophasel’, ‘interm.512’, *out512’ and ‘input’. Finally ‘receive 
from network’ is implemented as a module with the same name, and ‘write to fold’is implemented 
as ‘output’.
The Master Transputer (MT) can be a source of bottleneck due to the presence of aU the 
2D and 3D matrices in the respective processes. One method of reducing this problem is to 
increase the amount of RAM on the MT. The access to the PC disk and the screen is dependent 
on the PC bus and therefore wiU be constrained by the bus bandwidth.
The PROGRAM process distributed over the network implements some of the modules 
from the libraries of the 2D reconstruction algorithm. The following information and modules 
were constructed into libraries
the constants library
modules for the Master Transputer
modules for the network transputers.
The constants library, myconsttsr, contained the following information 
Channel protocol
Total number of transputers in the ring 
The size of the FFT
Identity number for root, which is the node in the network connected to the MT 
Aliases for the hardware links
The modules for the Master Transputer were contained in myhosttsr^ and contained the 
following
read data and transmit 
receive data
swap columns and rows of the data 
write data to a fold
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Finally, the modules for the network were contained in a library csH\M mylib.tsi\ and had 
the following
twiddle factor generator 
receive raw data 
transmit finished data 
greyscale data
Thus to construct the 3D reconstruction process, the modules from the mylib.tsr, library 
were used. The algorithm for the PROGRAM process was designed in the format as shown below
3D slice stacking 
receive data 
3D reconstruction 
greyscale data
send reconstruction to Master Transputer 
This can be further expanded as shown below
3D slice stacking 
receive data 
twiddle factor generator
SEQ shce.number = 0 FOR totalnumber.of.slices 
SEQ
get raw data 
2D FFT
send transformed data 
collect transformed data 
greyscale data
send reconstmction to Master Transputer
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PROGRAM
reoeive
SEQ sliceakunibeH) FOR totaLnumberAfsUces
2D FFT
Collect2D
distributedgreyscale
merged 
ta left
Fig. 5.3 The process diagram for the 3D slice stacking PROGRAM.
2D FFT
SEQ fftO FOR 2
chatLftotrereceivo
transmit
ID FFT
Fig. 5.4 The 2D FFT process.
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The process diagram for the conceptual PROGRAM is shown in Fig 5.3. The 2D FFT 
process is dependent on the modules generated for the 2D reconstruction and is represented as
ID FFT — the first FFT 
send back data for swapping 
ID FFT - - the second FFT
and shown as a process diagrams in Fig. 5.4. Hie implemented process is shown below
(total (total
PROGRAM II PROGRAMi = Ilprocessi
i=0 i=0
processi link test; main process
main process coUectSdi! receive II twiddle factor generator II
slices.total
( E ( sub-processa ; sub-processb ) )
n=slic0 .no=O
data.size.l 2 p
sub-processa ::=E [ E {transmit.512 II IX twiddle.factor.multiplication.512row.id} ]
ffts=0 n=0 row.id=p*tid
data.size,l 2 p
sub-processb ::=E [ E {transmit II IT twiddle factor multiplicationrow.id} 1 ffts=0 n=0 row.id=p*tid
where ‘receive’ and ‘twiddle factor generator’ share the same nomenclature in the 
conceptual and implemented descriptions. The ‘collect finished data’, ‘greyscale data’ and ‘send 
reconstruction to Master Transputer’ are represented by ‘coUectSd’.
The collect finished data is a process which collects the transformed data into a segment 
of the 3D matrix. The size of the matrix on each transputer is dependent on the total number of 
transputers and is given by
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N x * Ny • Nz 
p
The location of a particular section in the 3D volume set defining the reconstruction is 
dependent on the tiansputer identity. The distribution of the reconstruction data for a four 
processor network is shown in Fig.5.5. At this level of decomposition of the problem the 
distribution of the data is geometric, whereas the task farm distribution paradigm has been 
implemented at the ID FFT level.
Once the data is collected, the greyscaUng process, which is a 3D variation of the 2D 
greyscale process, is initialised. The maximum and the minimum of the local data was chosen 
on each transputer. Each transputer then waits for the local values of the transputer from the right. 
These are then compared locally and then sent left, towards the first transputer in the network. 
As a result the first transputer obtains the global maximum and minimum. These are then sent to 
all the nodes on the network and subsequently used by each transputer to normalise the local 
image data to values between 0 and 255.
The final set of processes that were implemented were the merge and return data. One 
process received the data from the transputer on the right. Another process received the locally 
generated data and merged it with data received from the right. The last process sent this merged 
data left towards the Master Transputer.
The raw dataset used to implement the algorithm consisted of two examples. The first 
dataset consisted of the phantom as used in the 2D reconstruction, and therefore contained only 
the 2D information. This was used as a test case, by reading the data four times and performing 
the 3D reconstruction. The results are equivalent to a reconstruction of an image from the MR 
scanner which had 4 slices of 128 x 128 points. The reconstruction was then displayed using the 
Winchester Solid Modeller (WINSOM) at IBM UK Scientific Centre, Winchester. WINSOM 
allowed the image to be rotated and displayed at different orientations. The lighting conditions 
could be adjusted. Three of the examples generated from the display methods are shown in 
Plate 2. The combination of colours and lighting conditions used are heuristic and were chosen 
with the aim of highlighting the main features of the reconstruction i.e. the contrast of the data.
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Plate 2 Three dimensional reconstruction of the 
phantom visualised in three ways.
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Plate 3 Three dimensional reconstruction of the head data 
rendered at two different threshold levels to resolve the 
features.
Plate 4 Three dimensional reconstruction of the head data at two 
different threshold levels, rotated at an angle to show the 
lower part of the image.
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transputer 0 transputer 1
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transputer 2 tran^uter 3
Fig. 5.5 Distribution of the reconstructed data on a 4 node network.
There is a degradation of quality during the transfer from a high definition graphics display unit 
to paper.
The second example shown consisted of a 3D acquisition from a live subject. The raw 
data consisted of a set of 8 slices of 128 x 128 points acquired from the head region of the subject. 
The separation between the slices is approximately 1 cm. The reconstructions ar e shown in Plate 3 
and Plate 4. In both cases, WINSOM was used to render the spaces ( Magnusson et al [ 92 ]) 
between the data such that the 3D reconstructions appear as solid objects. In Plate 3, the top 
picture shows the reconstruction where aU the reconstructed data was used i.e. there was no 
threshold imposed on the data before display. In the bottom picture a minimum threshold of 60 
and a maximum threshold of 220 was used before the reconstruction displayed.
The top picture of Plate 3 clearly shows tissue such as the skin and the brain. The cranium 
can be inferred by its absence in between the brain and the skin. The artifact present on the right 
side is a result of the acquisition process. In the bottom picture of Plate 3, the thresholding process 
has discriminated the tissue types. Thresholding and tissue classification can be implemented by 
using more sophisticated methods ( Vannier et al [ 88 ], Suzuki et al [ 90 ], Merichel et al [ 89 ]). 
In the present case the thresholding has been implemented by retaining the data which is in the 
greyscale range of 60-220. In Plate 3, some variations in the brain structure can be seen along 
with the left and right cerebral hemispheres being distinguished with the longitudinal fissure. The 
lateral ventricle at the top part of the brain can be made out. Some of the internal stiucture near
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the nasal passages can also be made out along with orbital cavities for the eyes. In Plate 4 the 
reconstruction has been rotated to display the lower section. The top picture clearly shows the 
internal structures around the nasal passages and the central nervous system can be distinguished 
towards the occipital region. The bottom picture of Plate 4 is for thresholding range of 60 to 220.
5.4.2 3D FFT method
The 3D FFT method also depended on the modules generated by the 2D reconstruction 
scheme. As mentioned before the complexity of this method is higher than that of the slice 
stacking method. The algorithm was implemented via TDS through the EXE and PROGRAM 
modules. The EXE process was made up of the following processes
EXE
read data 
send data
SEQ count = 0 FOR 2 
receive from network 
swap
transmit to network 
receive from network 
write to fold
This has been implemented as shown below.
EXE link test ; first FFT ; second FFT ; tlmd FFT ; elapsed time 
first FFT ( in.512 II interm.51211 out512) 
second FFT ( input II interm.51211 out.512) 
third FFT ::= ( input II receive.from.network II output)
where ‘read data’ and ‘send data’ have been implemented as ‘in.512’.
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3 D FE T E X E
SEQ oounW) FOR 2
cfaaB L frocL netw od:
taDsmit
chanjronioctwoii
Fig. 5.6 EXE for 3D FFT.
3D FFT PROGRAMi
SEQ count K) FOR 3
ID FFT
ID EFT
toM T
Fïg. 5.7 The process diagram for the 3D FFT PROGRAM.
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The PROGRAM module was implemented to do the 3D FFTs. As the raw data from the 
scanner was unavailable for any reconstructions certain assumptions had to be made at this stage. 
One assumption made is that the FID actually occupies a 3D volume. In such a case a 2D FFT 
had to be performed in each dimension. The PROGRAM module can be defined as follows
PROGRAM
SEQNz=0FORN  
receive x-y data 
Ny ID FFR along x 
SEQNx=0FORN  
receive y-z data ‘
Nz ID FFTs along y 
SEQNy=OFORN 
receive x-z data 
Nx ID FFTs along z
For any transform along each dimension the complete complex data is required and 
therefore the distribution pattern for the 3D data set in this case is different ftom the 3D stacking 
scheme. To solve this problem, either all the data has to be present at each node, or the data has 
to be distributed as required.
The available memory, i.e. RAM, on each node is the same and therefore placing the 
complete 3D dataset on each node is a viable choice, though the dataset size is limited by the 
available RAM. In this method virtually no inter-processor communication is necessary once 
the calculations have started because the relevant segment of data is used from the local 
workspace. The main disadvantage Is the amount of required data space per node.
The second method uses the necessary section of the data set from the 3D volume as 
required. The distributed ID FFT is being implemented and therefore the N size data along each 
dimension is partitioned onto the network. Therefore the traffic of data at the ID FFT level is 
unavoidable in the present application, in between each transform. This method does not impose 
a large requirement for RAM size for the nodes unlike the previous approach.
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Therefore it was concluded that the simplest method of implementing the present 
modules from the libraries for the 3D FFT reconstruction was to keep the 3D raw data on the 
Master Transputer and farm each ID raw dataset onto the network as required by the distributed 
algorithm. This results in a requirement for a large amount of RAM on the Master Transputer 
board to store the 3D raw dataset. The process diagram for the 3D FFT PROGRAM is shown in 
Fig.5.7.
ttotal ttotal
PROGRAM IT PROGRAMi = f l processi 
i=0 i=0
processi link test; first network FFT; second network FFT ; thhd network FFT
first network FFT ::= receive.512 II twiddle.factor.generator.512 II
128 128 2
E (E  ( Esub-process.512) )
p = 0  n= 0  m =0
second network FFT first network FFT
P
sub-process.512 transmit.512 II II twiddle.factor.multiplication.512row.id
row.id=p*tjd
128 128 2
third network FFT ::= receive II twiddle.factor.generator II ( £  (E  ( E sub-process ) )  )
p = 0  n==0 m =0
P
sub-process ::= transmit II n  twiddle.factor.multiplicationrow.id
row .id=p*tid
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5.5 Performance measurements
The performance par ameters that could be measured in the 3D reconstruction schemes 
are the same as the ones for the 2D reconstruction scheme i.e. the memory usage and the 
reconstruction times as a function of the number of transputers in the network. Time constraints 
allowed only the reconstruction times for the 3D slice stacking algorithm to be measured for a 
single slice followed by the processing of eight slices. These are shown in Fig.5.8. The associated 
speedup is shown in Fig.5.9 and efficiency of the network in Fig.5.10 respectively.
No. of processors Time seconds Speedup Efficiency
1 82 1.00 1.00
2 43 1.91 0.95
4 25 3.28 0.82
8 19 4.32 0.54
16 22 3.73 0.23
Table 5,1 Performance measurements for 3D reconstmction by stacking.
Time (seconds) 
90
No. o f Tiansputeis
Fig, 5.8 Reconstruction times for the 3D stacking scheme.
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Fig. 5.9 Speedup of the 3D stacking scheme.
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Fig. 5.10 Kficiency of the 3D stacking scheme.
5.6 Observations
The graph in Fig.5.8 shows a gradual drop in the reconstruction times for a network of 
upto 8 transputers and an increase in the time when the network size is 16. This is characterised 
more clearly in Fig.5.9 showing the speedup and Fig. 5.10 showing the efficiency. The speedup 
is linear except for a clear deviation for network size of 16. Clearly the system has become 
communication bound at this point
One of the major problems encountered was the speed of access to reading and writing 
the large data sets from and to the PC hard disc. This was one of the expected bottlenecks. Another
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associated problem was the lack of direct graphics facilities to the PC screen. The process of 
debugging the programs was made difficult by this problem, as the coherency of the generated 
graphics could not be checked easily.
Tlie modules from the 2D algorithm were used with some modifications to implement 
both 3D reconstruction schemes. The memory requirements and coromunication patterns are 
different on each scheme. The 3D FFT scheme had similar communication patterns as the 2D 
algorithm, but the requirements for the RAM imposed limitations on the raw dataset that could 
be used. The 3D stacking scheme had different communication patterns as the reconstructed 
volume was accumulated on the network and sent to the Master Transputer at the end of the 
complete reconstruction. This allowed for larger datasets to be reconstructed in comparison to 
the 3D FFT scheme. The schemes were both dependent on the number of transputers available 
on the network and which was declared in the constants library.
5.7 Inferences
The reconstruction times, speedup and efficiency have almost reached the theoretical 
limits i.e. the expected halving of reconstruction times and therefore the doubling of the speedup 
with the doubling of the network size. The communication between the network links appears to 
have become dominant at a network size of 16.
The network size and therefore the total amount of RAM available was a limiting factor 
for the implementation of both slice stacking and the 3D FFT schemes. On the network with 16 
nodes on which the schemes have been implemented, the maximum available RAM was 32 
Mbytes. This limited the shce stacking method to 32 slices of 128 x 128 points and the 3D FFT 
to 64 X 64 X 64points. The slice stacking scheme was tested upto 32 slices with dummy data, but 
only 8 slices of scanner generated data. The 3D FFT was proved to work with dummy data of 64 
X 64 X 64 points as there was no scanner data available for implementation. Therefore these 
implementations gave a maximum memory usage of 1 Mbyte of complex dataset for the slice 
stacking scheme and 0.5 Mbyte of complex dataset for the 3D FFT scheme. This requirement 
was applicable for a network size ranging fi'om 1 to 16 transputers. Therefore for a 16 transputer
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scheme when the dataset was partitioned each transputer on the network used only 64 kbytes for 
the stacking scheme and 32 kbytes for the 3D FFT scheme. Therefore on a 16 transputer network 
a maximum size of 256 slices can be reconstructed using the slice stacking scheme and a 
128 X 128 X128 3D EFT implemented using the 3D FET reconstruction scheme. The limitations 
noted in the form of communication as shown in Fig. 5.8, Fig. 5.9 and Fig. 5.10 can be improved 
upon by refining the code and also by increasing the memory size of the nodes and placing all 
the 3D dataset at each node and modifying some of the reconstruction modules.
One improvement that can be made is by the reduction of the communication overheads. 
In the implementations, at the termination of the calculations, each transputer transmits an 
N x N x N  array to the next transputer. The relevant segments of the locally generated data are 
merged with the received array and then passed to the next transputer in the chain. As a result, 
the last transputer is passing unnecessary data along with the valid segment If the array size 
being transmitted is made equal to the vahd data segment and passed down the chain then the 
array size grows as it approaches the MT and finally equals it. One consequence is the reduction 
in communication times for the larger networks.
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Granularity & concurrency
6.1 Introduction
The earlier chapters have presented implementations of the 2D and the 3D reconstruction 
schemes. Their behaviour with respect to reconstruction times, memory usage, speedup and 
efficiency have been shown. The task farm distribution of the FFT and the hybrid method, which 
involves the task and geometric distributions, for the 2D and the 3D methods have been 
implemented by placing strict limits on the distribution scheme. In the following sections issues 
regarding these limits are discussed. The distributed reconstruction algorithms can be extended 
to perform other functions and these topics are also discussed. An approach to the implementation 
on a parallel scanner is suggested. Finally issues regarding future developments are discussed.
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6.2 Constraints
The constraints that were encountered in implementing the solution of the reconstruction 
problem can be divided up into three broad areas, i.e. constraints resulting from the algorithm, 
the parallélisation scheme and the actual operating environment. Each of these areas has a related 
issue from the software point of view and the hardware point of view.
6.2.1 Algorithm
The hardware used for the development of the algorithm has been described in Chapters 
2 and 3. The ring network was chosen as this topology was tire simplest to implement. As a result 
the algorithm that was developed was constrained to the ring network, though the size of the ring 
could be varied. Parallel FFT’s had been investigated and implemented on a variety of multi-pro­
cessor systems and in a multitude of languages ( Bergland [ 64 ], Bhuyan et al [ 65 ], Evans et 
al [7 2 ], D’Angelo et al [ 70 ] ), but the present implementation was specifically developed for 
the MRI reconstmction problem. The present algorithm is easily extendible to multi-dimensional 
reconstruction problems as has been shown, without much loss in performance.
The algorithm is also extendible to 2D and 3D mesh architectures. The extension to such 
an architecture depends largely on the method of generating data from the scanner and this could 
not be explored as the scanner was not available for any modifications. Take the example of the 
2D mesh. If tlie scanner data is being generated rapidly, then each FID can be farmed out to a 
single row on the 2D mesh. The successive FID’s being sent to the successive rows on the mesh 
and in such a case the architecture is still being used efficiently. If the number of rows is not 
sufficient then after the last row, the next FED can be sent to the first row if it is available for 
processing. One can view such a method as a task distribution on each row because of the 
distributed FFT, and either as task distribution or geometric distribution (in Fourier space) for 
each row.
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The method also has implementation potential in aparaUel scanning system, i.e. the rows 
on the 2D mesh can be used to transform FID’s from different receiver coils of a parallel scanning 
machine. The efficient use of such a scheme depends on being able to supply the data to the 
processors whenever they become available. The 3D mesh can be used in a similar fashion to the 
2D mesh. Other architectures that are related and can easily be implemented with this algorithm 
ai e extensions of the ring architecture such as the torus.
The software part of the algorithms gave rise to some constraints, the notable one being 
that the algorithm could only be mapped onto network sizes which had 2" processors where 
n=0,l,.. This limitation has been shown to be related to the method of distribution of the FFT. 
The number of processes that were generated correspond to N/4 where N is the size of the FFT, 
but N=2^, where p=0,l,2,.. Therefore the number of processes generated is 2^“^ l To obtain an 
optimum load on all the processors the number of transputers ‘n’ should be such that
n modulo N = 0
or 2^"^Vn should be an integer value. Thus the minimum size of the FFT was when p=2 
i.e a 4 point FFT. The maximum size was limited by memory. The limitation on the number of 
processors used arose as a direct result of acliieving a balanced load on the network. The 
implementations the software techniques used placed rigid limits as to the placement of the 
processes on the processors and these limits were found to be necessary to achieve the perfor­
mance figures. These constraints can be relaxed such that a decision to place a process on a 
particular processor is decided at run time instead of at compile time. In order to achieve this the 
processes have to be managed by other software such as a process manager which would monitor 
the processors and supply them with a task whenever they becomes available.
6.2.2 Parallélisation Method
The parallélisation scheme that had been implemented in the ID case was task distribu­
tion. One can view the distribution in Fourier space and consider it as a geometric distribution.
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Therefore, according to the definitions mentioned in Chapter 4, the implementations especially 
in the 2D and 3D schemes can he considered as hybrid methods. The performance obtained firom 
the reconstruction schemes in Chapter 4 and 5 would not have been possible if an algorithmic 
distribution scheme was used. Scaling the size of the network and achieving the respective scaling 
in performance would have been difficult in the algorithmic distribution. Such a task would be 
much more complex, even though the ring network lends itself easily to a pipeline scheme.
Another interesting feature of the method used for distribution is that it has the potential 
of being extended to multi-dimensional FFlh in more than one way. Some of the methods have 
already been implemented as discussed in Chapter 5. One method that has not been implemented
N N Ninvolves the evaluation of an N x N x N size 3D FFT on a 3D mesh of size — x — x — . It is4 4 4
possible to distribute the present modules onto the 3D mesh with few modifications. The 3D 
mesh will be much more complex because in such a topology each node has to have six Hnks. 
As a transputer has only four links, a six link node can be generated by connecting two transputers 
together, and considering the pair as a single node. This leaves six links free to build the 3D mesh.
6.2.3 Operating environment
TDS as an operating environment had limited capabilities. The drawbacks were the lack 
of any graphics facilities and the slow access to tlie PC and its peripherals such as the haid drive. 
The ability to explicitly place processes on processors was made use of to achieve the algorithm 
performance figures. As aresult the workload could be evenly distributed on the defined network. 
One of the major problems encountered in the implementation was the constraints imposed by 
the algorithm in terms of the network size when the algorithm was being scaled. For an N size 
FFT the maximum number of processing elements in the network were N/4 and the m inim um  
that could be used was one provided the memory at each node allowed it  The increase in the 
number went as radix 2 i.e 1,2,4,.... N/4. Further investigation was done in order to remove this 
limitation, since any practical system would probably have an undefined number of nodes not 
necessarily equal to 2 .^ One method of achieving this is to use a fine grain approach to the 
reconstruction problem.
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Any process can be divided into a set of actions acting on sets of data. The actions can 
be represented by functions or the algorithm. Thus a concurrent execution of the actions would 
not only involve various actions being performed simultaneously, but performing each action as 
a set of tasks. The practical implementation of the latter has been shown in the previous chapters 
with a near theoretical achievement in the performance. In the case of the image reconstruction 
algorithms, data parallélisation can be seen as the distribution of the FFT’s to the nodes. If the 
3D reconstruction is taken into account, in the case of the slice stacking method the slices could 
be distributed, i.e. each slice can be processed by a different node, or eachFFTcould be processed 
by a different node. Alimitation is imposed by the data acquisition method, i.e. scanning scheme, 
if  it allows only one FID to be generated at each instance. Then only one processor performs 
calculations while the other processors remain idle. In the implementation described in Chapter 
4 and 5 eachFFT has been defined as an action wherein the EFT was split into tasks. This approach 
supports fine grain implementation if aU the actions, i.e. FFR, are also distributed.
A fine grain implementation would then introduce the problem of achieving an even 
distribution of the load during the execution of the algorithm. A consequence of the approach is 
that a large number of processes would be present giving rise to a large communication 
requirement. In such a case this could be solved if the operating environment can balance the 
work load dynamically, i.e. ensure that the processors do not stay idle, which can be achieved 
through monitoring the activity on the processors dining runtime.
6.3 Future developments
The following sections present some recommendations for extending the apphcation and 
also discuss a method of implementing the algorithm modules fiom Chapter 4 and 5 in a parallel 
scanning machine. Some of the features of the next generation of the tiansputer are also discussed.
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6.3.1 Extending the application
The present application can be extended to do additional operations on the reconstruction. 
In the following discussions the 3D reconstructions are considered. One of the problems that can 
be encountered in the stacking reconstruction is that of the alignment of slices. In these 
implementations it has been assumed tliat the stacking produces a reconstruction in which the 
individual slices have not been translated or rotated relative to the other slices. If the reconstruc­
tions are from 2D acquisitions, which have been done on different occasions and are later 
considered for 3D stacking, then their relative positions to each other may not be aligned in the 
3D reconstruction and therefore can give a warped result There are many approaches to correct 
these distortions ( Hedley et al [ 102 ], Prince et al [ 103 ], Herman [ 104 ] ) and they involve 
some form of pixel comparisons. Some of the methods that have been considered include centre 
of mass comparisons, comparison of boundaries through edge detection, comparison of reference 
points installed in the scanner, use of motion detection algorithms. These methods are discussed 
below with suggestions of modifying them to support the distributed reconstruction algorithm.
The method of comparison of centre of mass involves giving each pixel a weighting 
proportional to its intensity i.e. the greyscale number. If a single row is taken from a 2D slice 
then the moment for each pixel can be established and the centre of mass for that row found. This 
can then be compared with the neighbouring rows on the next shce and the amount of relative 
translation occurring found. This can be repeated for each row of the first shce and statistics 
obtained for the whole shce to find the relative shift, along each dimension. The disadvantage 
with this scheme is that there is no rotational information found. The distributed version has to 
account for the fact that the every row is distributed over the network, whereas the columns are 
present in groups on each node.
Another method that can be used is to apply edge detection algorithms to estabhsh the 
edges on each of the shces and then align the edges on successive slices. This method acts on the 
2D slice, and therefore a distributed version can be implemented. In the 3D reconstructions each 
slice is distributed evenly over the network. Each node then has to detect the edges on its sample 
slices and then find the correction factor required for two slices to be aligned. If the factors match
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for the corresponding slices between the nodes, then the correction factor can be used. If it doesn’t 
match, then some form of statistical approach has to be taken. The problem in this method is that 
the matching is being performed on two different reconstructions rather than the same one and 
therefore the method has to allow for some discrepancy.
One simple approach is to have some form of reference in the scanner itself, such as 
perspex tubes filled with copper sulphate solution, which gives a good NMR signal. These 
reference points can then be used to align the slices, correct for rotations and even any scaUng 
that may occur.
The last method is the use of motion detection algorithms. One method that has been 
investigated uses the relaxation labelling scheme as proposed by Bober & Kitler [ 101 ]. In this 
method the two slices are compared for any rotation, translation and scaling. Initially, for the 
reference slice, the spatial and temporal intensity variations in grey levels, a grey level gradient 
quahty factor, a set of moving edges and a set of quality factors for the moving edges are used 
to create a motion vector along with a discontinuity label and a moving object label. These 
parameters are then used to generate a global energy fimction which is the sum of the contributions 
by each pixel. Then, similar parameters are generated region by region for the slice that is being 
compared. The relaxation method is used in the post-processing when the parameters of the shoe 
that is being compared are allowed to relax favourably, region by region, towar ds the parameters 
that had been generated for the reference slice. This algorithm has been implemented on a 
sequential computing system for set of slices and the preliminary results are encouraging. The 
robustness of the algorithm compensates for the fact that in reality each comparison is being 
made for two different slices rather than the same slice that has been displaced. This algorithm 
can be conveniently distributed and interfaced to the task farm implementation of the MRI 
reconstruction algorithms that have been presented in the previous chapters.
6.3.2 Parallel Scanning Methods
One of the main drawbacks in implementing 3D scans is the acquisition time for the 
signals by the scanner. Imaging schemes such as the Echo Planar Imaging have been proposed
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to reduce imaging times ( Mansfield et al [ 14] ) . Another approach is tire use of arrays of detector 
coils ( Roemer et al [ 96 ][ 9 8 1, Hayes et al [ 97 ], Jesmanowicz et al [ 99 ], Okamoto et al 
[ 100 ] ) to implement the Fourier Zeugmatography [ 1 2 ]  method. An alternative method is 
proposed by Kwiat et al [ 95 ] where no phase encoding gradients are used with the an ay of 
detector coils. For the present discussion the detector coil array using Fourier Zeugmatography 
[ 1 2 ] is considered.
In a scanner where the detector coils are in an array, each coil of the array can be 
coimected to an ring of transputers through an Analogue to Digital Converter. The size of the 
network can vary between 1 and N/4 where N is the maximum number of points that have to be 
processed. Each of the arrays can generate FID’s which ar e processed by the relevant network. 
Therefore each network can reconstruct a 2D shce. To generate the 3D stacking of the slices the 
ring networks can be connected together to form a 2D mesh with wrap around at the edges. In 
such an implementation each row of the mesh will contain the evenly distributed 2D reconstruc­
tion. Any post processing will thus involve communication along tlie rows and the columns.
The post processing could involve any of the alignment methods discussed in the 
previous section. One additional application that can be used on transputer based systems is a 
visualisation tool such as the Computer Assisted Radiological Visualisation Using Parallel 
Processing (C ARVUPP) as discussed by lyrell et al[ 85 ] in order to provide a 3D viewing facility 
with tools for rotation or slicing of the reconstruction at any defined angle.
6.3.3 TheT9000
The transputer product range has been extended recently with the announcement of the 
IMS T9000 processor by INMOS [ 105 ] ( Pountain [ 106 ] ). The T9000 is reported to be able 
to deliver a peak performance of 200 MIPS and 25 MFLOPS and a sustained 75 MIPS and 15 
MFLOPS, which is 10 times the performance of the T800. The four communication links on the 
T9000 provide a total of 80 Mbytes per second bi-directional bandwidth. One useful feature on 
the T9000 is hardware support for multiplexing channels, called the Virtual Channel Processor
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(VCP). VCP runs concurrently with the other modules on the chip and allows more than one 
software channel on the hardware link.
The T9000 processor is supported by a range of communication peripherals 
( May & Thompson [ 107 ] ). These have been added by the IMS C104 packet routing switch 
and the IMS ClOO system protocol converter. The C104 is a complete routing switch and allows 
32 links to be connected to each other via a 32 x 32 non-blocking crossbar switch with a latency 
of under one microsecond. The C104 allows multiple T9000s to be connected together and 
communicate with each other. The C104’s can be connected together to foim larger complex 
networks. Other devices following the link protocol can be connected to the C l04. The ClOO 
allows conversions of the first generation transputer links and control signals to the second 
generation i.e. the T9000 system protocols. Tliis allows mixed networks of T9000’s witli T800 
and T400 series.
As a result of the T9000 communication protocols along with the C104 packet routing 
switch it wül be possible to run given software on any hardware topology, thus making the 
software configuration independent of the hardware architectur e. Other features on the T9000 
include binary compatibility with the first generation transputers in particular with the T805, 
lôkbytes of instruction and data cache, 64 k of virtual communication channels and memory 
protection.
The reconstruction algorithms described in Chapters 4 and 5 can be implemented on a 
T9000 based network. In the T800 emulation mode, a tenfold decrease in the reconstruction times 
can be expected. The advantages provide by the T9000 in terms of independence of the software 
configuration fi:om the hardware architecture ( Cook et al [ 108 ] ) would release the software 
from the constraints imposed by the algorithm. It would also simplify the implementation of 
reconstruction on a parallel scanning machine in terms of the hardware topology and any 
interfacing to visualisation tools running on a transputer based environment.
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Conclusions
The reconstruction schemes for MRI have been investigated and it has been shown that 
the Fourier lïansform method of reconstruction is one of the most important schemes. The 
Fourier Zeugmatography scheme of Kumar et al[ 12 ] was chosen for the development of a 
distributed reconstruction algorithm. The Fast Fourier Transform method was investigated and 
a concurrent version of the ID FFT developed. This was implemented as a distributed ID 
reconstruction scheme using the task farm approach. The performance figures have been 
presented and these show a near ideal performance, in terms of reconstruction times and memory 
usage, as the network size is scaled from one to sixteen processors. The ID method was extended 
to the distributed 2D reconstruction scheme. The performance figures for this algorithm were 
presented. In this case the measured reconstruction times deviated fi'om an ideal speedup when 
network size approached sixteen processors. As a result the algorithm was refined and the 
performance improved. It was shown that this algorithm gave a near ideal performance up to a 
network of 16 processors. The communication times of the algorithm for a variable size network 
were also measured and these were shown to increase linearly with the size of the network. It 
was further shown that, in the present case, an increase in the size of the network to a number
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greater than 16 processors would lead to a communication dominant and therefore communica­
tion bound implementation. It was calculated that when the size of the FFT defining the raw 
dataset was increased, the size of the network that could be used without a loss in performance, 
could also be increased. This was shown to be possible because the communications became 
dominant in such a case for a correspondingly larger network. Therefore a performance scaling 
was shown to be possible on a larger sized network.
Another constraint imposed by the algorithms was the incremental step size of the 
network. The step size for the network was shown to be dependent on the size of the distributed 
FFT. The minimum size of the network was 1 and the maximum size N/4 where N is the size of 
the FFT. The network size could only be increased as radix-2, i.e. 1,2,4,8,.. ,N/4. It was shown that 
this was important in order to achieve a balanced work load on the network. The number of 
processes that could be distributed were N/4 and this lead to the radix-2 constr aint.
The concurrent 3D reconstruction of images was implemented by using two methods. 
These were the slice stacking method and the 3D FFT method. The slice stacking method was 
implemented by using tlie 2D distributed FFT and the resulting segmented slices were operated 
on to give the 3D reconstruction. Thus the method used the task farm distribution at the 2D FFT 
level and geometric distribution at the 3D level and therefore was shown to be a hybrid method 
in its classification. This algorithm was used to reconstruct the phantom into a 3D form, and also 
a section of a head for which the raw data came from a live subject The performance graphs for 
the 3D stacking scheme have been shown. The 3D FFT reconstruction scheme was implemented 
and was shown to follow the task farm distribution paradigm for the transforms and the geometric 
distribution paradigm for any processing after the transforms. It was shown that the communi­
cation requirements were in general different as a result of the amount of swapping of rows and 
columns as required by this algorithm. This method is extendable to multi-dimensional FFTh of 
higher dimensions. In general the 3D methods required greater amounts of local memory on the 
nodes, although the 3D FFT reconstruction scheme was shown to require greater memory on the 
Master Transputer node.
The discussion of the algorithms also showed that the bottleneck effect due to the limited 
connectivity to the PC facilities is a factor that has to be considered in a system where faster
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throughput may be required. Some alternative topologies for the implementation of the present 
algorithms are suggested and the consequences discussed. These topologies generally consisted 
of the 2D or 3D mesh architectures. The discussion showed that this had a relevance to the 
implementation of a 3D scanning scheme using arrays of receiver coils in the scanner.
The implementation of the distributed post-processing for correcting translational and 
rotational motions in the slices which have been acquired during a multi-slice scanning scheme 
has been discussed. Some suggested methods are the implementation of distributed correction 
by moments, distributed edge detection algorithms and distributed motion correction algorithms. 
The latest developments in the generic transputers are presented in the foim of the T9000 and 
the supporting routing and interfacing chips. The effect of using such chips on the present 
algorithms is considered, especially in terms of removing some of the present constraints. 
Suggestions are also made for interfacing the reconstruction algorithms with visualization 
algorithms that have been developed on transputer based systems for medical imaging applica­
tions, thus providing complete systems for acquisition, processing arid display of the reconstruc­
tions with the promise of real-time display.
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The notation of CSP presented in Chapter 2 follows the notation used by C. A.R.Hoare 
in his book Communicating Sequential Processes in general. The features that have been 
presented are limited to those that are essential to describe the OCCAM programs as seen in 
Chapter 4, Chapter 5, Appendix D and Appendix E. CSP, however, is an abstraction, much more 
general and covers many other aspects of describing software programming and description of 
hardware events. The features used in the present work are summarised below and some 
additional notation is also given for representing replication.
Processes P,Q,R,S and events by x,y,z, etc.
( X P ) ‘x then P’, i.e. event x leads to process P
X € cxP X is said to be in the alphabet of process P
X=F(X) guarded expression
{iX:A.F(X) general guarded expression where the unique solution exists
for alphabet A
( x - > P l y ~ ^ Q )  ‘x then P choice y then Q’, the binary choice operator
( x:B —> P(x) ) ‘x from B then P of x ’, choice of any event x in B then behave
asP(x)
P 11Q P and Q evolving concurrently
(P  0 Q ) general choice between P and Q
/  "success" or successful termination, a member of every se­
quential process
STOP a process that never engages in any action and can often result
in deadlock
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SKIP a process that which does nothing but terminates successfully,
and therefore the alphabet of SKIP contains only y .
RUN a process which is always ready to engage in any action in its
alphabet
P;Q P and Q aie sequential processes having the same alphabet
( x:= e ; P ) e is an expression assigned to the variable x
The i^  ^value of e is assigned to the corresponding i*  value of 
X in multiple assignments where the length of the lists are the 
same for X and e.
P i( b:^ Q conditional or guarded choice, if b is true then the process
behaves like P and if b is false then the process behaves as Q 
b * P while b is true then the process behaves as P.
c • V communication on channel c carrying message v,
where channel ( c . v ) = c, message ( c . v ) = v 
( c ! V -> P ) If v is contained in the set of messages of P, thenaprocess which
first outputs V on channel c and then behaves like P 
( c ? X -> P(x) ) A process which is initially ready to accept any value commu­
nicable over channel c and then behaves like P(x)
3 sequential replication is, where i takes the 3 values 0,1 and 2 .TPi
i=0
3 parallel replication, where Pi represent the rephcated processesn P i
i=o and where i takes the 3 values 0,1 and 2.
3 replicated general choice, where Pi represent the replicateda c i? x
i=o processes and where i takes the 3 values 0,1 and 2.
3
1=0
replicated guarded choice, where ci represents the replicated 
channels, and where i takes the 3 values 0,1 and 2.
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The circuit diagram for the inter-connection wiring of MIR5 is shown on the following 
page. The network consists of four Gemini B004 boards making up one Master Transputer and 
three slaves. The other B004 board is the Transtech slave board. The relevant mechanical data, 
items list and associated connectivity is given on the circuit diagram sheet which has beenreduced 
from the original A3 size.
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Appendix C
The following sections give a summary of the Speedup and Efficiency calculations.
Ti = Time needed for a sequential algorithm to perform computation on one processor 
Tp = Time needed for a parallel algorithm to perform on ‘p’ similar processors
TiSpeedup = S = —
Speedup gives an indication of the processing time spent by the network. In an ideal case, this 
should be linear and proportional to the number of processors being used.
As Tp is the time for ‘p ’ processors, efficiency is given by
Efficiency = E =  ^p Tp p 
Efficiency is also represented by
E = tcalc +  tcomm
where
tcalc -  the total calculation time per processor with no communication ( equivalent to Ti/p ) 
tcomm = the communication time for each processor
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Therefore the efficiency E gives an indication of the amount of time being spent on communi­
cation by each processor, and in the case of the task farm implementation when the tasks are 
identical, tlie efficiency of the network. For example, if tco m m  is zero, i.e. there is no inter-pro­
cessor communication, then the network has achieved ideal efficiency of one. In general a setup 
time can also be used before any processing and communication starts, but this parameter has 
been ignored for the present application. Efficiency can also be interpreted to give an indication 
of the average load per processor and can be used in balancing the work load on the network. 
For example if
Ti = 8 seconds 
Tp = 2 seconds 
p=5
Then Speedup is given by
S = |  = 4
for a network of 5 processors. Efficiency is therefore given by
E =  ^ = 0.2
Thus, the approach shown above has been used to obtain the Speedup and Efficiency calcula­
tions that have been shown in Chapters 4 and 5.
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The following sections give the ID reconstruction algorithm and 2D unrefined and 
refined reconstruction algorithms, which are presented in Chapter4, in the form of CSP notation.
1 The 1D Reconstruction Algorithm
EXE (input II greyscale II output); elapsed time
ttotal ttotal
PROGRAM nPROGRAMi= Hprocessii=0 i=0
processi ::= Unktest; network FFT
128 2
network FFT ::= twiddle.factor.generator II ( E ( S  sub-process ) )
n=0 m=0
P
sub-process multiplexer II f l  twiddle.factor.multiphcationrow.id
row.id=p*tid
diâ-tâ- siz6where p = - j — ------  . Here ‘data size’ refers to the size of the FFT, ‘ttotai’ refers to the total4  ttotal
number of transputers in the network, and ‘tid’ refers to the identity number of the specific 
transputer in the network where the particular process has been placed.
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1.1 Library of constants
These are resident in my const, tsr. The library contains
Channel protocols 
root transputer identity 
data size 
transp. total 
link aliases
1.2 Library moduies for the Master Transputer
These are resident in hostlib.tsr.
input ::= link test ; chan.from.PC ? read.real.data ; chan.ffom.PC ? read.imag.data ; 
clock ? time.at.start ;
128
( E ( chan.to.network ! real.data; chan.to,network ! imag.data)) 
i=0
128 2
greyscale [ E ( E chan.from.network ? complex.data.set) ;
i=0 n=0
find modulus ] ; 
clock ? time.at.end ; normalise; chan.output ! image.data 
output::» chan.output ? image ; chan.to.PC Î image.data
1.3 Library modules for the network
These are resident in mylib.tsr.
twiddle.factor.generator ::= generate.tables ;
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128 2 2*p
E ( E ( E chan.out.tw.factl[q] ! tw.real; chan.outtw.fact.2[q] ! tw.imag ) )
n = 0  p= 0  q=s2*p*tid
twiddle.factor.multiplicationrow.id chan,bitxev.input ? dataO ;
2
( E (  chan.outtw.factla  ? tw.realli chan.out.tw.fact2 a ? tw.imag)) ;
p=0
8
transform ; ( E chan.output ! finished.values )
n=0
multiplexer ::= receive.from.left.and.tx.to.right&.local ; 
receive.locaHy.transformed.data ; 
receive.finished.data.from.iight.and.send.left 
receive.from.left.and.tx.to.right&.local ::=
[A l < ( ( transp.id< transp.total) AND ( transp.id> 0 )  ) A i]  ;
[ chan.to.right ! dataü
4  ( transp.id> 0 )  AND ( transp.total< ( Uansp.total-2) ) 4  SKIP] 
PAl ::= ( chan.fi'om.left ? dataQ ; E chan.bitrev.input[n] ! datai] )
n=p*tid
P
A2 ::= [ ( chan.ffom.left ? dataQ ; bitreverse ; Bi ; E chan.bitrev.input[n] î dataD )
n=P*tid
4  transp.id= 0 4  SKIP ]
B i ::= [ chan.to.right ! dataD 4  (transp.id= ( transp.total-1 ) ) 4  SKIP]
receive.locaHy.transformed.data ::==
P 8
E ( E chan.output.pair[i] ? fin.values ) 
i=P*tid n=0
receive.finished.data.from.rightand.send.left ::=
[ A 3 4 { tiansp.id ^ 0 ) AND ( tiansp.id ^ ( transp.total-2 ) ):^ SKIP ] ;
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2
[ L chan.to.left ! dataQ
n=0
4  (transp.id< transp.total) AND ( transp.id> 0  A4 ]
2
A s::» E ( chan.from.right ? dataQ merge, with.local.data )
n=0
2
A4 ::= [ ( E chan.to.host ! dataQ ) 4 ( transp.id = 0 SKIP ]
n=0
2 The unrefined 2D Reconstruction Algorithm
EXE::» first FFT; second FFT; elapsed time 
first FFT::» ( in.512ll interm.51211 out512) 
second FFT ::= ( input II greyscale II output)
ttotal ttotal
PROGRAM::» DPROGRAMi» nprocessi 
1=0 1=0
processi : :» link test ; first network FFT ; second network FFT
128 2
first network FFT ::= tw.fact.512 II (E  (E  sub-process.512 ) )
ffts=0 m=0
Psub-process.512 ::= multiplexer.512 II II tw.fact.512row.id
row.id=p*tid
128 2
second network FFT ::» tw.fact II (E  (E  sub-process ) )
ffts=0 m=0
Psub-process ::» multiplexer.512 II IT tw.factrow.id
row.id=p*tid
siz6where p = — ------  . Here ‘data size’ refers to the size of the FFT, ‘ttotal’ refers to the total4  kotal
number of transputers in the network, and ‘tid’ refers to the identity number of the specific 
U ansputer in the network where the particular process has been placed.
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2.1 Library of constants
These are resident in myconsttsr. The library contains
Channel protocols 
root transputer identity 
data sizel 
data size2 
transp.total 
link aliases
2.2 Library moduies for the Master Transputer
These are resident in hlib512.tsr and hostlib.tsr.
in.512 ::= link test ; chan.from.PC ? read.real.data ; chan.from.PC ? read.imag.data ; 
clock ? time.at.start ;
128
( E ( chan.to.network ! real.data; chan.to.network ! imag.data ) )
1=0
128 2
inteim.512 ::== link test ; E [ ( E chan.from.network ? first.complex.set ) ;
1=0 n=0
2
( E chan.ffom.network ? second.complex.set ) ;
n=0
2
( E chan.out.512 ! complex.data.set ) ]
n=0
128 2
out.512 E (Echan.out.512? complex.data.set)
i=0 n=0
The data is in a shared array between out.512 and input 
128 2
input E ( E chan.to.network ! complex.data.set )
1=0 n=0
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128 2
greyscale::» E [ ( Echan.ffom.network? firstcomplex.set) ; i=0 n=0
2
( E chan.ffom.network ? second.complex.set ) ;n=0
find modulus ] ; 
normalise; clock? time.at.end; chan.output ! image.data 
output ::= chan.output ? image ; chan.to.PC ! image.data
2.3 Library modules for the network
These are resident in mylib512.tsr and mylib.tsr.
twidd.512 »  tw.fact »
twiddle.factor.generator ::» generate.tables ;
128 2 2*p
E ( E ( E chan.out.tw.fact.l[q] ! tw.real; chan.outtw.fact.2[q] ! tw.imag ) )n=0 p=0 q=2*P*tid
tw.fact.mult.512 = tw.fact.mult »
twiddle.factor.multiplicationrow.id chan.bitrev.input ? dataQ ;
2
( E ( chan.out.tw.fact.la  ? tw.real II chan.out.tw.fact.2a ? tw.imag) ) ;
pssQ
8
transform ; ( E chan.output ! finished.values )n=0
multiplexer.512 ::= ( receive,fi-om.leftand.tx.to.right&.local II
receive.locaUy.transformed.data ) ; 
receive.finished.data.firom.right.and.send.left 
multiplexer ::» receive.from.left.and.tx.to.right&.local ; 
receive.locally.transformed.data ; 
receive.finished.data.ffom.right.and.send.left
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receive.from.leftand.tx.to.right&.lcx;al ::==
[ A l  <3? ( ( transpjd < transp.total ) AND ( transp.id > 0 ) ) A2 ] ;
( chan.to.right ! dataQ
4  (transp.id> 0 )  AND ( transp.total< (transp.total-2) ) SKIP)
PAl ::= ( chan.ffom.left ? dataQ ; E chan.bitrev.input[n] ! dataQ )
n=P*tid
PA2 [ ( chan.ffom.left ? dataQ ; bitreverse ; Bi ; E chan,bitrev.input[n] ! dataQ )
n=p*tid
4  transp.id= 0 4^  SKIP ]
Bi ::= [ clian.to.right ! dataQ 4  ( transp.id = (transp.total-1) ) SKIP]
receive.locaHy.transformed.data ::=
P 8
E ( E chan.output.pair[i] ? fin.values ) . 
i=P*tid n=0
receive.finished.data.from.rightand.send.left : :=
[ As 4  ( transp.id^ 0 )  AND ( transp.id< (  transp.total-2) ) 4  SKIP] ; 
2
[ ( E chan.to.left ! dataQ )
n=0
4  (transp.id< transp.total) AND ( transp.id> 0  )~4 A4 ]
2
As ::= E ( chan.ffom.right ? dataQ -4  merge.with.local.data )
n=0
2
A4 ::= [ ( Echan.to.host! dataQ) 4  ( transp.id = SKIP ]
n=0
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3 The refined 2D Reconstruction Algorithm
EXE::== link test; first FFT; second EFT; elapsed time 
first FFT ( in.5121) interm.51211 out512) 
second FFT ::= ( input II greyscale II output)
ttotal ttotal
PROGRAM FI PROGRAMi = II processi 
1=0 1=0
processi link test ; first network FFT ; second network FFT
first network FFT ::= receive.512 II twiddle.factor.generator.512 II
128 2
( E ( E sub-process.512 ) )
n=0 m=0
P
sub-process.512 transmit.512 II H twiddle.factor.multiplication.512row.id
row.id=p*tid
128 2
second network FFT::» receive II twiddle.factor.generator II (E  ( E sub-process ) )
n=0 m=0
P
sub-process ::= transmit II II twiddle.factor.multiplicationrow.id
row.id=p*tid
sizowhere p »    . Here ‘data size’ refers to Üie size of the FFT, ‘ttotal’ refers to the total4  ' ttotal
number of transputers in the network, and ‘tia’ refers to the identity number of the specific 
transputer in the network where the particular process has been placed.
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3.1 Library of constants
These are resident in my const.tsr. The library contains
Channel protocols 
root transputer identity 
data sizel 
data size2 
transp.total 
link aliases
3.2 Library modules for the Master Transputer
These are resident in hlib.tsr and hostlib.tsr.
in.512 ::= link test ; chan.from.PC ? read.real.data ; chan.from.PC ? read.imag.data ; 
clock ? time.at.start ;
128
( E ( chan.to.network! real.data; chan.to.network! imag.data) )  
j=o
128
interm.512 ::= ( E ( chan.from.network ? real.data ; chan.from.network ? imag.data ) ) ;
n=0
2
assignments ; E chan.out.512 ! tmp.complex 
0
128
out.512 ( E ( chan.out.512 ? real.data; chan, out.512 ? imag.data; assignments))
n=0
128
input::» ( E ( chan.to.network ! real.data; chan.to.network ! imag.data))
j=0
128 128
receive.from.network ::» ( E E ( chan.from.network ? finished.data ) ) ;
p=0 n=0
clock ? time.at.end ; chan.output! image 
output ::= chan.output ? image ; chan.to.PC ! image
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3.3 Library moduies for the network
These are resident in mylib512.tsr and mylib.tsr.
tw.fact.512 = tw.fact = 
twiddle.factor.generator generate.tables ;
128 2 2*P
E ( E ( E chan.ont.tw.fact. 1 [q] ! ;
n=0 p=0 q=2*P*tid 
chan.outtw.fact.2[q] ! tw.imag ) ) 
tw.fact.mult.512 = tw.fact.mult =
twiddle.factor.multiplicationrow.id chan.bitrev.input ? dataQ ;
2
( E ( chan.out.tw.factla? tw.realII chan.out.tw.facL2a? tw.imag) )  ;p=0
8
transform; ( Echan,output! finished.values) ;
n=Q
transmit.512 =
transmit::» [ Ai if ( ( transp.id< transp.total) AND ( transp.id> 0 )  ) :/ A i]  ;
P 8
E ( E chan.output.pair[i] ? fin.values ) ; 
i=P*tid n=0
2
E chan.tx.to.rx ! fin.buff.complex i=0
PAl ::= ( chan.rx.to.tx ? dataQ ; E chan.bitrev.input[n] ! dataQ )
n=p*tid
P
A2 ::= [ ( chan.rx.to.tx ? dataQ ; E chan.bitrev.input Î dataQ ) 4  transp.id = 0 SKIP ]
n=P*tid
128
receive.512 ::= E ( receive.from.left.and.tx.to.right&.local ; fft=o
receive.finished.data.fi-om.right.and.send.left)
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128
receive ::=( E receive.from.left.and.tx.to.right&.local ) ; find.local.max.and.mm.values ;
fft=0
search.for.global.values ; greyscaleiocal.values ;
128
( E receive.finished.data.fl'om.right.and.send.left )
n=0
receive.from.left.and.tx.to.right&.local :
2
( Eprocessa) ; find.modulus.of.local.values
n=0
processa ::=[ Ag 4  i ( transp.id< transp.total) AND ( transp.id> 0 )  ) :?^ A4 ] ;
[ ( chan.to.right ! dataQ
4  (transp.id> 0 )  AND ( transp.total< ( transp.totaI-2) ) ^  SKIP) ] ;
2
E chan.tx.to.rx ? fin.buff.complex 
i=0
A3 ::= ( chan.from.left ? dataQ ; chan.rx.to.tx ! data)
A4 [ ( chan.ftom.left ? dataQ ; bitreverse ; B i ; chan.rx.to.tx ! dataQ )4 transp.id = 0 SKIP ]
Bi ::=[ chan.to.right ! dataQ 4 (transp.id= (transp.total-1) ) SKIP ] 
search.for.global.max.and.min.values ::» [ A5 4 i transp.total>l ) 4  SKIP ]
A5 [ B 2 4 ( transp.id= 0 )  ^ B3 ]
B2 ( chan.to.right ! max,min ; chan.from.right ? max,min )
B3 [C l <  ( transp.id> 0 )  AND ( transp.total< ( transp.total-1 ) )  4  C2 ]
Cl chan.from.left ? maxtmp,mintmp ->
( compare.with.local ; chan.to.right ! m ax,m in;Di) 
Di chan.from.right ? max,min chan.to.left 1 max,min
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C2 ::= [ D2 4  ( transpid = ( transp.total-1 ) ) ^ SKIP ]
D2 "= chan.from.left ? maxtmp,niintmp ( compare,with.local ; chan.to.left ! max,min)
receive.finished.data.from.right.and.send.left : :=
128
[ { E ( chan.from.right ? dataQ -> merge.with.local.data )}
fft=0
4  ( transp.id^ 0 )  AND ( transp.id^( transp.total-2) ):jf SKIP] ;
[ chan.to.left! dataQ 4  (transp.id< transp.total) AND ( transp.id> 0  ): /  Ae] 
Ae ::= [ chan.to.host ! dataQ 4  ( tiansp.id = 0 ) SKIP ]
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The following sections give the 3D Reconstruction Algorithms by stacking and by 3D 
FFTs, wliich are presented in Chapters, in the form of CSP notation.
1 The 3D Reconstruction Algorithm by stacking
slices.total
EXE::= link.test; in.512II [ { E ( iophasel II interm.51211 out.512) ; input} ;
slices.no=0
slices.total
E receive.from.network ] II
slices.no=0
output; elapsed time
ttotal ttotal
PROGRAM::» nPROGRAMi» nprocessi 
1=0 1=0
processi::» link test ; main process
main process ::= coUect3dll receive II twiddle factor generator II
slices.total
( E ( sub-processa ; sub-processb ) )
n=slice.nc=0 
data.size.l 2 p
sub-processa ::= E [ E { transmit.512 II II twiddle.factor.multiplication.512row.idj ]
ffts=0 n=0 row.id=p*tid
data.size.l 2 p
sub-processb ::=E [ E {transmit II II twiddle factor multiplicationrow.id} ]
ffts=0 n=0 row.id=p*tid
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where P = . Here ‘data size’ refers to the size of the FFT, ‘ttotai’ refers to the total4  ttotai
number of transputers in the network, and *tid* refers to the identity number of the specific 
transputer In the network where the paiticular process has been placed.
1.1 Library of constants
These are resident in myconst.tsr. The library contains
Channel protocols
root transputer identity
data size 1
data size 2
transp.total
slices total
link aliases
1.2 Library moduies for the Master Transputer
These are resident in hlib,tsr and hostUb.tsr.
slice.total
in.512 ::= H [ chan.from.PC ? read.real.data ; chan,ffom.PC ? read.imag.data ;
slioe.no5=0
clock ? time.atstart ;
data.size2 2
( S  ( L chan.iophasel ! complex.data ) ) ]
k=0 n=0
data.size2 2
iophasel ::= E ( E ( chan.iophasel ? complex.data
1=0 n=0
chan.to.network ! complex.data ) )
2
i n t e r m . 5 1 2 ( E  chan.£rom.network? complex.data);
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2
swap.data ; ( E chan.out.512 ! tmp.complex )
G
data.size2 2
out512::= (E  ( Echan.out512? complex.data) ; assignments) 
k=0 n=0
out.512 shares the data with input.
data.sizel 2
input :;= E ( E ( chan.to.network ! complex.data ) 
k=0 j=0
data.sizel
receive.fiom.network (E  chan.from.network ? finished.data ) ;
p=0
clock ? time.atend ; chan.output ! image
slices .total
o u t p u t E  ( chan.output ? image; chan.to.PC ! image)
slice. no=0
1.3 Library modules for the network
These are resident in mylibSll.tsr and mylib.tsr,
tw.fact =
twiddle.factor. generator ::= generate.tables ;
slices.total data.size2 data.sizel
E ( E sub-processtw ; E sub-processtw )
slic6.no=0 n=0 n=0
2 2*p
sub-processtw ( E ( E chan.out.tw.fact. 1 [q] ! tw.real ;
p=0 q=s2*P*tid
chan.outtw.fact.2[q] ! tw.imag ) ) 
tw.fact.mult.512 «  tw.fact.mult =
twiddle.factor.multiplicationrow.id ::= chan.bitrev.input ? dataD ;
2
( E ( chan.outtw.fact.la  ? tw.real II chan.out.tw.fact.2a ? tw.imag ) ) ;
p=0
8
transform ; ( E chan, output ! finished.values ) ;
n=0
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transmit. 512 =
transmit::= [ A i i (  ( ( transp.id< transp.total) AND ( transp.id> 0 )  ) :)( A2 ] ; 
p 8
E ( E chan.output.pair[i] ? fin.values ) ; 
i=P*tid n=0
2
E chan.tx.to.rx ! fin.buff.complex
i=0
P
Ai ::= ( chan.rx.to.tx ? dataD ; E chan.bitrev.input[n] ! dataD )
n=p*tid
P
A2 ::= [ ( chan.i-x.to.tx ? dataD ; 32 chan.bitrev.input ! dataD ) 4  transp.id = Oi- SKIP ]
n=p*tid
slices.total
receive ::=[ E ( receive.fi*om.left.and.tx.to.right&.local) ;
slice.no=0
find.locaI.max.and.min.values ; 
search.for.global.values ; greyscale.local.values ;
data.size2
E chan.collect3da ! image ] ;
fft=0
slices.total data.size2
( E ( E receive.fimshed.data.from.right.and.send.left))
slice.no=0 n=0
receive.ffom.left.and.tx.to.right&.local ::=
data.size2 2 data.sizel 2
[{ £  ( Eprocessa) }; j E ( Eprocessa) }] ;fft=0 n=0 fftssO n=0
find.modulus.of.local. values  ^
processa::= [ A3 4 { { transp.id< transp.total) AND ( transp.id> 0 )  ) :)( A4 ] ;
[ chan.to.right ! dataD
<4 (transp.id> 0 )  AND ( transp.total< ( transp.total-2) ) 4  SKIP] ;
2
E chan.tx.to.rx ? fin.buff.complex i=0
A3 ::= ( chan.from.left ? dataD ; chan.rx.to.tx ! data)
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A4 ::= [ ( chan.from.left ? dataD ; bitreverse ; Bi ; chan.rx.to.tx ! dataD )
4  transp.id = 0 "4 SKIP ]
B i ::= [ chan.to.right ! dataD 4  (transp.id= ( transp.total-1 ) ) 4  SK IP]
search.for.global.max.and.min. values [A s  4  { ttotai > 1 ) :/ SKIP ]
As ::= [B2 4 { transp.id = 0)  B3 ]
B2 ( chan.to.right ! max,min ; chan.from.right ? max,min )
B3 ::= [ Cl 4  ( transp.id > 0 ) AND ( transp.total < ( tiansp.total-l ) )  4 C2 ]
Cl [ chan.from.left ? maxtmp,mintmp ( compaie.with.local ;
chan.to.right ! max,min ; D i ) ]
D i ::= chan.from.right ? max,min chan.to.left ! max,min
C2 ::= [ chan.from.left ? maxtmp,mintmp ( compare.with.local ; chan.to.left ! max.min )
receive.finished. data.from.right. and.send.lefr : :=
( chan.co31ect.3db ? image ) ; A s ; A?
A s::"  [ B4 4 (t id ^  0 )  A N D  ( t id ^ (  ttotai-2 )  )4  SKIP]
B4 ::" chan.from.right ? dataD -> merge.with.local.data
A? ::= [ Bs 4 (transp.id< transp.total) A ND ( transp.id> 0  ) 4  B s ]
Bs ::" chan.to.left ! data[]
B s ::= [ chan.to.host ! data[] ^ ( tid = 0 ) SKIP ]
slices.total data.sizo2
E ( Eslic6.no=0 fft=0
slices.total data.sizel
{ ^ ( Eslic6.no=0 fft=0 chan.collect.3db! 3d.dataset)}
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2  The 3D FFT Reconstruction Algorithm
EXE ;:= link test ; first EFT ; second FFT ; third FFT ; elapsed time 
first FFT ::= ( in.512 II interm.512 II out512) 
second FFT ( input II interm.512 II out.512) 
third FFT ::= ( input II greyscale II output)
hota l hotal
PROGRAM ::= II PROGRAMi = II processj 
i=0 i=0
processi ::= link test ; first network FFT ; second network FFT ; third network FFT
second network FFT = first network FFT
first network FFT ;;= receive.512 II twiddle.factor.generator.51211
128 128 2
E (E  (Esub-process.512)) 
p=0 n=0 m=0
P
sub-process.512 nansmit.512 II II twiddle.factor.multiplication.512row.id
row .id=p*tid
128 128 2
second network FFT receive II twiddle.factor.generator II ( E (E  ( E sub-process ) )  )
p=0 n=0 m=0
P
sub-process ::= transmit II II twiddle.factor.multiplicationrow.id
row.id=p*tid
where p = . Here ‘data size’ refers to the size of the FFT, ‘ttotai’ refers to the total4 ttotai
number of transputers in the network, and ‘tid’ refers to the identity number of the specific 
transputer in the network where the particular process has been placed.
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2.1 Library of constants
These are resident in ?nyconsUsr. The library contains
Channel protocols
root transputer identity
data size 1
data size 2
data size 3
transp total
link aliases
2.2 Library moduies for the Master Transputer
These are resident in hlib.tsr and hostUb.tsr.
in.512 ::= Urik test ; chan.from.PC ? read.real.data ; chan.from.PC ? read.imag.data ; 
clock ? time.at.start ;
128 128
( E E ( chan.to.network ! real.data ; chan.to.network ! imag.data ) )
k=0 j=0 
128 128
interm.512 ::= ( E E ( chan.from.network ? real.data ; chan.from.network ? imag.data ) ) ;
k=0 n=0
2
assignments ; E chan.ont.512 ! tmp.complex 
0
128 128
out.512::= (E  E (chan.out.512? real.data; chan.out.512? imag.data; assignments))
k=0 n=0 
128 128
input ::= ( E E ( chan.to.network ! real.data ; chan.to.network ! imag.data ) )
ks=0 j=0
128 128
receive.from.network (E  EO ( chan.from.network ? finished.data ) ) ;
p=0 n=
clock ? time, atend ; chan.output! image
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output ::= chan.output ? image ; chan.to.PC ! image
2.3 Library modules for the network
These are resident in mylib5J2.tsr and mylib.tsr.
tw.fact.512= tw.fact = 
twiddle.factor.generator ::= generate.tables ;
128 128 2 2*p
E E ( L ( E chan.out.tw.fact.l[q] ! ;k=0 n=0 p=0 q=2*p*tid
chan.outtw.fact.2[q] ! tw.imag ) ) 
tw.fact.mult.512 = tw.fact.mult =
twiddle.factor.multiplicationrow.id ::== chan.bitrev.input ? dataD ;
2
( E ( chan.out.tw.fact.la? tw.realll chan.out.tw.fact.2a? tw.imag)) ;p=0
8
transform ; ( E chan, output ! finished.values ) ;n=0
transmit.512 =
transmit::" [A i ^ ( ( transp.id< transp.total) AND ( transp.id> 0 )  ) :;( A2 ] ; 
p  8
E ( E chan.output.pair[i] ? fin.values ) ;i=p*tjd n=0 
2
E chan.tx.to.rx ! fin.buff.complex i=0
P
Ai ::= ( chan.i-x.to.tx ? dataD ; E chan.bitrev.input[n] ! dataD )
n=P*tid
P
A2 ::= [ ( chan.rx.to.tx ? dataD ; E chan.bitrev.input ! dataD ) 4  transp.id^ 0 4  SKIP]
n=P*tid
128 128
receive.512 ::= E E ( receive.fi-om.left.and.tx.to.right&.local;k=0fft=0
receive.finished.data.from.right.and.send.left)
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128 128
receive ::= ( E E receive.frora.left.and.tx.to.right&.local ) ; find.local.max.and.min.values k=om=o
search.for.global.values ; gieyscale.local.values ;
128 128
( E E receive.finished.data.fiom.right.and.send.leA)
m=0 n=0
receive.fiom.leA. and.tx.to.right&.local : :=
2
( Eprocessa) ; find.modulus.of.local.values
n=0
processa ::= [A 3 ( ( üansp.id < transp.total ) AND ( transp.id > 0 )  ) A4 ] ;
[ chan.to.right ! dataD4 ( transp.id> 0 )  AND ( transp.total< (transp.total-2) ) 4  SKIP] ;
2
E chan.tx.to.rx ? fin.buff.complexi=0
A3 ::= ( chan.from.leA ? dataD ; chan.i-x.to.tx ! data)
A4 ::= [ chan.from.leA ? dataD ; bitreverse ; Bi ; chan.rx.to.tx ! dataD 4 transp.id = 0 4 SKIP ]
B i [ chan.to.right ! dataD 4 (transp.id= (transp.total-1) ) 4  SKIP]
seaich.for.global.max.and.min.values [A 5 <  ( ttotai > 1 ) SKIP ]
As ::= [B 2 4 { transp.id = 0 )  4  B 3 ]
B2 ::= ( chan,to.right ! max,min ; chan.from.right ? max,min )
B3 ::= [ Cl 4 (transp.id> 0 )  AND ( transp.total< (transp.total-1) ) 4  C2 ]
Cl ::= [ chan.from.leA ? maxtmp.mintmp ( compare.with.local ;
chan.to.right ! max,min ; Di ) ]
Di ::= chan.from.right ? max,min ^  chan.to.leA ! max,min
C2 ::= [ chan.from.leA? maxtm p,m intm p( compare.with.local; chan.to.leA! max,min)
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receive.finished. data.from.right.and.send.left : :=
[Aô 4  ( transp.id^ 0 )  AND ( transp.id^( transp.total-2) ) 4  SK IP] ;
[ chan.to.left! data[] 4 ( transp.id< transp.total) AND ( transp.id> 0 ) 4  A?] 
128
Ae E ( chan.from.right? data[]-> merge.with.local.data)
fft=0
A? [ chan.to.host ! dataD 4 (transp.id= 0 ) 4  SKIP ) ]
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